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ABSTRAL1
Offered in reeponsii to a 4:insect by the National

science foundation for inforsat2.)a on hoe ticeledqe,:sffects policy,
the document investigates federal suppdrt of social- research and
development and evaluates the relevance of thAs rbseazch to toCial
policy: Social research and development (1 6 C) concuss the
identification and solution of social problems. /ajar objectives of

the coyest are to tildes the process by which.8 6 0-policy and
programs influence decision makers, determine-sejer avenues of
influence, and consider criteria fot pleasing social 16 D. The
document consists of sir articles written by educators; researchers.

a government official, and a law student.` The first article cautions
that no single yardstick can detersive the usefulness cf social 2 I D

in our pluralistic society. The conclusion is that assessing
usefulness project by project will produce too such supeificial,
seconds:1 source research. The second article suggests-that social
6 D should not be subject to tightet control ty federal staff but .

should serve ax an intellectual backdrop of ideas. the third article
saintains that public cossissions rarely sake Ase"of social science
research; regerdloss of its quality. The ,fourth article suggests
additiOnal-research intc knoledgit/policy linkage*, closer
coordination among social R 6 0 administrators, aid better uses of

funding. The fifth article recosmends that tesearchers sake sore
effort to saintain a constant flow of facts and interpretations to
public policy 'makers. the final article discusses the use of social
reserch in courts of law. (11thor/DB)
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Foreword

nis volume was prepare,' py the Natio:al Research Council for the

National Science Foundation (Pan Al the regain! of NSF% Science

and Technology Policy Office in 1974. the National Research Coact'

age cod to undertake a study of the orpoizatio and Management of

social research and dein:knoll:at dirosiglioul the federal sacrament.

To 'carry out this task, the Study Project on Social Research and

Development was established within the Assembly of Behavioral and

Social Sciaices of the National Research Council.

The work of the Study Project includes six vigunit. to be publiShed

in 1975-1979:

Volume 1: The Federal Investment in Knowledge c)Tocial Problems

(Study Project Report)
Volume 2: The Funding of Social Knowledge Production and Appli-

cation: A Survey of Federal, Agencies
Volume 3: Studies in 4e Management of Social RAD: Selected-Pol-

.
icy Areas

Volume 4: Studies in the Management of So ial RAD. Selectedis-
nes

- Volume, 5: Knowledge and Pplicy: The Uncertain Connection

Volume 6: The Uses of Rink Research. Case Studies Soctai

Science
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Intioduction

LAURENCE E. LYNN. JR.

In 1976. the federal government invested more than SI 8 billion In
social research and development 4R&D)--i.c.. 19 research. stfisiics.
evaluations, demonstrations. and experimentsrelating to the identifi-

cation and solution of social problems. Although the need for large-
'scale federal slipport .of social R&D is widely accepted. questions

Is relevance to the making of social policy have become
more eatin recent years. What are we learning' Who is making

effective use of what' we learnt'
The beginning of systematic federal support for social R&D can

perbaps be traced to the creation of the Federal Bureau of Ethriolfgy in

RBI.. During the following four_ijecade.s_moilsated14 tbritogressive_
Era's concern for social problems and the need for seie.ntific advice.
generated by World War 1. federal support for social R&D emerged in
reccignizable form. The Depression Era's social problem.. and Worki
War II further stimulated federal spending for social research. which
reached S53 million in 1937 and as more than $60 TblikOn by 1953.

(Archibald 1967). Growth was slow during the lityls. ben
sharply during the 1970s, stimulated by another burst ofgoseinmental
etkrgy to wire. .social problems, the present levet of spending was

reached in the early 1970s-

THE IMPORTANCE OF

As federal support for socLil
troversies begari 10 ovals

REI:EVANCE
R&D reached significant levels. con-
ify a comples,timi)ry there have been
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two principal sources of control/thy: legislators" distrbstful of "social
eleneersr also promote ridicid ideas or pursue irrelevant academic
interests, and Iolal scientists worvied4hal dependence on government
ailebtwomproalise their objectivity.

An oily inanifestadon of this controversy was contained in the 1938
report of the National rlateasicarendeNnnntittee. ResearchA 'National
ROGOW. This report that "research within the Gov-
ernment and by non-governmental agencies which cooperate with the
Government be. so organized and conducted as to avoid the pos-
sibilities tibias through subordination in any way tp policy-king and
policy-enforcing.- A'series. of quasi-official reports, beginning with the
1938 report of the National Resourie Comminees have discussed
ostional policies for the support of Acura to solve complex social
problems. These reports have urea thefederal go4ernment to play a
makr role in supporting social R&D_an'd have discussed a variety of
the problems that arise when the government undertakes soil support.
(See:for esamplefiresitlent's Science Advisory Committee 1962; U.S.
Conpess, House 1%7; National Reseah Council 1968. 1969; Isla-
tionid Science Foundation 1969.)

In the early 1970s. federal policy-making officials whose agencies
supported social R&D became a relatively new source of controversy.
Many of thesi officials believed that the raison d'etre for the growing
amounts of money being spent was the production of knowledge that

be useful in their policy-making roles. Based on their experience
nglor and using knowledge from researcli, however, they

e sed doubts that fedepilly supported social R&D produced much
useful nowiedge pr that usable k was actually used often

o justify the ekiense of ohntriencgli:
For sample. former secretary isf Health, Education, and Welfare

(Kew) lot Xichardson.41hose department accounted for nearly half
of federally supported social R&D, observed 4l.J.10 HEW 1972. p. I 0:

Too much of ihts money has gone into poorly concmved-projects. too few of
the results have been rigorously assessed. and our means u f disseminating the
worthwhile results have been too feeble This means that we know less than we
should. that we're less sure of what we know. and that foci few people share tIllhb
knowledge we do possess

One of Richardson's early acts at HEW was to have the planiingal
evaluation staff review HEW-supported social R&D and identify tested
ideas that were awaiting adoption and promotion. Although a few ideas
were identified. the staff concluded, contrary to Richardson's expecta-
tions. that '11) There probably are no hidden jewels coming out of our

41.

nee
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R&D that are waiting to be discovered if we just look enough. and (2) if

/such jewel dO$Zifit. our (R&D, bureaus are not apt to find them given

N..the present reporting ptocedures.''.(Fcwadditionaldiscussion of HEW'S sa.
efforts to improve the relevance of its social R&D. see "The Question

(IRE:len:ice" by Laurence E. Lynn. Jr.. in this volume.)

Criticism of social R&D sponsored by the Department of Defense

was recorded in a report by National Research Council (19,1).

*Mob stated (p. 31):

High-level officials-both in the Department of Defense and in the former

Bureau cithe BOW. believe that restate should be more useful to than than -

it IL Non-mission-oriented basic research is considered to have lacked policy

pay-offs'snd to have-consmuted both a subsidy to producers.and a %mace of

difficulty and irritation svnh the Congress, Research producers are sometimes

viewed as being mote interested in furthering their academic disahnes than

providing operational help to the Department of Dee-me -

After surveying a large number of government officials and social

scientists. the author of 4 1972 article in Fortune magazine (Alexander.

p. 132) reported that "no in government is much tempted by the

fruits on social science's tree of knowledge."

In 1974. the Nixon Administr'ation's rationale ,U S. Office of Man-

agement and Budget 1973) for support of federal research and de-

velopment program; stressed the importanced recognizing that "he*
we spend our resources for research and development is just as

important as how much we spend" and placed emphasis on "encourag-

ing the fbcusing of research and development on specific problems

within areas of special national need" and on ensuring that "the

American people get a proper return on the dollars they invest in

ft eras research and clevelornent.'.*
concerns have given rise to specific questions: Should the

alfocation of sircial R&D resources among social problem areas be

changed? Should social R&D funds be spent in different ways? For

. example. should more be spent on evaluation and experimentatidn and

less on social science research: should mcaebe-pent on randomized.

controlled field trials and less on uncontrolled debonstrations: should

,more be spent on research done by universities and research institu-

tions and less on analysis done by profit-making firms; should mote be

spent on long-term grants and less on short-term contracts? Should the

stipport of social R&D by the federal government be organize., and

administered differently? For example, should research administration

be more centralized: should there be a greater use of formal planning

processes; should there be morsintramural research: should the paten-
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tial users of research be more, involved in research planning; should
there be more interagency coordination?

Executive concern about the usefulness of social R&D is neither
SurprisFag nor disturbing, Any federal activity competing for scarce
resources will be soNecited to ciiticid evaluation by bale esaminers,
program evaluators. coagressional committees. and policy makers.
This has been espesially true during the chronic budgetary shoitagcs of
the early 1970s. Moreover. disillusionment with social R&D has in
many res., its been a reflection of post -Graz Society disdhistonment
witSisocial programs.

Paradoxically. however. recent sioastence by federal. offis. -ials on err
relevancerelesance and accountability from the research community is a partial
reflection of the success the community has hail in penetrating gov-
ernment. Following years of urging by social Mc-mists. the policy
world now takes it for granted Thai the social sciences have a contribu-
tion to make in government Policy makers have come to depend on
"social engineers" or "research brokers" to communicate expert
knowledge, As assistant secretaries. deputy assistant secretaries. and
deputy under secretaries for research and program developmenr, re-
search brokers art now a-fixture in virtually every federal agency.
Professors and researchers from the social science community.are
regularly appointed to cabinet posts The staffs of numerous govern-
ment bureaus and congressional offices have been 'upgraded- by the

.addition Of younger members with groluate education and the ability to
read. criticize. and evaluate research reports, Through the Congres-
sional Budget Office. the General Accounting Office. the Congres-
sional Research Service. and the Office of Technology Assessment.
Congress is developing its own anstnnitonabled cad:e of trained policy
analysts and social scientists

These research brokers often exert pressure on the social R&D
community to produce results relevant to -pricy making' Moreover.
now that analysts and social scientists are a permanent part of the
government, it is unlikely that insistence on relevance will ever abate_
In fact. it is likely to increase all the -right" times. i e when
knowiedgi is most needed to elarvfx co4plex pokey chivy-es thus. it
would be*a mistake to regard the pressure for reicsan.:e as aberrant or
transitory,

In .1 vcscril .rill: r ..1 '1 n4ac,1 the ntqoun Ihal
more jr1J hoot, ,rno, t tyrI.ccit ,orkt /Nal. n et, 11,0 in
Irnproniveni UndellArnthnig 400 gor.ifci FTL. 'rut' hu, IheIC Arc 41,4. ,IWklilioorp.
Where COM:Winn tn..i% 1,-fr.cd ,,,Mumr1 garho than

11
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The pressure for relevance is more than psi talk It ta3 taken the

of: increasing rebalice in many agencies on compentrvely

contracts land on sole-source contracts with favored

stead et grants. and on grant arrangements that involve

between greet°, and grantee; pressures from nobcy,

budget personnel to improve contract and grant

research monitoring. dissemination, and I/

the to the use of peer review prods and art
the research comnittitity; and a growing
social R&D that seem 'most imraitdrat

4 /

m
aided

ollaboratron
AL and

ministration and
increasing opposi-

councils oriented so
ts- for the kris of

useful to poks nitkery

program evaluation. policy analysts,. expert consultation. Ard Social

experimentationrelative to traditional social science rciearch per

formed at universities
In addition, some ageftitt,* arc expertmentrng with systernaoC

methods for planning and setting priorities far thew social Rs ,ac-

ti;oides Oft, for example. Guttentag and Snapper 19'7i) OecasipnAly

other management devices have been toed including palm" implica-

tions papers orqxued in conjunctiai with dimple:ell research' projects

and the appointment of research consumers Jo. research advisory

committees.
Unfortunately. we lack sy sternal's.- e.srdence as to whither these

steps are having the iesults their sponsors hope for [here are indica-

tions, however. that Ihssaiisfaction with the usefulness of social R&D

is not abating For example. the Federal Council for Science and

Technology Task Group on Social R&D noted, that there are indica-

itolit that too little social R&D is relevant to policy makingan. si that too

much research, even if relevant, is not available to and utilized by the

appropriate decision makers t If %lawful .Research Council

review of the National Science Foundation's applied social scierici.

research concluded (p 111 "the quality of thework * highly variable

and on average relatively undistinguished. *tits only modest p,itential

for useful application In general. social R&D con,inue," to, be

criticized by members. of Contrresc, execuil%c-bonch official,, and

social scientists because II is nrther plod nor well manaphl research

and has little potential for use ;
Although this continued cnki,..hm reflect, the persistence of the

problems that led to gruicism in the first place. many to the %octal R&D

community believe that .:cent rite,,urc, for retros relevance have

actually been counterproductive In their stew, the attempt to man

ufarture socially useful knowledge to orderN./treat the acquisltion

.t
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knowledge hkt any other government -procurementhas flooded the
market with shoddy prodycts. The reSultipg poor-quality research.
moreplicable ilemonstretions, ambiguous experiment ,. useless data.
and biased evaluations have neither policy value nor s,..ientific merit In
theYiew of others. nothing has changed bus the name of the game. For
example, one psychologist strongly. committed to sociidly useful re-
search notes (Deutsch 1976. p. 2): "paradoxically. tacit funding agen-
cies under the edicts of conservatitic federal administrations have
pressured for relevance. the effect has often been and the opposite
from that which was intendedan increase decuirsiLooly ut_psaido-

vancy of proporls to use the 'rele-
vance' terminology took place)' The management skill. financial and
manpower resourm, and continuity of effort needed to ,orient the
swill R&D community Mit toward the productive study of social
problems have been lacking.

This unsatisfactory state of affairi ha.i-stimulated still more ideas for
refixmini social -R&D management One idea is to tighten the
management of social R&D still further by centralizing its administra
top, restricting federal funding mainly to highpriority subjects and

. projects, subjecting individual project proposals to greater scrutiny.
and weakening of eliminating peer review and what is asserted to be kit'
parochial emphiotis on methodology and performer reputation (see
Gustafson 1975). At the other extreme. some would abandon altogether
direct approaches to achieving policy relevance and return the making
of social R&D policy to the scientific community. Those boiding,this
view would strengthen. not weaken. peer reviiw*and leave the choice
of subjects for research., the selection of research, methods and Ter,

. formers, and decisions to disseminate research firfttingt to those with
scientific qualifications. By thus promoting quality and scientific merit,
it iv argued, the government would enhance the social usefulness. of ,
social R&D in the most fundamental sense

s

THE EXTENT OF OIR KNOWEEDGe

In the face of such divergent views. it Wins to pause And take
stock. What knowledge do we possess that is relevant to the formula-
tion of social R&D policy' To what extent and in what manner is
knowledge used in resolving social policy problems/11y :what ktrare-
gies can the most useful forms or knowledge be obtained?'

Regrettably (and ironically), we possess little knowledge obtained
research that will help answer these questions_ sAs Albert

has noted (1976. p 1067) . social scientists - are

1:s
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only slightly more predisposed to rale social scientific knowledge about

their business as one of their most critical needs than are people in

thoreiotid endeavors that social scientists seek a mandate to inform.**

Most studied addressing federal social R&D policy have been promo-

limed. i.e.. preoccupied with the extent of federal financial support of

social Oen= at acndemic institutions and with the number of social

scientists influential in government. Though there is a growing body of

social science research on cirganizationid behavior and change. the ,

diffitsion of innovations, and the nature of bureaucratic derision mak-
.itt-this-resenretr-has-seldoen influenced main .arpments_m_itcont._

merle lions!
There is recent evidence that this situation may be changing- A study

by Cdplan et al. (1975) helps fill in the large gaps in our understanding

of hew the use of social science information influences federal govern-

ment policy. The National Institute of Mental Health has initiated

stesve al Studies aimed at understanding policy-making Processes and

the role of social R&D institutions in shaping them. The National

Academy of Sciences published Knowledge and Policy in Manpower. a

landmark study of the manpower research and development program in

die Deplornent of Labor (National Research Lountil I975). In a study

sponsored by *he Commission on the Organization of the G.overnment

for the Conduct of Foreign Policy 41975). Alexander I "George
analyzed the entire body of social science knowleage on decision

making and developit ideas on how those making foreign _policy
decisions could make better est of information -'

THE.STUDY PROJECT ON SOCIAL R&D

Despite these efforts. die Study Project on Social R&D began its work
against a background of generally inadequate knowledge One ibing.in
particular was apparent. Few of the proposed solutions tattle -rele-

vance problem" have been based on a clear conceptiont qf what' the
terms "relevant to polity" or "socialty useful" mean

k
Though not addressed to the probkm+ of Minion, sorsa' R&D. a tecent study ol

kderalhoomedial re catch tConvoe and Drmps 1970 ts.of considerable methodological

taterest Our project had only Oft: goal." state the authors to 1051' "to demonstrate

that objectke, acienufic techniquesmum'of the /resent anecdotal approscCan be

used to design and "justify a national boornethcal research pair) Through a rather

rigorous_ emgarscalproctss, that study tdertufted whet they behesed to be the types d

rebestrdi emu utsberlay the lop ten clinical adbarKes in (1i:du/vascular and pulmonary

medicine sad surgery in the last 30 year
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To stimulate thinking about the impact of social Radon policy, the
Study Project asked several persons flimiliar with both policy, making
and social R&D to address themselies to questions concerning the
relationship between knowledge and policy making:

IPA: what times and under what circumstances during the life cycle
of a 'policy or program are, the results of social R&Doe, more
generally, ideas, analyses, and research fending* --likely to be influen-
tial in shaping the thinking or motivating the actions of WOW key
participant in the decision-making Process? In other words. from the
time that public discussion of an issue begins to the time that a
program has been operational long enough- for its continuation to be
questioned, where ansresetirch findings likely to matter most

By what avenues do the results of social R&D etc i public policy,
e.g.. through program managers, the courts. congressidnal authoriz- ,
ing committees, the educational system, organized interest ge.aps,
and public opinion or through the recruitment j ex*ris into key
jobs. internal advocacy, or other means? All of these avenues are used
at various times, but are some avenues likely to be mar reliable than
others? Does it depend on the stage at any given mom, it of the policy
developmeni procets? Does it depend on the type if policy being
considered? Or what?

In the light of past experience. what criteria or general con-
siderations should be employed in planning social R &b' For example,
should the priorities and direction be left largely up to the academic

, research community. with research managers considering only she
q ty ofthe proposal and the reputation of the principal investigator?

41
Or. at the other extreme. should federal policy planners and research
monomers jointly define in advance the_ desired research and its rela-
tionship to specific policY decisions' Is more or less direction desk- i''
able? Should researchers have a constituency in mind? Should users be
included in the research planning process? In other words, depending
on when. how. and with whom research is likely to be influential. how
could federal agencies impro # the influence rif social R&D on policy?

Ih answer to these questions. Carol H Wesss. Imes Q. Wilson,
Howard R. Davis and Susan E. Salami,. and James L. Sundquist joined
me in examining the process of knowledge int() policy. Our different
views comprise the-remainder of this volume. In addition, Shaton M.
Collins looked at how social R&D has been used in decision making by
the courts, a subject of growing importance.

15
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A,COMPENDIUM OF VIEWS

-My vies-Vs have been shaped by having worked in several federal
agencies that support social R&D as well as by participation in. the

Study Project on R&D. I believe that federally supported social
RP -I moo; be ugly judged by any single yardstick ot relevance.

Because social R&D ritlfills many different functions in our pluralistic
'society, many criteria must be considered' when determining whether

orot social R&D has been worthwhile. For the most pan, assessing
usefulness pnjeci by projeCOS I-mistake:Such an approach tom
R&D managentant will produce too much superficial. secondary-

source research, and too little investment in theory., methodology,
innovative applitations, and primary data.

Conceding the existence of problems with the link between social
research and public policy. Weiss explores at length the cognitive and
siructeral diffienhies associated with the stages of pnlleY research at

which the problems are most severe: formulating research and applying

research tesults to policy.- She observes that the most commbnlY

proposed solutions t research-into-policy problems are administrative

remedies involving tighter control by federal staff:Though some of
these remedies may help, in general they have hok real impact on the
cognitive or structural causes of these problems, Noting that. "a
democratic System does not want technocratic solutions imposed on

decision makers: a pluralistic society dad not want political commis

on the freedom of research. she counsels that we avoid the "social

engineering" concept of social R&D in favor of an -enlightenment"
model that views social R&D not as a solution to problems. but as in
intellectual backdrop of concepts. propositions, orientations, and

empirical generalizations for the discussion of policy.
Basing his observations on personal experiences with a series of

governmental commissions and public agencieii. Wilson's conclusions

are negative: "Public commissions, on the record, have either made I, o

use of social science... . . made some use but in ways irrelevant to its

policy conclusions, . or made use of relevant but unconvincing and

inadequate research. . . ." Funher. "good social science will rarely be
used by government agencies in a timely and effective manner. Most
organizations change-only when they must, which is to say, when time

laid money are in slaw supply. Therefore, most organizations will not

do serious research and experimentation in advance When they use
social science at all, i: will be on an ad hoc, improvised. qui$k-and-

dirty basis." His solutionis "not ..iod research. but wise. farseeing,

shrewd, and organizationally effective administ.ators
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Davis and Selman, too, cite problems with the knowledge-into-policy
42 process ftdm the perspectives of both-policy makers and researchers.

They develop several euggestions that they believe might improv this
process: additional research that will clarify the complexities of y
decision nsakiqi in ways that will enable researchers. better to
stand policy makes' needs and probkins, closer coordination among.
socheitaLY adminisnatort in -federal agencies, more fleade and
imeginadve uses of funding mechanhms, improved quality control,
more encouragement of high-performance. researchers, and design of

--aail-auppeirt-for aectiveilissemination mat*
Sundtgast sees the flow of knowledge into policy taking place via a

transmission belt consisting of researchers,. academic middleinen, re--
sew& brokers, and policy makers. Although breakdowns can occur at
stay point, problems most often arise at the point where a research
brakes..I-Aber attestant 'to *policy maker who can imagistic social
knowledge into policy athricso-is needed: Following an analysis of the,
&actions, opportunities, and pitfalls of res1arch brokerage at the
fectene level, Sundquist suggests that research brokerage may consti-
tute a new discipline, whose practitioners have "isophisticsied under-
-sbeitilagof the importance of maintaining a flow of facts and irierpreta-
tion from she World of to the ttiodd of action and a flogrof
leadership and support ..

n.
Coals surveys the coufis use of four types of social research data

(experktestimony, results of existing studies, public opinion polls, and
results of studies conducted specifically for the case at hand) nun five
research sources (economics research statistical data, public opinion
surveys, psichological research. ad socio-psychological resaird) in
four types of application !criminal law, surveillance, pornography/
obscenity. and separation of church and state). Noting that social
science research is not uniformly accepted by the legal community,,she
suggests that the lawyer's faith in research depends on-four factors:
quandfiability. relevance. the perceived absence of value judgments,
and concern for the individual. -This concern is the major dividing
force between social scientists and lawyets: while social scientists may
criticize the narrow scope of laW. lawyers. with matching intentity,
mistrust the generalities of social science."
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The Question
of Relevance

LAIRENCEE. LYNN; JR.

Ilistaiftird science have noted the Enlightenment-influenced. emir-
lc* minded spirit in which the nation was founded. Of Washington.
Jdfaton. and Franklin. Price writes (1934. p. 4): "The fast dtect of
their leadership was,to destroy the traditional theory of lieredilar
sovereignty. and to substitute the idea that the people had the right. by
rational and experimental processes. to build their governmental in-
sthutiohs to suit themielNes." Lyons adds 0969. pp. 2-3) that the
scientifiC spirit of the founding fathers "was also shaped by a prag-
matism and utilitarianism that grew out of the practical demands of
settling a new land and that have characterized American society and
Anstrican science from the beginning."

'1"/T-its President. Thomas Jefferson was responsible for what may have
been the first major federally supported social research. ". (Perhaps]
the most important fact aboiit the Lewis and Clark expedition . . is
the degree to which it was *progrimmed.' or planned in advance, down
to the smallest detail by Jefferson and his scientific associates in
Philadelphia. ." (Goetzman 1,66. p. 3). In Goetzman's view. the
Lewis and Clark expedition co Wd reasonably be construed. at least in
part. as basic, as opposed to applied, social R&D (p. 5): . . Lewis
and Clark might almost be considered a logical extension of the

Lamm Lyon. Jr.. Professor of Public Poetry at Harvard eraversov's John F.
Howdy School d Goverryaseat. has deeded pohcv eradsus acovihes as asuman.
secretary la 'avoid folteroi
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American Philosophical Society, which existed to promote the general

advancement of science and the useful arts'." The results. however,
were asquestiontably in the "applied" categpry. The expedition "re-
placer a *mass of confusing rumors and cajectures with a body of
compact. reliable and believable information on the western half of the

costliest which caught the imagination of the country" (Dupree 1957,

p. 27).
The systematic exploration and survey of the American West in

----ntany as repre-istaiparadivator the relationship of public policy
making and WOW& research. In the case of the Lewis and Clark
expernion. for example. Jefferson sought relevant, documented
knowledge in the face of pressures to`act in furtherande of American
mutations in the West but prior to major policy developments. He was

system* in organizing and training an interdisciplinary team to
assemble new knowledge on behalf of a broad social goal. *Jefferson's
instnictions. in their detail, their insistence on astronomical observa-

lion, attention to nature history and the Indians. and above all his
reiterated, admonition to keep every possible record. set a scientific

tone for this expedition and for the many that would later copy the

pattern be set" (p. 26).
The initiation of this major research enterprise was also accom-

pained by shrewd, and necessay. political maneuvering: to the
Spanish. Jefferson explained his purpose as -the advancement of
geography"; to Congress. Jeffersop,s justification for the expedition

was the extension of commerce; hits own purposes were diverse and

included advancing science. securing intelligence. and laying the basis

for diplomacy in the West tp. 26).
It is of further interest to note that events did not obediently wait

upon the results of the expedition--the Louisiana Purchase was com-

pleted well in advance of widespreaddissemination of the expedition's

findings. Moreover. disseMination itself was 4 problem. "The Journals
did not apear in any form until 1814. nor in a-faithful reprodupion until

1904" (p. 28).
Unfortunately, we have no comprehensive. analytit history' of the

bases for national policy developments and of the role of scientific
knowledge and information in shaping these developments. If we did,

we might appreciate-the general validity of the lessons tallied from
analyzing the Lewis and Clark expedition: i.e.. that Presidential sup-
port is necessary to the success of social leit0 in affecting national
policy; that social research on a significant scale inevitably has mul-

tiple. annot necessarily consistent. purposes; that political consiciera-

)- tions inevitably shape the research enterprise: that the research needed
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to solve social problems is a synthesis of many types of knowledge;
that a research enterprise needs competent leadership; that events do
not wait fat research results; and that dissemination is not automatic.

WHAT IS POLICY RELEVANCE?

Many who bdievigiat social R&D ought to be more useful to policy
maktiri base that belief man idealized view of the policy process.

i.4 Tana REST OF ALL POSSIBLE WORLDS

Policy miters realize that they have some responsibility for existing
social problems. How can we reduce yowls crime or arb drug addic-
doo? How an we raise the educational attainment orpoor cliddren?
How as we enhance productivity and the availability of jobs for the
ablobodied unemployed? Hoiv can we provide a decent home and a.
suitable living environment for all Americans? How-can we ensure
access to health care for the poor and spare all Americans the strains
imposed by rapidly rising health care costs? Recognizing sot* prob.
lints, policy makers begin seeking advice and assistance on-what to do
about them. .

Ainong the sources of &dike to*olicy makers is the social R&D
vommullitY, comprising the produters of social knowledge. In the best
of all possible worlds, this community is continuously and systemat-
ically engaged in study of individual, group. institutional, and social
behaiior,. Its members develop models of behavior and empirically
test hypotheses detiyed from these models. Based on their theoretical
and empirical stuaies,, they can explain. for example, why people
commit crimes or become addicted, to drugs, why prices rise while
there is substantial unemployment. or what the effects are of unequal
educations! opportunities.

Furthermore, members of the social R&D community are capable of
predicting the consequences of various policy measures that.dumse
the incentives facing particular groups and institutions. They can. for
example. predict what will happen if the price of natural gas is
derepdated, if mandatory sentences ate adopted for habitual of-
fenders, if property tax relief is granted to elderly home owners, if
mandatory busing is used to achieve school desegregation, and the like.
Once they come to understand the policy problem. they can assist in
itmigning policies that will bring about socially desirable behavioral
outcomes and in estimating the costs. of achieving these outcomes.
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The, can compare different policies itt various terms meamngful to
polity makers. such as the effects of different policies on the cost of
Myatt& on family .lability, on industry profitablity, or on patterns of
racial segregation.

Bully the social R&D community may discover social pathology:
may identify the Went and causes of poverty. the potential for
violence smog Urban minonities, or -the extent of 'occupationally
related mental ilinesi. Thus, the-social R&D-tommunity will be in a
position -to preside policy ,makers with early warnings of potential
policy issues and the questions they should be asking.

Even in this ideal viorkl 'of knowledge-seeking policy- makers and
knowledgeable social researchers, there would be pre-sterns of social

, R&D management. Through What chum* should communications
betaren policy miters and researchertiake place? How should the
research community be organized and supported while doing its work.?
Wes social knowledge is lacking on a problem. when researchers'
disagree, or when research results are ambiguous. what sli&dd policy
makers do Whale additional knowledge or clarification is being ac-

, (faired? When resources to support social R&D are scarce, how should
priorities among research objectives be established?

Moreover. even in ideal circumstances. it is not clear what the
indicators of policy-relevant reseafch should be. Research useful to

orscy makers will probably be the cumulative result of many theoreti-
cal, methodological, and empirical investigations. It makes little sense
to any that only empirical or applied research is televant to policy if it
depends for its validity on theoretical and methodological work. Nor
&w it seem sensible to pais judgment on the policy relevance of every
individual stuffy. -racy-relevance is an attribute of a broad research
program in which the accumulated efforts of researchers-kixd toward
useful answers for polith makers. But who is to decide whether a
research program is likely to yield-Useful answers? Who are to be the
arbiters of policy relevance. acid how will they function?

Thus, even in the best of al possible worlds, managing social R&D
for policy relevance would be a difficult task. It becomes more chi-

fiCult when the cornpleiities of actual policy making are considered.

IN THE REAL. WORLD

The Elusive Policy Maker

Who makes income maintenance policy, or crime control policy. or
mental health policy? The answer, of course. is that in our system of
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sovernment there is no single. authoritative policy maker. In the case
of most sodel ssues, the power to influense G.' shape policies and

. programs is fragmented among the esecutive branch, the legislature,,
ttbe jeticiary, and organized private interest groupsL-at all levels of
,government. Power is further fragmented because of specialization by

'Andra in the executive and legislativeiwancas of government; thus,
for example, 11 committees of the U.S. House:of-Representatives.'
10 pt the -U.S. Senate. and 9 exetutivedepuiments or agencies have

*--.-iothejusisifiction civer income maintenglice pregrams,--
Iteiticiponts in policy' making have differat roles, constituencies.

Wises, interests, perspectives, end abilities. Their attitudes toward
resmsth also trifler; some value-it and some do not. Morever, among
those who value it, some are genuinely open-minded in seeking and
using research findings, others attempt to mobilize findings for partisan
or leglimizing purposes, and All others view research in a tactical,
tail* than a substantive. contexta' research program may be a
device for keeping an issue alive or for delaying Action.

Policy making that takes place within the framework day adversary
process can hardly be scientific or -rational." Policy decisions are
made through bargaining arid cImpromise by participants with widely
dime:miler per opect. 11 "policy relevance" has any general mean-
ing, it means relevlbace to the participants in . a complex political
process. Frohi he point of 'view of participants. policy-relevant re-
search is research that helps them carry out their roles and achieve
gads they consider important.

this situation poses dilemmas for the producers of social knowledge.
l'or a researcherto be relevant in the sense of consciously contributing
to a- partisan political process may seem incompatihk with objective
scientific inquiry. Moreover. with so many different participants and
perspectives. someone is bound to be dissatisfied and critical concern-
ing the nature ,and results of virtually any socialt&D activity. no
matter how useful it sit iy be to a particular participant or .how scientifi-
ally valid it may, be in the eyes of the researcher's peers.

OR the other hand, there is abundant evidence that the research
winfilunity 'cannot remain aloof or isolated from policy makers and
continue to receive federal financial support. Sooner or later,
SOMCO/kC-a senator. a' budget examiner, or a newly appointed.
executivewill find it advantageous to ask why continued support of
-irrelevant" research is in the agency's. the government's. or the
public's interest. Unless the social k&O community has the political,
muscle .to suppress such questions (but are lobbying and special
pleading in such a cause compatible with objective science?). some

23
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=wept d actountability must be developed. The thorny questions of

. /olefins knowledge production to a pluralistic political processpersist.

Peary: A Marini Target

Politfi making is not an event. It is a process that moves through
- tinweossuming stages, beginning with public recognition that a prob-

to t, he .g49000 laws motion ofmeasinekgmed
El at doling with aspects of the problem (which may take a king time and

may neverlumpen), to the establishment and ciPeradon of a program.-
° to evaluation, IV/kW:and modificationbut seldom death.

Dins the various stages. policy making doss-vo usually wait for
relevant knowledge to become available. Under the pressure of events
and constituencies, legislation is pissed, programs ire started. regula-
tion and ',sidelines are written, and funds are authorized. appropri-
ated; and spent whether or not relevant analysts and research findings
are available: Indezd, the process n often reversed: the systematic
accumulation of kno-trledge may not begin until poll* and prdgrams
ere enacted. Once established a,4 in operation. °pirating programs
kgititnize the large-scale expenditure.of public funds for researchAins
reversed process has been the case. fok example.- with issues _such as
income maintenance, environmental protection. and energy devel6p-
meat.

Social problems are seldom "'solved- by a single act 'or policy
declaration, even if it seems so at die time. Rather;Policies to deal with
them are &dialed incrementally over time. in a series of measures
that are partial and no necessarily irfeversible. In fact, perceptiims as
to the basic nature of a prot$em may change as time passes, causing
changei in policy. For example, the proper fedetal role in the financing
of health care has been tinder debate for four decades, and important
stepsthe Kerr-Mills Act, Medicaid --have been taken. Yet debate
continues and further major developments are almost a certainty.

The time-consuming,maction-forcing. incremental. and adaptive m-
ane of the policy-mating process has several important but conflicting
implications for social R&D. First, despite the immediate presiure of

events, there is usually time for significant social R&D. While the
immediate questions may change over time. the need for research on
fundamental issues is a continuing me. Though individual policy
makers usually have short time horizons, the policy process has much

dralmstance hospitable to the time-consuming nature of
knowledge production.

Second, however. the farther in the future the research is focused-
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. the has related it is to immediate limesand the more remote its
agelldneu, the smaller hs current constituency. Policy trinities is
coecerned with current issues and problems. Policy makers would
rather commit resources to Ablaut immediate help than invest in if
merman httufe when they may not be around. They will be more"
impatient With future-oriented research, more likely to cut it. back in

4 favor of research that is supposed to have immediate impact.
Aid; each inaemental step that adds to the complexity of public

ariiiprogramsmikes 111
involves Jestitthional cheese. the much more Math. As time passes
and programs evolve, policy making becomes more and more prom-

o copied with. ex isting programs and institutions and with the vested
interests surrounding them. Thus, indess there is a newly emerging
solscy area, there-may be little short-run use of policy ideas derived -
-from reseal* because policy makers must ultimately contet.d with the.
Raided resales of programs, laws: and the orpnixed interests that
support, them, with striking bargains rather than with intrIldueing
innovadotte .

The for social-14D managers researchers interested in
policy relevance is clear. Thhy can invest in the future by supturting
busk research. which usually has hide current interest but the possad=

of tignificant payoffs. or they can meet their client's
near-term needs With that has more current lateral "bee!
perhaps more questionable prospect of being of lone-term,
Should they concentrate on questions and problems that may be at
little current interest and thus have limited and unstable &Ming. or
should they deal with the familiar agenda of social problems for which
appriaVal and funds for research are leas er to obtain? It is a precarious
exiitence:

61C11.-1¢,-

THE PROBLEM OF CRITERIA

hm this complex world of policy making. what would a policy-relevant
:larlprogwn look like? By what criteria of policy relevance might
i&D be judged? As an example of how this prsiblem might be

appmached. one could pose several 4uesi4oris with respect to a particu-
lar social R&D project:

(I) Have the findings of this study been incorporated into policy?
*(2).Have the findings of this study been analyzed and discussed by

someone influential in the policy process'

25
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(3) Me the findingsof this study pieentiafly relevant so a current
r policY debate?

tietelle the Wines orthis study patentially relevant ô future policy

(5) Has this study shed tight on the'aature ota ial proem or
coediting or at bow society or people function? ,

(6) Has this study contributed to the forrnulatiqp. design: and con-
*aviation reseal prOjects, the findings of winch will be helpful in

r- IbiWcing arCurfebt tit SIM -p-olicy-r-
(7) Does dis study advance Sp intellectual discipline in a way that

via albs= the social usefuhress of research conducted within that
disciplines framework?

(8) Does this study have scientific merit in the opinion of qualified

social scientists?

The "choice of criteria viIl depend on one's values and perceptions
concerning the appropriate federal role in supporting social R&D_
These perceptions will in turn be influenced by one's specific °bhp,

Aims and responstbditiei. For example. if agency R&D Mans can
answer "yes- to questions 45) through M. they may-argue that all their
social R&D projects are relevant to policy- The parent department's
management penman are likely to have more "result-oriented"
niter* research is relevant to policy only if they can answer yes* so

questions (I) and 12), Members of the department's policy analysis
scoff, who are likely to have a broader substantive orientation than
=meanest personnel but be less "academic" than research man-
agers. may regard research as relevant to-policy if they can answer yes
to questions (3) and PO- And an academic social scientist might judge
all projects for which the answer to (8) is "yes" to be "socially
uselbi." and therrioreworthy.of federal support These views repre-
sent. distinct philosophies of evaluation, and each has ment, particu-
larly in the context ci allowing scarce resources, "

I; addition to the above list and varying views, there are other
(facion that complicate the choosing of criteria of policy relevance, For
,eaample, the initiation of research may represent a bolding or delaying
ghat in the probes): it may be a symbolic act, signaling
concern or adumbrating future actions, II may be a way for an execti-

. live or legislator to placate a. support a colleague who needs so show
dot *!nenething is being done- about a problem to these circum-
stances. it may matter less that research is producing useut results

' thin that research is bell% dope at all
Is research Writhe for these reasons be judged irrejevant" Some

6i
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In the 6131 place, sociakscientists tend to believe in rationality: They

have convictions that the best knowledge Available should be used in
the making of the policy: that when good theory and good data ate
placed at thi: service of policy makers, the subsequent decisions will be
sounder and wiser. They believe that social science research can
iiiprove understanding of the complets interrelationships of social

processes, and, in the doing, it cut increase the rationality or decision

malting.
Entangled with this lofty conviction are some more self-serving

motives. If key policy makers take social science iMdatcount, then the

socigl sciences matter. The social, science career is vindicated. The
standing of the social sciences is higher and the rewards and recogni-
tiOn available to the individual are greater. The grants economy on
which many social researchers are dependent will flourish, and ssr.
the National Institute of Educatibn, and the Nand Institutes of
Health and their kin will keep wing and dispensing largesse to the

worthy.
Further, social researchers affect public policy. They are no

Una restricted to the small world of campus but have an influence
on important happenings. The papers and reports that they write need

not find their final resting place in oilier researchers' footnotes but are
valued by important people in real-world activities_ They and their
work can make a difference in health care or education or environmen-

tal control
FinallOthere is the potential for nudging policy in thl direction in

which they believe. Social scientists tend to cluster on the left-liberal
end of the political spectrum. The Carnegie study of 60,000_faculty

members (Upset and Ladd 1972) Indicated that in colleges and univer-

sities, which are relatively liberal places to begin with, the most liberal

groups on campus are sociologists, social workers, anthropologists,
political scientists, and psychologists_ White 41 percent of all faculty
scored very liberal or liberal on the liberalism-conservatism scale the
equivalent percentage for all social scientists was 63 pr.rcen'.; for
sociologists. 72 percent; anthropologists. 64 percent; psycholorios, 62

percent; political scientists. 61.percem; aid economists, 57 percent.%

The interests of social scientists in policy to some des:-.. reflect their
political convictions. Some of them see the use of objective research

evidence as a means to minimize the influence of special interests en
public policy. to counteract the lobby. the pressure group, the special

pleader. the trade associatian or large corporation. the politicians who

' Cudrounsvrodence on this poem can be found an Odin% 1 1971 1
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an evaluation plan and the specification of objectives in ail legislation
Motes worried' reactions from many agency officials They rightly
perceived that deciding what knowledge is relevant to policy making is
a political as well as a scientific judgment To act as if policy making is
scientifically rations) when it is not risked saddling research managers
with wholly inappropriate objectives and constraints (see-Sala...in and
Kivens 1975. pp. 37-41).

CONCLUSION

With so many dimensions to polio relevance. it migte seem that
anything goes: a plausible justification can he advanced for virtually
any current research project, demonstration. or expenment if ''politi-
c.) project are permitted 'What, thc n. is the problem'

The pax:Attn. as it ethcrges from studies of federal social R&D
ma.aagement. is twofold; first, few, if any. criteria of relevance are
applied during the planning of social R&D Too little thought ;; lower) to
the types of knowledge that will he most useful to the agency, to
Congress,, to third parties. or to suppoimg disciplines poor to `the

commissioning of research projects Little attention is given to de.
veloping priorities for guiding project selection Second. research
management typically focuses on individual projectsin fact on each

yelies 'new starts--rather than on multiyear. multiproject research
programs; only infrequently are research projects pail of an overall
effort to gain knowledge for explicitly stated reasons This type of
management virtually precludes the use of cniena that stress the

cumulative and reinforcing effects-1.4 research
Thus federally supported social R&D seldom seems to add up to

anything because it simply wi not intended to add up to anything Ad
hoc. ea post rationalizations are rarely adequate to justifyespecially
in the eyes of skeptical policy making anti management officials
research activities that lack a strong and welt thought-out a ruin
rationale

Ironically, the unsatisfactory outcomes of this type of research
management often lead to administrative actions that make millers
worse Attempts arc made to tighten individual project management
and to apply- specific. utilitarian cnteria ..nd strict deadline; to each
one.. Because valuable new knowledge is usually obtained through a
cumulative. iterative. time-consuming and often inefficient process of
investigation, the results of applying such procurement methods to
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knowledge production may deepen the disillusionment with social
R&D.

If this analysis is correct, the solution to the relevance problem will
have tar) aspects. First, officials invqlved in social R&D activities
must recognize the complexities of the knowledge-into-policy process
and the central insight that follows from itthat many criteria are
appropriate to assessing the relevance of social R&D to policy making.
Second, criteria of relevance must be ,consciously applied in the
formulation of social R&D agendas, befoie projecrss are tzlected and
funded, if social R&D activities are to have coherence and purpose.

Successful implementation of such a solution will require restively
sophisticated overs.jn and management of social R&D. It is admit-
taffy a difficult task, especially because it almost certainly 'cannot be
imposed by fiat on a set of activities that are necessarily decentralized.
diverse, and uncoordinated. U sckial R&D is to surmount the.criticism
it continues to receive and it investments in the production and
utilization of useful social knowledge are to yield the desired results; it
is a solution that those concerned with the health of the social R&D
enterprise are well advised to pursue
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Improving the
Linkage Between
Social Research and
Public Policy

a

CAROL H. WEISS '.

INTRODUCTION
Much has been said and written about the limited impact that asocial

research has had on government decisions. Three Wile- ribbon commis-
sions. composed largely ti social sciennsts. have reviewed the state of
the social sciences in the past decade; all reviewed the use oldie social
sciences and decipred a need for improvement, There have been
congressional_ hesrin by a subcommittee of the House Committee on
Government Operations (U.S. Congress. House 1%7) and an otitpour-
ing of books and papers on the subject./ The work o: the Study Project
on Social Reward) and Development. of which this paper is a part. is
another attempt to clarify the relevance of social research.

Neither the topic Dor the concern is new Tiiggered by the Great
Depression and the international cnses of the 1930s sociologist Robert

Carol Wass. Scrota Research Associate ai the Bureau of Applied Social Research
Columba Unoreriarj, tt the author of numerous books and ankles on program eseaksir-
-hon reaearoshland the UK* o( social R&D on polo:.) maks% nits papa was viewed
for tilt Stag Project on Soc.* Research and Development in .uaard

' The Brim Commission was urrented almost tkcIumrely id igikeation I Pstational Science

Foundation Mits, tbe young ( orrarnilter report is coed as National Research Council
1196). the sass Committee rporo ot cool is is'atonal Research Council11914)

The tide Of Irvine Laos Hotowor s collection t 1971), for example is gragabw, The Vie

and Abb.'. 4 S4)11111 &Ivor, Other onirerrtina ccrrnrnenienes onclude ()clans (190,9,

Wlhants 11971). Coirtoa c-hoult (1472) and Roberts 1974)
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S. Lynct published the classic Ktrowiedge for What? in 1939, 'rid there
. have been exhortations to social scientists to become more responsive

tOSOCka needs both before and since.' The level of current dissatisfac-
tion is-high, but whether it is higher than usual is hard to tell.

There is perhaps some special poignancy to the dissatisfaction
became at the sense that the great social programs of the 1960s have
failedor at least fell far short of expectations. A new burst of ideas
and inspiration from the social sciences would be a refreshing entry on
the political scene. On another plane. there is anxiety over the rum-
blings emerging from the Congress about the irrelevance of much social
science research to government concerns. Government-funded studies
with esoteric, silly, or excessively academic titles are ridiculed in
put*, The House of Representatives went so far as to pass the
Bauman amendment, giving Congress a veto over individual research
pants made by the National Science Foundaticfn (NW. (It failed to
pass the Senate.) These angry gestures. and the widespread publicity
given to Senator Proxmire's attacks on specific social science studies,
intricate a lewd of discontent that appears to some observer=
ominous portent of reductions in social science support. To alters, the
noise seems more a mixture of irritability and grandstanding and a
continuation of the Congress's longstanding ambivalence about basic
social research.

But with or without the criticisms of sages and yahoos, social
scientists have long been concerned about the uses of their work. They
are articulate in criticizing the performance of both the social sciences
and the governraimt policy-making system and writing tracts about the
fit between the two. They have several sources of concern, and,
because they ten to play leading roles in diagnosis and prescription for
the linkage betwtien research and policy, their concerns are relevant to
our analysis,

The social science tradition is deeply crnbedJed in social action and social reform The
use of social research to, policy purpines goes bask at least 201) sears John Howard
pashoresj facts and Rouses from pnsais and prisoners in his dove to reform Enoltsh
prison manouernent in the 17011s Fredens. Le Play t oasts- IIIR2) studied fatuity budgets d
the Farropean working class not only because ,.*melee Interests but &sass bars Ira,
practkil proposals for social amehoragion Charles Booth s study of poverty among
Landon working classes on the late IBMs had a 'lactose effect on English poor rehil In
the Untied States the Potstsurgh Survey whisk beprt in I4109, examined the conditions

mdusirsal workers and analysed effects ion the community +nth rapid industrial
espriroton and was responsible for much urban refrain 'Young sr of 1934)

' (Accurst, there are many ar-ailemks who Jo not see a role fur social science in service
to the welfare warfare slate Research that .tress as handmaiden to those in power rs a
viola's/on of the essentially ,ntical filly 14 he scientist Isee (nritkinti 1970, Dye 1972)

31
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In the first place, sociascientists tend to believe in rationality: They

have convictions that the best knowledge Available should be used in

the makiqg of the policy: that when good theory and good data ate

placed at thy: service at policy makers, the subsequent decisionswill be
sounder and wiser. They _believe that social science research can
iniprove understanding of the complex interrelationships of social
processes, and, in the doing, it autincrease the rationality or decision

.
Entangled with this lofty conviction are some more self-serving

motives. If key policy makers take social science intriaecount. then the
social sciences matter. The social, science career is vindicated. The
standing of tbe.social sciences is higher and the rewards and recogru-

lice available to the individual are greater. The grants economy on
many social researchers are dependent will flourish, and I.:sr.

the National Institute of Education, and the Name! Institutes of
Health and their kin will keep owing and dispensing largesse to the

worthy.
Further, social researchers affect public policy, They are no

'nger restricted to the small world of the campus but have an influence

on important happenings. The papers and reports that they write need

not find their final resting place in other researchers' footnotes but are
valued by important people in real-world activities They and their
work can make a difference in health care or eclueation or environmen-
tal control

Finallf.there is the potential for nudging policy in thZ- direction in
which they believe. Social scientists tend to cluster on the left-liberal
end of the political spectrum. The Carnegie study of 60.000.faculty
members (Upset and Ladd 1972) Indicated that in colleges and univer-
sities, which are relatively liberal places to begin with. the most liberal

groups on campus are sociologists. social workers. anthropologists.
political scientists, and psychologists_ While 41 percent of all faculty
scored very liberal or liberal on the liberalism-conservatism scale the
equivalent percentage for all social scientists was 63 proem; for
sociologists. 72 percent; anthropologists. 64 percent; psycholor,ios. 62
percent; political scientists. 61.percent; rid economists. 57 percent,'
The interests of social scientists in policy 'o some des::-..-e reflect their

political convictions. Some of them see the use of objective research

evidence as a means to minimize the influence of special interests en
public policy. to counteract the lobby. the pressure group. the special

pleader. the trade association or large corporation. the politicians who

Cuedirmulevricknce on INN point Qin he found in Wins t Pelt
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trade favors rather than act in the public ieterest. Social science, in this
view, will advance the common weal by giving voice to the underdog.
the deprived, the gletips who have no advocate of their own in councils
of power. Through-social research, social scientists can help to redress
thf: balance of power, tipped too far right by the constellation of power
andovealtli, reconstruct social institutions ,and -help move the country
Wined greater equality.

Thus, social scientists' concern about improving the utility or social
research rests on a rational belief in the potential of Social science as a
guide to policy It may be buttreised by ( l) Interest in the status and
remits that accrue to the science disciplines. (2) desire for
influence in the corridors of power. and/or (3) reformist zeal to move
public policy in the direction of their own beliefs, usually liberalism and

equditY-
This excursion into possible motives of social researchers may look

like a byway, but to fir extent that the speculations are (rue, they
suggest that the vantage point for much a?alysis on this issue is not

4 7 -- completely disinterested. People's motives and interests help to shape-
their perception of the problem. Social scientists tend to start out with
the question: how can we increase the use of research in decision
making? They assume that greater use leads to improvement in deci-
sions. Decision makers might phrase it differently: how can we make
wiser decisions, and to what extent. in what ways. and under what
conditions, can social research help? These are not the same question.

NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

How serious is the mismatch between the knowledge needs of decision
makers and the research results of social scientists? Is social research
really neglected? Before we try to clarify the nature of the problem and
propose solutions, it is well to mantial available evidence about
whether the problem really exists,

Nathan Caplan and others of the University of Michigan recently
conducted an interview study (1975) wiih 204 federal decision makers
about their use of social science research, Only 9 percent of the
respondents could not name a single use of social science knowledge
on the job. The rest of the respondents gave 575 instances of use. It is
ackbowledged that many of the cited uses were of social science
concepts rather than specific studies. many were relatively low-level
uses, and over half of the instances referred to research. statistics, or
analysis done within the agency; still, the picture is not nearly as
gloomy as the doomsayers had painted it Caplan fleets that research

33
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ttsfa in government is at least "modest."' Moreover, government
Acids gave high endorsement to social research: 83 percent agreed
*ithe social sciencescan contribute a great deal to the formation of
hmellient policy, and 87 percent believed that government should
globs the fullest possible use of social science. This doesn't sound like
the Wilikagns of the social science lainents. where researchers toil
Insgand hard in the policy vineyards only to have their work spurned
sad their nnmtations tarnished by contact v.ith the antediluvian boors
who Mel* government offices.s.

SA its dose, inspection of shiss data and much other evidence
suggests, there is obvions room for improvement. The prevailing
eapectitions for me- Of social science knowledge and research . are
mak Weber than reported use. There is a sense that speatc. research
Modes iln l sets of studies should provide hard data and solid bases for
decisions. 7llt "soft" and indirect use of rather general social science
concepts (which accounts for many of Caplan's instances of use) does

. not satisfy many current definitions of "research utilization.-

THE MANY USES OF RESEARCH

A 'RANGE OF MEANINGS

What is meant by "research utilization "? Marty meanings arc attached
to the term, and much of the sogginess in discusisons of "policy uses of
social research" derives from conceptual' ambiguities. Upon ex2mirmi-
tioc. research use is an 9ttraordinarily complicated phenomenon.
Without any attemptiat exhaustiveness. eight different meanings can be

disAinguished.

0
tt Is an tateresting sidelight that Caplan's 1975 conclusions represent some reorientation

dies Mien' reading of the data The-spring 'MISR Newsiest, gave an early report on
NW study trader the headbne "Some Is Seldom Put to Good Use by U 5' Officials
The Nary ass not as neigatne at the landlinc. but it did quote Caplan as saying that
"aids cilia hick the shah and propa orientation to put scientific knowledge to good
we tvol.l. au 2.-p 2) It also coed Caplan's drrision of government Oka& into types
diem sad his coadufton that five AI et telifedetal officials fallinto the "low -usage.
Mat. Appready. it Was through reconcernuakung and recathne what coasifiuted a
"we et knowledge" that more favorable condusuitis wire 'bohemians The reconcep-
aialhatioa sdnomed the use et social science concepts. perspectives. and gen.
oraimion as *di as specs& data or research concktuons and. as this dacussioa
Nohow mites pod sense on light of the ways in aturb social some actually
pesutrases the poNcy world
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Research for Problem Solving

Whoa people discuss the use of social research for policy making. the
usual meaning involves a direct and instrumental application. Research
that is "used" prcivides empirical evidence or conclusions that help to
solve a policy problem. The model is a linear one a problem exists;
information or understanding is needed either to generate a solution to
the problem or to select an_ong alternative solutions; research provides
the missing knowledge; a solution is reached,' Implicit in this model is
the assumption of a consensus on goals. it is assumed that both policy
makers and researchers tend to agree on what the desired end should
be; the contribution of research is to help in the identification and
selection of the appropriate means to reach that goal.

The evidence diaksocial research provides for the decision-making
process can be qUaRtagye and descriptive, such as rich observational
accounts of social conifilens or program processes; it can be quantita-
tive data, either on relatively soft indicators (such as public attitudes)
or oo hard factual matters (such as number of hospital beds); it can be
statistical relationships between variables, generalized conclusions
about the associations

and
factors, even relatively abstract

theories about cause and effect.
In this formulation of research use. there are two basic w ays in

which social research can enter the policy-making arena. First. the
,esearcf. can antedate the policy problem and be drawn in on need.
Decision makers stumped for ani,answer can look for information or
ideas from preexistent research. or research can be called to their
attention by anyone from reseachers to staff analysts to knowledgeable
friends and colleagues, or they may happen upon it in newspapers,
magazines. professional journals, or agency newsletters. There is an
element of chance in this route from research to decision, Available
research may not directly fit the problem; finding appropriate research
in the library or through computerized information systems may be

i; inside experts and outside consultants may fail to come up
relevant sources. Whether or not the relevant research reaches

the person with the problem depends on the efficiency of the communi-
cations links.

A second route is the purposeful commissioning of research to fill a
particular knowle4 gap In this case, it is assumed that decision
makers haVe a dear idea of their goals and a map of acceptable
alternatives but lack some specific items of understanding_ Thereupon,

The Mattonal Institute d Mental Health (1971) rehitthed an annotated bobloograpity on
,reaeards utduaboat that leo& to stmt.* this vita/pant
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they eie social researchers to provide , data, analytic gen-
.aodppssibly interpretations of these generalizations to the

ease in hood by way of recommendations. This process of acquiring
axial research to order leads to what sortie observers have called a
dechloridriVen model of cb (Figure I). Research generated in
**type of fequence, even than research located through search
procedure', is expected to e direct and immediate applicability and
will be used for decision making.

For eitlier detest routes, it *often assumed that one specific study

viall be -used for decision making. Whether located Of acquired for the
'purpose, the single study on. the topic of concernwith its data.

ells and condusionsis expected to affect the choices of decision
oaken. In particular. the huge-scale, government- contracted policy
study, tailored to the specifications set by government staff, is ex-
pected to make a difference in plans. programs, and policies,

This is the typical image of the problem-solving use of research. and
much of the remainder of this paper is devoted to analyzing the
conditions that block , type of use in the world of policy, But there
are other kinds of use, too, and it is useful to consider some alternative
formulations.

Research Use as a Knowledge -Urn en 4focie.

Research is sometimes-used for policy making nut so much because an
issue requirei elucidation but because research has uncovered an
opportunity that can be capitalized upon. Examples of this model
generally come -from' the physical sciences: biochemical research
makes oral contraceptives available; developments in electrcinics
enable television` broadcasters to multiply the number of channels.

Because of the fruits of basic research, new applications are developed
and new .policies emerge. This model (Figure 2) is probably the hoariest
one in thehterature on research use (see, for example. Havelock 1%9).

The linear sequence of events shown in Figure 2 assumes that the
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FIGURE 2 Kresvdedge-stnAree model iot mouth

sheeeexistence of kiowledge presses it toward development and use.'.
in Will research. however, this is not. likely to be thr: case. Social
science knowledge is norapt -to be so compelling. Or does it readily
lend itself to conversion into technologies, either material. or' '}al.
Development and application are probably less likely to occur unless n

\ social problem has been consensually define4 and politicized and
potential solutions debated.

This is by no means to iniply that bask research in the. social
sciences is not useful --even for very practical decisions. Certainly
many social policies and programs of governMent are based, implicitly
or explicitly, on basic psychological, sociological. economic, and an-
thropological research orientations. When they surface to affect vv.."
ertunent decisions, however, it is not likely to be through the aquence-
delineated in the knowledge-driven model (Figurf 2).

Research Use as an Interactive Model

David Donnison (1972) specifies four fields whose members largely set
government policies; politics. technologies. ,praCtice, and research
(p. 526-27):

Those who are active in each field commumcate with those in the others. either
directly or through intermediate sections of public %roil There is no end
to the ramifications of the game as the ball is passed back and forth filial one
field to another

In his discussion of the Etntish Town and Country Planning Act of
l968, which introduced new procedures. and the Rent Act of 1965,
which introduced a new system of rent regulation. Donnison concludes
(p. 527):

The relationships between those working in the different fields involved were
neither orderly nor linear they were less like an industrial process than a

Themes some evidence that eve' in areas d need in the natural sciences. basic research
does not necessnly push toward apphorlion Far elan*. Project Hindsight abdicated
taster. and probably greater. use of basic science when,.0 was directed toward Ming a
recognized need in weapons technology 'Sherwin,/ al 1966. Sherwin and bennon

f)
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MAN piece. Er di'o market place, 4edsions had to be taken when
ikumistatiesspartieulady political eirounstances--permined or compelled:
it met trot feasible to emit, as is inevitable eh the case of technological
imentiosik anti the necessary research and development work had been
emitted. Iowa workers could not present ainkoritafive findings for
lob= to apply; *Ow could others commiasion them to find the "tonere'
slain is policy per: they were not that kind of problem. Those in the
fear fields tree which experience had to be brought to bear contributed on

:eqiud tame each was expert ie a few things. ignorant about most !hays.
eared what he could, and generally learnt more than he could teach;

WWI is a relatively small country, and the close-working relation-
ships that Goodson discusses are probably easier to come by when
imitate is the four fields are found within a 50-mile radius, but the
eatalel has applicability beyond the face-toface setting. The use of
tesearch becomes part of a complicated process that also uses experi-
ence, political insight, pressure. social technologies. and judgment.

Researci Use as Conceptualization

Another mode of using research steps back further from an immediate
policy issue. Social research can be used in conceptualizing the charac-
ter of policy issues or even redefining the policy agenda. Thus, social
research may sensitize decision makers to new issues and help to turn
Mutt were nonproblems or private problems into policy issues, such as
did abuse (Weiss 1976). In turn, it may help to convert existing policy
issues into nonpreblems le.g marijuana use). It may drastically revise
the way that a society thinks about issues reg., acceptable rates of
unemployment) and the facets. of the issue that are viewed as suscepti-
ble to alteration as well as the alternative measures that can be

considered.
Global reorientation of this sort is not likely to be the outcome of a

single study or even one specific line of inquiry Over time and with the
accumulation of evidence, however. such use can have far-reaching
implications. Thus, it is now fairly common to believe that behavior
change can precede attitude change rather than follow it. It is accepted
that changing the achievement and mobility of poor people isextremely
diffiadt, even with well-meaning social programs; because of their
alixing in personal relationships. they often hold norms and expec-
tations at variance with ate middle-class norms of the programs. (A

MOM detailed discussion of "research as enlightenment" appears
later.)

The uses of social scitace research discussed so far can be con-
sidered legitimate; that is, -they are uses that most social scientists, at
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least, wouk9qtroe are "good.- There are other ways to use research.
however, that seem less acceptable.

Research as Po litical Atnnutnitton

Very often, the constellation of interests around a policy issue pre-
determines the positions taken by decision makers Their opinions are
set, and they are not receptive to 'sew evidence. For miens of
ideology. intellect, or interest. they have taken a stand that research
evidence is not likely to shake.

In such cases, research car still be used: it becomes ammunition for
whichever side finds its conclusions congenial d supponive. Patti-
sans brandish the evidence in an attempt to neutralize opponents,
matinee wavelets. and bolster supporters. h.ven if conclusionshave
to be ripped out of context (With suppression of the evidence "on the
other *Ind"). research becomes grist to the partisans' mill.

This kind of activity ova use of research, too; elsewhere (Wei4 1973)
I izve argued that it is not an unimportant or improper-use. To the.
extent Aig,rese:arch adds strength to the position that has objective
evidence ro support it (without distortion) and to the degree to which
research tips the balance toward the ''correct side. it makes a
differencein the right direction

Research Use as Manipulation

There was a time not so long ago when people worried about theiabuse
al the social sciences to manipulate and control human behavior. a la d
Orwell's l984: social science harnessed to government authority could
be used for thought control, brainwashing, and the subjuplion of the
human spirit, As 1910 actually approaches, observers tend to be more
impressed with the frailties of social science than with its power_
Nevertheless. serious attention is currently being paid $o "technology.
assessment" to foretell the possible consequences tpnmarily the nega-
tive consequences) of scientific research and development, and it is
possible to envision a similar effort hemg made to foretell the conse-
quences. particularly the negative consequences, of social research
used to manipulate and control human beings

"Manipulatton'Aimay be a word that simply indicates u.c in ways
that contravene the observer's values In some sett.ap, such as the
industrial plant, social science research tends to be devoted to increas-
ing productivity and decreasing absenteeism, without much attention
to improving the quality of the work life of the worker From some

3(
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ipsevectives, ibis is a manipulative use at social science Staularis
Cram of federal social programming point to instance-. of social
Schnee easewde s being -used to blame YtetiMs of Wien y and in)USliCe
(Cagian and Nelson 1973) rather than to alter the social conditions
wader which such people live in this society The question of values in

research use is a mike that will be discussed at length

Research Used to Advance Se*Intereir

The bat of misaellaneous, more or less selt.seiAing uses of research
involves both Olio, makers and researckers Social science research
On be used by policy decision makers to de6s: aciiori or to zooid
taking responstbdity for a decision. It can be used to gain recognition
for a succesdW prograineven to win reelection Skillful use of
tesearch can discredit a political opponent or a disliked potics or
maintain the prestige of an agency through its support of prestigious
researthers. On the other hand, researcherk often have their own
11(0165 as heart. too. to keep.universities and their toial science
departments solvent. to support faculty and graduate ...tudents to -.rain
new social science researchers, and to generate further research
topics that they believe are important These ate all use-.--are we
wining to say that research is used to the extent that it ftlifil!s funtions
such his these? Or are some of them ipso boo mate ' When
a use not a 141u:rt.:cc use' Some sdlue-based has(' to t+e
invoked_

we turn to a use that seerm, id ,,m,..rph,,,,,pstit

that nso. in the lung run, h.oe skeight,, ,0. at a

language disciSursr ((Mat. 19'7 t ,

A LanmaaKe nitt r;Lir e'

The concepts and duo-re/it:al oncnidtion, of the r ir.fi
and beyond specific research finding,. has c ewer e,l
of educated Americans. inkluding-government niaket%

such as externalities, referene giottp% ,k dr,k1

mtergeneranonal dependencs . have pent:tidied the ,..orr!dors of pcosci
There are some currently -akkepied Tooke-Owes within gueernment thzi!
arc at least in part derived from soci,i1 sk;ene Approa,he 0,st-benefit
ausalysis. evalue non. policv anal) +1., and sip gal espertmenis !hoc- ts,
emphasis on rational: ss:ternific Noce-titers (or J ct. prric.";1

based in part on the social scientific Iradmori
A COMMA lanirn4i(C_ d mode o di.o.ursc ..t ,5f,g1t7
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vision on the *oeidPerhafls the common substantive content of that
tanguage is the idea of people being shaped by the soca,' context
Although capable of acting and init;at trig. they arc affected in sharp and
subtle ways by their recurrent and patterned interactions with others

DIMENSIONS RESFARCH tist

The ust of research. then. is an inexact and confused concept To
clarify it. One would have to begin to specify a number of important
dimensions.

What is usede.g recommenda:tons or findings from a specific
study. dings from a senes of related studies. syntheses of research
findusgs on a particular toptc, empincal generalizations from studies
across topics. social science concepts. social science methods. theorer,
ical orientations

By whom it is used--e g immediate decision makers, staff mem-
bers who brief or advise decision makers, administrators who carry ow
decisions and thereby inevitably modify them, interes; groups. line
staff, practitioners or clientele who propose new policies or decisions,
courts

By how many people it is usedis one convinced reader who
forcefully propounds the research and advocate-s a position based on it
sufficient, or is some minimal penetration of the decision- making group

' required '
How direct the derivation from research ICmust someone

have read the original report a summary. IN merely a description
of the report' How useful is a second- or third.hand account. a
popularized version or someone s reolleoion that there was 'some
research on this '

How much of ett is needed helore research is considered

"-used--c g . if the reornmendation are imelemented in ioto-, the
researchers interpretations of the findings influence the decision an the
direction that research suggests, the interpretations or findings affect
the decision tut in was s one 1peCieli or peripheral to the research intent;
the research is considered but disregarded because of more compelhns
concerns_ such as firrano,3i limitations or partisan advantage (There
are actually two dimensions eiTihedded herethe strength of impact
and the direction of impact vis-a-sis the researchers interpretation

How immediate the use g Insidered immediately for the
decision at hand considered for longer term plans slowly percolated
intri orientations toward de, ilons
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At what stage in the decisionmaking sequence use occurs --e g

recognizing problems. setting agendas, searching for solutions. initial

s
log proposals. assessing alternative proposals, negotiating corm
promises, selecting a proposal, Justifying a decision, implementing a

decition, reviewing or revising a decision

A Definition of (Re

Foethe ;imposes of this discussion, the common instrumental defini-

tion of use wilt be adopted,-if a decision maker considers the findings of

a study or a group of related studies for nea- Herm resolution of a polio

problem, then that research is twang used The research fray not affect

the decision, but it does get a fair hearing lh many ':asses. the
competition from other sources of policy advice is so severe that to

,expect that research will carry the day tot even a portion of roe day) is

unrealistic_
The policy world is a complicated arena in which previous knowl-

edge and expenence abound and each new study has to be fitted into

costing views of the world Moreover: a large number of people. all

with their individual theoretical cod informational perspeoves, are

involved to making and implementing any decision, and their differ-

ences have to be resolved through the give-and take of negotiations

There is a plethora of divergent interests., groups with a stal the

policy outcome, groups whose remuneration, reputation, a ad
vancement hinge on an appiop- ate decision Policy maim* as

Lindblom t 1965) notes, is not simply removal or substantial reduction

of a problem. "but also and sometimes instead reconciliation of

interests Fix these reason., the opportunities for research to make

an impact arc circumscnbed
Social scientists often have grandiose epctations perhaps tainted

with setlinterest, of the potential effects of social reseach on policy

While government officials arc favorably disposed Ski NO0411 science

they tend to use social science concepts and findings at modest lecl
One reason is that the kntsiktedge hose in the social vitences is modest,

and reliance on it has not been demonstrated to improve the wisdom of

public decikions It may he that the esm.lations of social scientists are

too high, that immediate and direct use is expeLted when :lartial and

second-order use is reasonable the passage of social science know!

edge through the filter of politial iudgrocnt mat often be a preferable

route to action
Still, the rriari> cases of woci _ .unolor hchAccn knovdedge needs

and knowledge use require Ahat 0.111 ympto-ve the link
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ase between social science research and polio making' And. in d
deeper sense, how can the social sciences most effectively ..oninbute
to the wisdom of public policy '

ACTORS IN THE RESEARCH-INTO-POLICY PROCESS

Let us begin the analysis of the process of using social science research
to formulate policy with a brief introduction to the major actors. the
researcher and the federal, policy maker (Figure 3)

Actors in the r csearrah- to-policy process are members of different
institutional worlds They ,respond to the norms of their own institu-
tions, and any attempt to mesh the spheres more closely has to take the
varying structural conditions into account .

By definition researchers in this discussion are 'octal scientists
whose government-funded research is epected to contribute toithe
mission of a federal agency We ate not talking about thos4engaged in
fundamental, discipline-oriented research The research used in fpr-
initiating policy decisions can include surveys of conditions, analysis of
the interrelationships among Yanables. evaluations of programs. opin-
ion surveys of relevant people and groups. studies of orpniiational
_behavior. etc It can range from fundameptal, theoretically based
inquiry to immediately practial 4nal,,so, of existing data, but. what-
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ever *vino& of research, there is in expectation some contribution

to poky or program dixisions.
Researchers' behavior is strongly influenced by the institutional

settings in which they work. if they are faculty s.c-mbers of a univer-

sity, they respond to the academic reward system Rewards are based

on pubhshing research results in books and journals and hewing close

to the mainline interests of the diScipone rather th,ut getting enmeshed
in interdisciplinary research. whish is often derogved as watered dowp

sdsolarship. Similarly, they are affected by the imeraction patterns in
the university the people they work with and talk' to. the meetings
they attend. Their career goals. climbing the rungs of the ladder to
tenure and full professorship, also help to determiue what they are and

are not likely to do. This is an oft-told story. which need not be
belabored, except to emphasize researchers' response to the
knowledgelittilding and discipline-tending functira,s the university

Pohiey makers Yn this discussion are government offcials whose
positions require them to participate in decisions of substantial scope
and cost. They are involved in the planning and f rmation of policy and

programs of national extent and in their adoptiiin. ..nplenientation, and
administration. They respond to a very different set of institutional
arrangements from those that affect researchers The rewards. inierac

tions. and career patterns in the bureaucracy foster activity and ac-
complishment. accommodation with other actors. and caution about
stepping too far beyond the departmental line Policy makers have to
satisfy their superiors (in the Office of the SecrNary. the Office of
Management and Budget . or the White Houser and consult with a range

of interested panics in other executive agencies. the legislature. the
agency constituencies. and often state and local governments_ The
work is geared to a fiscal year. in which annual budgeting and the

calendar of expiring legislation create pres,ores to got decisions made
Levslative poky makers are responsive to the special charaeteristics
of their erivirormmtatie pressites of the legislative leadership. their
local constituents and the imperatos:s of the next election

brnatattems ern At tort

There are many facts, that Orno the at.risity of both researchers and
policy makers Researchers are affected by the state of their scseace.

its maturity in theory. knowledge, and method sets limits on the
authoritatilieness of raeir re starch Policy makers and researchers
alike are affected by 1.`le state 4 sooei) One of the important societal

inputs to the policy research process is the prevailing } initit, ofit f
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'acid-, problems, that is. 14-.:ch problems the citizens believe that
sacrament should deal with. Furthermore, the range of acceptable
social and political ideology sets bounds on the research that can be
undertaken and listened to.

Research Faidini.Agents

In Shoos* every case. there a third party in the research policy-
mekiits process: the research funder (Figure 4).'Some peocle in this
category meanie research grants programs in mission agencies. Their
job is to make known the rest4u-ch interests of the agency and to select
frOm among the applications submitted, usually with the help of peer-
review panels, the research proposals that the agency will fund.

Other research funding agents sit in offices of planning, analysis.
research, and evakiation. They are responsible for obtaining research
to meet government needs. They can issue requests for proposals
lam) to potential bidders, or occasionally, after thorough demonstra-
tion of the researchers' unique qualifications, they can accept an
unsolicited proposal under "sole source" procedures. In issuing an
UP. they can specify in great detail which research questions shall be
addressed, by what methods, who and how many shall be studied,
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vAist neenswite and analytic procedures will be used. down to the
mate of the find report --ear they.cau leave considerable latitude for

the reemmher'sjedgment. They review proposals. select the research

ommmiletion widi the most, appropriate proposal. and fond it by con-

tract for the specific task,'
Pnaftng *gems too. respond to the settings in which they work.

Their motivations and rewards differ from those d both policy maker
and researcher. In some research grants programs. they tend to adopt

as academic orientation and view their role as advAncing the state of
knowledge rather than ss aidinrpolicy. In other research offices. they

see resposlive to the.praCtical pressures of immediate political choices.

Partictdaity when they report directly ftr policy officials, they can get

eemeabed in "fin fighting." handling the emergencies of the moment

and trying to use research as a tool in these activities. Still other

reward% finiders seek a middle way, stimulating !I:search on topics

sermons to policy with an emphasis on understanding the dimensions
of social problems and the dynamics that sustain them.

When fenders fund research. there is an assumption that they will

make uie of the research when it is completed. At least its assumed
that they should call it to the attention of those i0- in taking
positions and making decisions on the subject. In some offices. this
part of the job is perpetually scanted. So much effort goes into research

pluming. study definition, proposal review. an tsometirrics) Project
monitoring that little time remains for deciding what to do with incom-

ing results. In some cases. fenders are ignorant of who needs to know
what. They are isolated from significant segments of the policy debate

and unaware of which officials need the information and conclusions
that are being reported. The report goes into the filet is muted to a
third-tier bureau whose interest is dubious. or used as testimony to the

flinder's own qualifications and *romance on the job. Large mul-

tisgency departments like the Department of Health. Education. and

Welfare (HEW), and research programs dedicated to multiple vaguely
specified clients, like the National Science Foundation's _Research

Applied to National Needs. are probably particularly susceptible to

gaps in communication,
The intermediary position that fenders occupy between the policy

maker and the researcher creates the possibility of distortion in C0111-

111112kAtIORS. however unintentional. They may misinterpret policy
makers' knowledge needs to researchers and, by the same token, may
distort research findings to policy makers_ If the process is to work
better, they are a vital link to be considered

4
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THE RESEARCH-INTO-POLICY PROCESS AND ITS
OBSTACLES

There are three major stages in the policy research process,

, Research ,Pormulation. Questions that research will address are
identified. This involves identifying a policy issue and a need for
knowledge about the issue; it requires translating the knowledge needs
into research qoestioas.

Conduct of the Study. Data sources ate selected, measures de-
w:3090d. samples drawn. 'and data collected and analyzed.

Poky Implications. Research results are translated back into the
ream of policy. At this sr tige:the implications of the data for resolution

sot the policy issue are made explicit, and the results are disseminated
to potential users. 4

in some cases. the policy issue is widely recognized. perhaps already
high on the public agenda. Government officials as well as researchers
may participate in identifying the facets of the issue that require study
and analysis. In other cases. research precedes official 'or public
awareness than an "issue" even exists. The researcher's formulation
may serve both to stimulate interest and to shape the definition of the
issue as it acquires public visibility.

In tither case. a critical phase in research formulation is the spay
cification of concepts and questions. Since no issue can be s7.tatied
directly and. whole, there is a need to select facets of the issue for
study. to operationalize the concepts that will be used (e.g.. what
concretely do we mean by "needs service.- "works well. "learn-
ing"'') and to determine where and how the research will be carried
out. .

Although this paper will concentrate on Stages I and 3. research
formulation and policy implications. the conduct of research. Stage 2.
cannot be ignored: for, at the least. it has spillover effects both fore and
aft. If appropriate concepts and methodologies are lacking. research
cannot be formulated in ways that snugly fit the policy problem. If the

methods used compromise either internal validity or external
ity of conclusions. the reception or those conclusions in

world may =ell be skeptical
oleman has argued (1972) that the calcitict of social research lies

:ars* within the domain of the social science disciplines. Whatever.
goes awry at that stage to lower the quality of research and limit its
applicability has to seek a remedy mainly within the disciplinesand of

I r
I I
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come many things can and do go wrong. Relevant theoretical orients-

. dons we often lacking; methods are inadequately developed for some
kiads at study; multivariate 'analytic techniques are in the process of
development and not yet suited to cope with certain types of corn-

*aides.
Furthermore. not every social scientist functions at the peak stan-

dards that current developments permit. Many are mediocre or out-
cf-date in *eh research skills. Rather than aspire to apply existing
methods creatively to novel problems, they adhere to tielbook injuc-
dons. A simple example, but by no means the most important one. is
the ritualistic use of 0.05 levels of statistical significance, regardless of
the statistical technique, the type of problem, the relative need for
certainty..or the real-world risks that accrue to error.

The remedies for such ills have to be sought mainly within the
disciplines and their native habitat: the university departments. Uni-

versities should be the source of theoretical and conceptual advances
and methodological improvements. They also have the responsibility
to find better ways of training stisdents in research skills and of
upgrading the skills of current researchers, for of course not only
policy-oriented researchers but also discipline-oriented research are
plagued by cc. zeptual and methodological shortcomings. This 14ic is

a large one and worthy' of substantial development.
Before we leave the subject of research performance. it is only fair to

mention that factors within the policy domain often impinge on re-
search perfot mance. Fr/eiiample. government funding agencies can
subvert research quality by mandating inappropriate data sources or

research methods or unduly fprestiortened time schedules. Data de-
rived from official records or agency files may be inaccurate. Out-of-

date. incomplete. improperly coded, or itrelevant to key issues. While
major responsibility for proper research performance lies within the
academic sphere. interactions with the sphere of policy can monumen-
tally affect the quality of the research results

Given all the concerns about research practice. the problems in
formulating research and applying results to policy are even more
complex. and they have barely been mapped It is at the I- ,undaries

between the worlds of policy and social science research tha. analysis

and remedy are required.'
Two stages of the policy research process involve complex transi-

tions: Stage I. which concerns the transition from policy issub to
research formulation. and Stage 2, which concerns the transmog from

For a %miter, forroulsoon. set Lazar,Ick1 f! air 1 1961)
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research findings to policy implications. The difficulties that plague
these phases are of two kinds: (a) intellectual and cognitive and (b) so-
cial and structural. The first category of problems has to do with limits
on knowledge; tile second has to do with the limitations and pressures
imposedlin actors by the institutions in which they work and the
system in which they fUnction.

Howe 5 provides the framework for our analysis of what is going
won in the development and use of government-funded research:

(I) As we shall note. intellectual limitations affect the specification
oftesarch that matches knowledge needs. Cell A contains the cognitive
problems involved in formulating policy-related research. In this cate-
gory, we discuss such problems as understanding -the knowleage-
needed for developing, adopting, and implementing policies, preilicti
knowledge needs far enough in advance to plan research, and hinita-
dons in the theoretical basal and the methodological apparatin of the
social sciences.

(2) The institutional location of policy makers and resdarchers can
give rise to diversion. distraction. and distortion. Cell B deals with
midst structural limits on research formulation. The social structures
that the actors inhabit affect their orientations, their awareness of
knowledge needs. and the strategies at their disposal for developing

___and Binding research -

(3) Intellectual limitations impede the interpretation of research
results and the development of recommendation for action. Cell C has
to do with the translation of data into the realm of policy. We shall look
at problems of differing conceptual assumptions and orientations.
inconclusive and ambiguous data. and translation from the general to
the concrete situation.
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(4X Cell D deals with structural constraints on the application of
mama findings to policy making. Problems that we will consider
under this rubric include the lack of adequate channels for dissemina-
tion of research, political factors that compete with research for
attention, and constraints introduced by the complexity of the process

by which politkAd decisions are made.
1

In the following discussion.1 have drawn from my own experience,
the experience of colleagues, observation, published case histoties,
and analytical accounts. Many of the points are reinforced by the
interview responses of government decision makers and researchers in

a study funded by the National Institute of Mental Health on the
usability of government-funded research.

SPECIFYING THE RESEARCH PROFS! "4

Cognitive Limits

SPICIFYMG Tilt %SIDED P*1011w1A liOs Many policy maker,- find /
difficult to specify the nature of the information that would make
difference to their decisions. As one example. a decision rria4- in the
field of alcoholism was asked ssi kind of research would help him in

his work. He specified research ine biological bases of alcoholism.
the interviewer handed tune an abstract of a study on that topic and
asked him how likely he would be to take the study into account in
Teaching decisions. He read the findings and said: not very likely.
Although the findings were interesting. his office hid to plan and
provide treatment for alcoholism--cegardIess of its origins In 15
minutes. he had telescoped a not-uncommon process that usually
takes several years, thousands of dollars. and countless units of
frustration_

Not only is it hard for decision makers to identify the topics on which
research should be done, but it is even harder for them to specify the
particular kinds of data or statistical relationships that would cianfy an

issue. Sometimes they overspecify the research question, .;_suming
more than is known and foreclosing a range of possibilities; they move
to the immediate and oractical before the shape of the issue is clear, On

the other hand. they sometimes overgcnerlee the question, offering

vague objectives without direction as to the limits on acceptable
alternatives or available instrumentalities t Merton and Lerner 1951)

Requests for proposals. RFPS. couched in this kind of wide-open form.
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in which thelrenearcher is given link more than a global objective, have
been called "requests for prayers.",

V policy makers are unclear about whatahey expect from research.
research= have to ferret, guess, and improvise. The researcher who is
wellsversed in the substantive field may do very well indeed;
researcher-initiated studies are often exceedingly relevant to do vision
needs. Even under these conditions, however, the research may not be
as effectively applied as it should be; policy makers who do not know
when they want are not likely _to recognize it when they get it.
Therdore. we May hazard the proposition that the less ji. policy
makers are to crystallize their informational needs, the y they
are to use research effectively.

°Tricks OF alESEAIro EvAtoAlso% Surrogates for policy =ACTS,
suds as staff in research. evaluation, or analysis offices, actually
initiate much rodeo-Ay sponsored research. Even when they arc lo-
cated within the .sine agency, however, they s'Isometimes are poorly
apprised of decision makers' needs. In their soliciting of research, they
may focus on aspects of the issue that ate not the crux on which
decisions hinge. Research staff tend to be more academic and less
political than policy makers, and they may make central to their
definition of needed research the abstract goal rather than the practical
need (e.g., -improvement in reading achievement" rather than -keep-
ing middle-class children in city public schools"). Also, because of
their remove from the arena of decision making. they may stick to
official statements rather than to the real problems of policy issues. If
they are not well informed about critical decision points, the research
they frame and fund is apt to be wide of the decision mark. In cases in
which decisions are made at state or local levels of government, as they
are in many social realms from education to corrections. their formula-
tion of research needs is apt to be even less relevant. It appears likely
that the less information research fortbulatixs have shout the policy
issue. the less likely are they to frame research that addresses critical
questions

TN, 01 11. :t Research takes time. A year or twi) or more
elapses from the writing of a research proposal to the presentation of
results. Therefore, research formulators have to try to foresee what
issues will emerge-in Ole 'years ahead, rather than simply addressing
this year's questions The difficulties In prediction are legion (Duncan
1469).

Fortunately, few crises burst on the scene with the explosiveness of
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the "energy crisis brought on by the me in oil prices by the Organiza-

tion d Petroleum Exporting Countries (mac) nabs. Much of the

Mimi Blends reprise of earlier yearsnew 'attempts to pass
intioeal health insurance, modifications in revenue sharing. revisions

in federal aid to education. While many of the general issues are
hair, however, it is not always clear which aspect will be the core of

controversy 'and what kind of research information will be required.

For issues that involve new programs and a break from tradition. the

specification of research presents special difficulties. It therefore

seems logical that he newer and trwd.snfamiliar a policy .ssue, the

more difficult it is to foresee the kinds of-variables. data. and analytical

relationships that wilkinform the policy debate_
The social sciences operate from a modest knowledge [rase. There

are many, low-level empirical generalizations but few empirically based

theories of wide generality. Laws of human behavior. equivalent to

laws of physical behavior, are notable by their ahsence (Barton 1974),

Therefore. it is difficult to predict or model the behavior of people,

groups, and institutions under changed conditions.
Without a firm theoretical basis, social science researchers engage in

a great deal of trial-and-error research to meet policy needs. They do

special studies to find out which polici and programs work. which

components of successful policy are es and which are tangential

to reiching desired outcomes, and w ch kinds of communities or
clienteles are best served by specific ograms. there are an almost,

unlimited number of questions that erve study , and the task of

selection and specification becomes formidable

atstsiica sit oboe. ReSearchers often choose and conceptualize

problems in terms of the methodologies in which they are PS dent_

'They bo not pick the research method to suit the problem but almost

unI A tingly see that aspect of the problem to which then methodology

appi Whether they do laboratory e,'..periments, survey research. ix

modeling. they tend to formulate que-tios in terms that their method-

ology can address
Some icy issues strain the limits of available teseuch

meths ogles. posing questions for which methods are inadequate If

policy makers want to know the effects of hou-ing allowances on the .

supply of housing in a community, for example. there is little previous

information on tap and no clear way to find out_ the recourse is to carry

out an experiment and watch---but an experiment is no mean feat

Small samples will not do. a community has to re as saturated with
housing vouchers as it would he in real life All the poor people eligible
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must be given vouchers, in order to see whether the cost of reeling or
buying a house will go up and whether old buildings are improved and
new buildings are Constructed to fill demand, A long time and sgood
deal of study would elapse efore answers are available, even then, the
few toniniunities studied would not be representative of the universe
(tbe Ration) in which the program would ultimately be implemented.

Similarly. in some . concepts are extremely difficult to measure
with exng . For example, few scientists are fully satis-
fied with the indicators used to measure such complex notions as
meetal health. Some topics of interest are hard to observe: organiza-
tion"' change is a topictliat presses against the limits of methodological
know40w. interviews # people in positions both within and outside
the twpnizstion may reveal their. perceptions of change, but knowl-
edge of real change in the organization's functioning sometimes seems
elusive. in this case as in others. there is a need for futther develop-
ment d study methods.

These, then. are some of the cognitive difficulties that affect the
formulation of appropriate research_ They reflect inadequate knowl-
edge at several levelsby the policy maker and research finder about
the specific kinds of knowledge that will clarify policy debate, by the
researcher about translation of knowledge needs into concrete research
plans, and, most basically. in the theoretical and methodological status
of the social sciences They represent limits on the ability to predict.
select. specify, and distill research questions out of the cranial and
flowing complexities of the policy world

builliatronal Lot alum

VAIIVIPu, peat ii Different locations create different percep-
tions of policy issues. Each ,et of actors on the policy process responds
to the incentives and rewards of their own pose suns. Legislators may
be engaged by the needs of their constituents, the President by the
desire for reelection, bureau chiefs by loyalties to the state agencies
with which they deal. policy analysis by the desire to achieve a
pcnram goal. the staff of the Office of Management and Budget by the
desire to cut costs, and researchers by the desire to extend &theoretical
formulation. Some may "-c no need for research at all. others are likely
to see divergent questions the aspect of a problem that is deemed
worthy of study vanes with cacti person's view of the problem. The
situation suggests that the larger the number of actors wiho participate
in the debate on a policy issue, the more diverse will be both the
questions raised and the standards of judgment that will I- applied As

5:;
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a cossequesce. no single study is likely either to resolve all questions

or to be universally accepted as definitive.
Holders of ditkrent positions have different perspectives on the

bads of research that are necessary. In talking about cognitive difficul-

ties, we noted that isolation from the policy center can lead to 'pot-
ence skier issues. Here, we are concerned with the effects of location

on pesteptions of what the research questions are.
Peoplecimeeplualin research in ways that fit their view of the core

cipestio, in a problem. and their social location affects that view_ In

porticiabir. it' has effects on bow quickly "answers" are wanted. and

nos. what eat in the problem research can make and which factors in

the situation are seen as fixed and %Ouch are subject to policy manipu-

lation.
-Policy makers tend to be in a hurry. They want actlon immediately

and tend to ignore the long-term aspects of policy issues- They are

impatient with research that attempts to explain cause- and.effect rela-

Itionships.to Imlay factors that give-rise to social problems, or to

develop empirically based theories of intervention "
However. every policy represents a causal theory Every policy

says, in effect. that we have set a goal and we will ur.denake activities_

A and B because they will achieve that goal As much recent omen-

ence in social programmn has indicated. however. policies often fail

to reach the goal. and the theories on which they are based become'

susPecl.
In order to develop more adequate policies. se need more adequate

themes_ To develop better theory we mdy need research that ad-

dresses basic questions about the factors involved in the origin and

persistence of social problems and the kinds of changes that will re-

verse their effects To formulate tr,rursh on this level. social scienrists

are likely to be more qualified than Move claver to immediate event% IQ

conceptualize the research questions
Institutional location also affects which elements in Ow situation one

accepts as given and which are susce-piitste to change Policy -related

research has to deal with manipulable aspect of the situation (jos
crnnient officals. partly EKA-;AW.0 of their time perpective see mans

aspects of the wend as fixed fhcy accept, hif cling*. the sitafifica-

lion of influence and income as rciatieis matte conditions Th..:% Are

likely to focus rescAith anention on tamable. that Lan be -atteictl

Lifastrace L!tvn Jr wart ts .r a burr. ca-

baaai rew$t(b ral kwi rem, tia. 4u1-.5 r.r itc, k:.;.01 !ht.' si,,wer

maid a a rerkitnt* nut fiaa41 r.-
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without disrupting basac arrangements For example. if pt., training
programs are not successful in placing People in jobs: they may call fax
research lit trainees' attitudes and v.ork motivations. They are proba
bly less likely than those further removed from the program to rase
questions about job availability . work conditions, opporiumue% for
advancement. aratother character-mita of the job market

The Restart* Funding Prot ess

If the policy prixets is complex_ so. 104,1, is tht- research fundsng
process. There is an assortment of mechanisms for obtaining research.
which can be classified as (I) procurement. (2.) softcitation. and (3) as-
sistance," Each mechanism tends to give .1 particular set of floats
more erinixence in the formulation of research

Procurement sirategies arc modclyd on those that Are used to buy
buttons cc weapons systems Government staff specifies the "prod-
uct to be bought and the al1011eel and sometimes proviAlts Veil"
detailed itemization of the rk nocedures to he used for drielop-
mg that product to g quest'. be addressed. sample stir and
location. instruments and measures analysts procedures. time
schedulcl Compeotive proposals arc sought. and the submitted grog
piosals iur reviewed. usual!) fry to hou--c staff, for understanding of
the problem, technical merit cost nti organizational cagrability, A
winning appl.cart is cho.is is awarded In the oroctii,
ment proccikile II the t definitions of research that are
dothinant

Soircnatton i, an in%11,,ition in toletrted resear.hers to undertake
research on ant of J ho of top that ate of ri,orit, interest to an

Ste Much more latitude i% inve,tigatilf ehOOse a41141

they will do and 'no% but the work 1, rspr.ted to nission
of the ageny in the spe.ified the rev It w 04 proposals can he
done by staff, often with the asani.e of outstdk- consultants Some-
tomes panels of outside frcar,hecs. ore convened to approse the
surnlifit .nent of proposal., %hoc ,onsider% their tclesiani.e to the
issues or outstde resirwcrs the 11(1,11 determination of which
studies to fund Multiple .11.4.if,1% Jie indife sir the s.imC look Several
rese.rui.hcts can stwd diticren' of uLh fordo),
behav 101 t4 working .4, +men of diN,CVII1Jtior iif Cftallonal Irmo). J
lions to classroom tcakhers t niter .iiiii,ritation Ntxethircs, goliern
ment addf set ihc le-e.ir,l-ier define their studies

the 4 t, r. t tit f rts,
ty cry ;-* .1" .
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Research assistance is support for investigator-initiated research
The agency tends to havelower expectations of immediate and direct
coalrihutions of the research to policy decisions. The contributions art
expected to be longer-range, perhaps more fundamental. and less
dictated by government needs. Contributions to local programs and to
professiontimctice are as welcome as contributions to federal policy
Research pioposals tend to be reviewed by panels of peers the major
criterion is.reqsa rch merit, and support usually lasts for several years
'of study. In research assistance, it is the researchers' forrnutation of
the research tharprevails. (See Win et al 1974)

In all three procedures. a large number of people we engaged in
solicitation. speafication. proposal wntirqg. and proposal review In
the lengthy process. some of the impetus for selection of the topic and
its component questions may become blunted. As in the children's
game of telephone, the message at the beginning may be substantially
altered by the time the funded research plan emerges at the end

The warin which the research I's funded affects its formulation
When government staff has tight control. the research Is apt to have a
shorter time frame and more practical orientation. and it is generalls
limtte4 to a niuTow range of policy options Bureaucratic pressures on
the staff as well as the prevailing view re- the kind of studs that can
be done For example. ups have to be .,eared with superiors. and the
cliarance procedure gives a nt: ---,her of people the opportunn) lo
constrict or veto idea, tending to clamp limits on innovative plans
The researchers who receive contracts through procurement strategies
are more apt to be working in commercial research firms than in
universities In such profit-onented settings. the} -rt hkcls to accept
government stars research rolmulalion% without cat.11 and change In
such a sittlatittn. the bureaucratic view pesalls

With the use of proposal solicitation and espeLiall} assistance mech-
anisms. unlversityaffiliated social suentiest are like's to do the
research Their approach !> apt to he inure free ranging SoliLitattoh
more than assistance_ ems tor a coo:dinaied program of related
research, seeking to ich research to the !opts of the agency s
salient concerns Asststa c MeChAnirns, which lely on the Initidto,e
of reAtafcherN, often lead i an arriPi of disparate proiects However
research progrAinA funded triV,e all three funding met harlsrns tease
found it difficult to Ie_des op 3ThUld10. e knoudedge base

Is When an agency with -a ,take in the outcome funds
research. it ma} emphasize aspects of the .sue most lakelk to steld
.esults favorable to its own po-,ition It, :1 Tin earriple the t S
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Commission-artion'tin Civil Rights 0967) supported the researchreported as
Redid Isolation in the Public Schools, which emphasized the cognitive
skins of black students in integrated schools. This was by no means the
only issue involved in school desegregation. but it was one for which
pove evident* was expected. The Civil Rights Commission was a
partisan that warded its policy view to prevail.

Mases can occur in evaluations of agency programs Canny
administrators way try to rig the phrasing of the evaluation questions to
focus on where positive outcomes are dearest. Thus, they may
stress nuns of hours at service provided rather than effects of the
service on its recipients. or the popularity of programs wittLchikken
and their parents rather than the pins in achievement or health,"

Some !boding organizations. even with clear operational missions.
maintain the highest standards d integrity and neutrality. Neverthe-
less. in heavily politicized agencies. I suspect that the more responsitni-
ity an agency has for setting policy and maintaining programs. the less
autonomy it allows researchers The stronger its political stake, the
more likely is it to formulate research in terms favorable to its position.

siasult # Another structural difficulty is the pieuemeal nature of
most social research funding Research tends to be approved and
funded on a projectby-project basis, a procedure that limits continuity
in lines of research Each new project must be proposed and approved
separately. Serendipitou* findings cannot be followed up. nor promis-
ing leads pursued

Other options exist If tegtslatise mandate allows. :In agency can
create and fund an outside research orpnization to do its work, as the

,ir Force did with the Rand Corporation after World War II or trie
Department of Housing and Urban Development did with the Urban
Institute in 1968 In this kind of arrangement, the agency can provide
unrestricted funds for a core staff with additional funding through
regular grant and contract LE', noels Alternatively, an ages can fund
a research organization to can on a "program" of research: the
research orpnization submits an application, u..-aly in competition
with other applicants. (or long term support of five years or more The
application specifies the obiectives and nature of the research to be
conducted and the qualifications of the staff,' but, once approved.
programmatic s.ipport usually allows the In% estsgators considerable
latitude

'1 164°114 4i.1 149' r.-wt The' '6e sor,-.4,1. f 41.4 t Wel n *Jae sumac in

educant prtgratrt.
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Most important for our discussion. there is a lack of stability in the
research personnel handed to do the work. Researchers come and go,
and few build up the body of experience that would enable them to
develop deep understanding of policy issues over time_ Eact. new crop
has to learn the arena, the coni4raints, and the
nage of acceptable-options. This, too. has an effect on the formulation
of research. To the extent that researchers frame the study. the effect is
direct; to the extent that they respond to agency formulations. the
effect is less direct but may permeate the development of the study in
more subtle ways.

INTERPRETING RESEARCH FINDINGS

Carnmanication Style

One of the cognitive problems in getting research findings into the
policy sphere is that most communication is written. and the writing of
research reports tends to be turgid. Researchers are prone to what
other's call jargon (although for the social scientist, the jargon may be a
precise shorthand for complex concepts). Some feints-ate unfamiliar to
policy makers, and they receive few interpretive clues. More serious.
the concepts that the terms embody are not well understood. The 4
whole conceptual apparatus that has supported the research is ;rime-
times miscons:rued.

The solution. ttecn. is not only to write shonei reports or more lucid
prose but also to find ways to tindge the conceptual differences that
underlie complaints about bad wnting The theoretfcal onentattons
embedded in a study cannot and should not be excised or smoothed
overthey should be made explicit If the assumptions are unpalatable
to decision makers, the disagreement should be clarified aryl faced_ For
example. a sociological study may take for granted that one's social
affdiationsclass, ethnicity. occupational position. and religious
affiliationhave a strong 'nfluence on behavior To a policy maker
with an individualized view of the world. in which all control their own
destinies. the pre.uses are philosophically unacceptable and the find-
ings would be dismissed However. the policy maker should have to
confront the divergence in premises and recognize the basis on which
he is dismissing the study

Some policy makers reject the *hole notion of quantitative research
and statistical itentralizations about people in a current study on the
usability of social research. we have found a number of ptychiatnsts
and other ChniCuins in this category -act, Lelleve in the uniqueness of
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dui immlividual and their own perceptions and judgment , so abstract and
probabilistic generalizations cut no ice with them, Whatever its beauty
or brevity, they are unlikely to put much Mg in a social* research
reportmuch lest Rau d useful.

Sophisticated statistics may impede, rather than aid. the policy
maker's comprehension of research. Whereas they are a boon to the
researcher, proving realer explanatory power, to the policy maker
they-are a block to intuitive understanding. Once nonprofessionals
could look at means, percentage differences, or correlation coefficients
and do some interpretation (and checking of the author's iiterpreta-
time on their own. Now, with regression analysis and more cornples
ate analyses, they are at the mercy of the researchers' in-
terpretadon and have to put greater trust M researchers' competence
and objectivity. "In`some casesfr this demands more (Fuld than they are
willing to give.

The Nature of Research Findings

Some research findings provide no clear-cut conclusions. The data
relationshipl are small and inconsistent, and the variables studied
account for a small fraction of thtt variance. Nr, clear highway to
recommendations, no course of action, no obvious remedy opens up.
To move from this kind of shapeless research to action is a heavy
intellectual burden:

Moreover, in many areasihe stugts are not cumulative. They do rot
add to a gradually increasing fund of tested knowledge Rather. results
are inconsistent over a series of studies that seem to have been done in
parallel situations. As new research is initiated to clarify the factors
that account for divergent outcomes. it tends to bunch and fork,
occasionally creating not less itinfUSIOn but more. Unknown and
unmeasured variable% with strong effects apparently abound, and the

for them leads in several directions, with different investigators
taking different paths_ lifowledge. instead of cuinulating, in some

castappears 0 fragmenr
example of this lack of cumulativeness conies from evaluation

of Head Start programs An early an I partial review of evaluation
results from the years 1965-67 t McDiil et a! 1969, pp. 19.66) showed
Mat "eleven Of the thirty one studies appear to have shown clearly
positive effects of Head Start txperiences on cognitive develop.

men! t/Wle should attempt to answer the question of which of the

I wt."' 10 shank loner Weiss Ito Minting IN, .itudisoo 10 my alltnietin
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alley alive methods appear most successful. . ." Head Stan Planned
Yariadoma was a noble attempt to do just that: to implement a set of
carried= models, developed and sponsored by educators to
allude their relative effectiveness, By 1973. extensive evaluation

data-(Cabee 1975. p. 150) indicated Wit:

Nose at the models consistently did better than their consponsonsgood
remits is one year did not repeat in the next. Secondly. in no cases did all
espaimental sites in a madel clearly perform at higher levels than their
compwrisons. And third, no consistent pattern of differences in effectiveness
eaterned among the sponsored treatments. The evaluations show a few casesan

"Aid pain' 'oar sponsors Roduced greater pins than others But these pins
were inconsistent across the tests used in the experiment

in determine whether the curricular models affected different chutiren
in different ways. further analysis (Smith 1975, p. 110) was done:

Though the models that showed substantial effects ion any of the test batteries
used) were not equally successful:Ill types of children. there were no mayor

disor4nalintenietions between and child--that is. no moire! that was
dfective on the average for a certain test was particularly effective for one type
of child and particularly ineffective for another NE

One of the major effects of 10 years of study In Head Start was to
reopen long-settled questions about the adiquacy of tests, exactly what
to and achievemeauests were measuring, and ;whether the scores
MINIM much about success.

Because research it unpredictable and no one can be sure what
information will emerge. there are times when the findings are overly
familiar. They support what peoplz already know innu tively. by expe-
rience. or through earlier research Decision makers tend to look at
research of this kind with a so-wha elses-new cynicism Of course.
there is value in reinforcing po tiitswisdom and replicating previous
findings: knowleage builds and confidence in it rows. but some policy
makers see tittle intellectual or policy payoff in repeating what they feel

is obvious

The Caroni ty- Research Apphcaltan

A critical element in the interpretation of research for action derives
from the concrete circumstances of the situation in which results will
be applied. Research typically deals with predictions that, as Merton
says (1949), conveniently assume that the large number of other factors
remains constant But when research results irse descend for applica-
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an actual time and place. it is foolish to assume that other factors
n constant. The researcher has to estimate which factors in
the concrete situation will change and how- Merton elaborates this idea
(p. 175):

(a) Every applied research must include some speculative inquiry into the
ink of diverse factors which can only be roughly assessed. not meticulously
sauSed.
`(b) The validity tithe concrete forecast depends upon the degree of (non-

compeasased) error in aay phase of the total inquiry The weakest links in the
chain ef applied research may typically consist of the wine/nes of contingent
conditions under which the investigated variables will 91 fact operate.

(c) To this degree. the recommendations for policy S., not Raw directly and
exchisively from the research- Recommendations are the product of the
research and the estimates of contingent conditions. these estimates not being
Cl the same order of probability or precision as the more abstract interrelations,
emasimed in the research itself t

(d) Such contingencies make for indeterminacy of the recommendations
derived from the research and thus create a pp between research and policy.

Just as researiit has to move from the abstract to the concrete. it has
to move from the past when the research was done) to the future
(when it will be applied). The researcher has to assess future trends and
their probable impact on observed relationships. Thus. for example.
the early evaluations of methadone treatment for heroin users were
based on carefully selected subjects in the few existing treatment
facilities. Restdls looked goodbut what would happen when elistisit-
ity standards were removed and scores of treatment centers were
opened to everyone who applied? The effects, it turns out, were less
dransuic, and some counterproductive side effects appeared: a drug
C,1111Irt of person 'rained on methadone appeared; tack commit-
ment to school or work was no greater than it had been with heroin.
Could the early researchers have estimated the effects of large-scale
methadone programs' If they had, would those estimates have affected
the policies adopted'

APPLYING RESEARCH 10 POLICY ISSUES

Besides affecting research formulation, social structural factors ar-
count for much of the gap between research and policy. Researchers
and policy makers tem: to have disparate understandings. norms. and
values. Their differences derive partly lions the processes of self-
selectioc and institutional recruitment into different careers, and partly
from the influence of the institutions in which they work.
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Dfferent Perspectives

Researchers have choices about which data to highlight, which
relationship moo/ v to emphasize, and how much attention
and what kind of . to give to the vast array of fats." For
example, is it "only" 21 percent who took jobs, or "fully" 21 percent
who took jobs? What surprises them? What framework do they choose
for mting;nerrimor the piles of computer output? Lynn (1973,
P- 57)

The choices 91 eantePluil fraillseworts. assumptions. output measures. van-
abies.ityposisesek. and data provide wide latitude far judgment, and values of
the resent berstorten guide decisions to at least some degree.

As important as this is in the early pluses of research, it is perhaps
even more profound at the end. In moving from analysis of data to
recommendations for action, researchers must leave the world of fact
and science. Rarely are the data clear-cut and authoritative enough to
indicate the path to a predetermined goal. Usually. researchers must
make a conscious leap into the realm of "ought"; guidance for the leap
comes partly from the data but partly from their own values. Policy
researchers are likewise constrained by their interpretation of the
policy feasibilitieswhat is possible given current arrangements and
resources.

I noted earlier that social scientists tend to be a particularly liberal
group. The values that they espouse tend to lead them to favor the
poor. victims of discrimination or bureaucratic inertia. and clients of
service agencies rather than the agencies giving service

Coleman 0974) did an interesting "rough" analysis of 31 research
studies sponsored by a satiety of commercial ,firms. government de-
partments. and service agencies (Figure 6) He looked at whether the

Raconseseneahoth 1:11w,ved
from Po.ni of V.v.. of

Researcher s Pceilion

Plc/duce 1. Agent of Thad

Aile"1 Pet hr Of I 43WerKibm t

Censor*, therein 12 *3

MIRE b (-4! /mash so. d "111 lex-arch maths".
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researchers developed recommendations from the point of view of the
way (what be calls the "producer of goods or services") or from the
peat of view at the diens (the commas of goods or services). He
does not suggest that producer and consumer interests were necessar-
ay opposed, but, cedinardy, the coincided only in pan. He also
lookedatthe 1=ip of the research to the producer: whether
reasaiairwas jay dstagency or whether it was (landed ffrs

1 Ord party (such p aliondadjil# or indqxedeady. The data show that
us gematal nsaachers teild.:14 Molt at things through consumers' eyes,
by a ratio of about 2:1. %en a thiLd party funds the research,
researches* favor monomers by motiZain 6:1. Even when the pro-
dicer foots the bill, the ratio drops to Call 1:1. In other words, at least
half of the research paid for by an . . - agency derives its
perspective from the interests of the s , rather than the man-
gler., When the researchers are fi .... ., y independent of the produc-
ers, they give almost exclusive attention to consumer interests.

- From government officials concerned with policy, on the other hand,
we can probably expect the producer's interpretation. They are cob-

- weed with feasibility: imolemenuition, costs, and smooth operation.
When research is not only supported by government but also biassed,
monitored, and closely superviiied by government staff, the tenor and
tone are apt to derive from the-interests of those in charge.

While a study is in progress, the issues with which it deals often
change. Matters that were once thought -central are resolved or become
irrelevant; new problems take center stage. Thus, for example, Cohen'
(1975) found that. during the course of the evaluation of the Follow
Through Planned Variations, the original priority of pupils' gains in

anent on standardized tests lost its salience. For one thing, the
ropriateness of the tests as a measure ft achievement became

doubtful. More basically, questions arose about the usefidnesi of
school achievement itself as a predictoi of later social and economic
success. Moreover, the opinions of activisfgroups in educating swung

"away from conceit about school curricula (regarded earlier as a
source of school success or failure) and toward issues of decentraliza-
tion of educational administration ardcommunity unstrol. By the time
the data were available a!they were largely irrelevant to the contempo-
rary policy debate (Cohen 1975): The longer the experiments am-
tinned the more doubts were raised about their premises, and the mo-e
it seemed that other issues, discovered along the way . were int e
fundamental

Sinular_obsokscence of Issues, at an even faster pact, was revealed
in review of a study on the federal student loan program (Weiss 1970).
Over the one-year period that the study was in progress, questions

v
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about coesofidation of loan programs had been resolved aiid new
peados aboutloans held by student demonstrators were engaging the

Congress.
The policy debate rarely waits for research reports ironically.

research that is tied too closely to the immediate issues.,that proceeds

tram exclusively practical assumptions wi the potential for gen-
erailzation, tuns * risk of falling behind ,pace of policy making.

Dissemination

The lack of channels for dissemination of research results is

a major cause of their r ecmen. few of the persons inv4Ived in
decisions learn of research that could reduce the degree of uncertainty-

: Even When research is expressly commissioned by government aged-

cies. it sometimes fails to r appropriate ''user.-` Research done

at a further remove, under slant or t gh nongovernmental sup-

'Port, has a circuit and stony pa to the proper audience.

There even w i things in t 'realm of ;dissemination;

goVernment ndetl that never stiemit a report. investigators

who reprd ch grant as a personal benefice rather than a

commitmeit oduce knowledge, projects that drift off-the agreed-

Woo report on subject, unforeseen and unwanted by goe-

r sponsors, who try to cover up research reports that reveal
agencies or programs in an unfavorable light.

Computerized information retrieval systems seem to be of little use

to decision makers - (Caplan al_ l975. pp 13-14) They are too
unsclective, perhaps too forbidding with their complicated hardware.

and usually seem to produce too many reams of undigested printout

People are more dynamic conveyors-of information. but government
agencies have few staff whose jobs are to move inkirmation to the

points at which it is needed_
Dis.semination tends to be nobody's job Neither governmenrre-

search managers. project officers. nor researchers win kudos by match-

mg research results with policy needs Each group gets its rewards in

its own bailiwickfrom colleagues and fellow professionals or from

those who control career chances Nobody has a stake in "audience

satisfaction.- so the dissemination office is practically empty

Diffusion

Almost all discussions of the use of research in policy making start
from the premise that at some discernible place and tune. policy

'actually gets Made; that there are people who singly and collectively

7
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make specific arrangements to solve a problim. The assumption that
.1P there are scion who make a policy sometimes contradicts reality.

1* some circumstances, it is difficult to locate any people who are
charged with the responsibility !or making a decision. Atkin el al.
(1974; p. 94) writes about educational programs:

Identification dtthe project's decision =kens) is perhaps the mu elusive
aspect of awaiting an evaluation dlon Different organizations duractensti-.
rally have very different decision structures ranging from those in which
specific decision responsibility is emphasized to those in which rather amor-
phous divisions of decisuns-making responsibility exist The spectrum of par
until decision makers is equally Rinse

Amorphous and diffuse decision structures rarely produce clear-cut
declaims. Rather. options someho'w are pi omessively narrowed by a
series of almost imperceptible choices. A variegated and =coos&
Wed group of people takes minor steps. The pattern of organizational
behavior slowly moves along the same or a somewhat changed direc-
tion. Without -conscious effort, a termed locus of decision, or people
clamed with responsibility for decision, a decision accretes.

Even in legislatures, in which voting seems to be the ideal type of
decisional activity, the vote often serves only to ratify decisions made
beforehand. The choices were made in legislative committee or the
executive agency that drafted the bill or even earlierin interest
groups, professional groups, or staff conclaves. Some of those chokes,
too, are not conscious selections among alternative courses. but the
effect of drift: there is a progressive constriction of options as consen-
sus gradually grows that one course of action is appropriate.

in these kinds of diffuse and subtle processes, the purposeful use of
social research is inconceivable The only kind of use possible is the
almost imperceptible absorption of concepts and knowledge from an
array of sources, unreferenced and uncatalogued, but slowly changing
the climate of opinion

Even when authonty for decisions is clearly lodged in specific
positions, those who hold those positions may stay On tke job only for
short periods. Turnover in personnel can limit attention to research in
two ways_ First. it may encourage decision makers to consider short-
term activity rather than long-term effects Knowing that they will stay
for only a shoo time, they may be interested simply in doing some-
thing, no matter how well- or ill-conceived, to satisfy constituents.
They concentrate their attention on takeoffs rather than landings, since
they may not be around to reap the fruits of their decisions. Second.
because of changes in the top personnel of government agencies,
continuity of attention to issues may suffer If a new man or woman

65
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comes in. he or she may have little Interest in the particular issue. or
disfacet Idle issue, on which research was commissioned, When the
study results are reported. the new incumbent may not be interested
Since the questions are not his or her questions. the answers may seem
indevant.

Political appointees in federal departments. at the level of assistant
secretary and above, Usually stay in difir jobs for about two years,
about half stay less -than two years (Stanley et al. 1967). Among civil
servants, there is less turnover but there is movement from one
position_ to another. As most researchers know from experience.
researckprojpetofficers in government agencies shift jobs or assign--
meets at what seems a whirlwind rate. The project officer with whom
One deals about the substance and mechanics of a research grant or
contract may change two or three times in the course of a study

Turnover is not necessarily bad. New policy makers may bring a
grealet zest for ktur.iidge, a zeal to bone up and master the field
Their m can spark heightened attention to research." The

possibility ts, however. that people leaving a position may take

their files. their edge. and their curiosity with them. thereby
enaing.the departmental memory_ One could reasonably surmise that
the greater the turnover in policy positiorls. the less likely is commis-
sioned research to have an impact on decisions

/6
Fragmentation of Authority I--

Sometimes. the government agency concerned with a problem tar _ :he
research) does not have the authority to make a decision implied by the
research conclusions The decision may he in the bailiwick of another
agency. for example. research suggesting that children's educational
achievement will be improvedby better health care or that delinquency
will be reduced by more relevant school curricula To implement such
recommendations would require massive efforts at coordination across
departments, fieldsof specialization, and responsibility In some cases.
'there is no department or public ho(ts- that is empowered to make

decisions of the scope suggested
An example of this kind of problem is reported by Rose t 1974,

pp 135-37) to an interview study of the usefulness of housing statistics

to public officials in Scotland He co ncloi,:d

that is no central decision-making rnecherom for hvwing polic 4. Power.. 711e

divided between central and local government within ks al kiov ernrneni and

" Caplan s owls !Caplan et al 197(1 found that federal otrk-ud, vale ,to plan tit may

porirmen *ATE 'Met to sae vcierKe Irtfuarruaten

ai
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between public and private sectors It follows from the above that there is no
dint for an integrated informetion system that monitors housing simply and
,Hint ad, because there is no public agency which has terms et reference and

objectives as bread as those encompassed by theorists of public choice and
mid indicators. . . The ahem five to the above anickisions ts candy stated
bet Moak to seam. It is to ..ilange the unduly of government to ante a
antral poke for the review et housing policy. As and when this might happen,
am intormatioa system could be refined' to assist such a body m exercising
"AIM choice. If this were to occur in the field at housing, it would be a mayor
innovatina, it would achieve e degree a( centralization of secy-marking that
even the Men Minister himself has yet to achieve in what is nominally but not
always accurately described as central goverment

The problem of fragmented policy decision making is even more
prevalent in the federal system of the United States with its complex
amalgamation et overlapping jurisdictions. If radical centralization of
governmental powers would be necessary to permit more rational use
of knowledge. the remedy is probably far less acceptable than the
problem.

The lack of fit between the authority of public bodies and the scope
of research implications can dinar application even of seemingly simple
recommendations. Within a single agency. an operational clangs, may
rewire approval from different bureaus on budget, personnel. job
duties, y relationships. physical faciltties.etc. Not every party to
the will be impressed by the same type of research evidence.
At the extreme. it can be argued that there are few changes ci
even monumental range that cannot be implemented through action oT
the President and the Congress But at those altitudes, potential users
are integrating scores of inputs and no research study or body of
research can be expected to have more than penphei-al tritliserite
(Dreyfus 1976)

the Political Envuonmrnt

Whatever research shows, the political climate places limits on what
kinds of change will tie countenanced, how fast. and at what cost Not
only partisan politics and administration politics but also agency poli-
tics help re determine the range of acceptable options In the broadest

sense. the opinion of the public indicates what is acceptable and what is
not. Thus, for example, Jencks' call for mxialtsm to increaseequality,
since his study (Jencks rl al 19721 indicates that education does not do
the yob, is unlikely to he heeded, neither government nor public is
ready to contemplate such a step
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It would seem the, the further removed research conclusions and
fOOOMMOMIIMIMMage*OM mainstream opinion or the opinion of ...Tailor

vows. dialees likely are the EMPIMatO influence policy in the *bon run
This limitation of the social structure on the implementation of

reatiadsthee is, the camera/at of political contestIs not only a
anistraist but is also an important . Researchers` are not all,

wise. Their creative minds and may lead to research
mina with potential for fundamental social change.-and their rec-
ommendations may occasionally urge basic reforms in the institutions

of society. But a democratic society, through ins duly constituted

l'sfrelelltalives. has a say *out its destiny_ it has no more obligation
to accept the data and data of social scientists than it does to listen to
simmians, aitrilogers. or television commentators_ Nor should the

. value inteons of the researcher be smuggled into the policy
debate under die guise al "scientific evidence." Judvrients have to he
acknowiedeed for what they are and take their place alongside the
**nests of other policy actors- Social scientists serve not as final

arbiters but as information purveyors. analists. evaluators, cntics_
goeds, and interpreters to legitimate politicafeepresernatives

Pohcy nikers for their pan are interested not only in the application
of research evidence to public decisions but also in representing
interests and values. reconciling differences, and reaching corn
promises that maintain the stability of the system Theirs is pdiuctl
rationality rather than scientific rationality They mss neglect research
in their service of other functions. but from their point of vfew the use
al research is not netessanly the highest good

Limited Resoar, ev

Some research suggests cumin* ITC* ditettion% for iholic," but at times

of recession or when other 34iiiivie- Brun ihe federal budget. (hate
may be insufficient resources to IflbeAl in new policy initialises !siert

we financial resources the only constraint On 01:4%101/, there may be

shortages of facilities, qualified %Lin or motivated managers In an
interesting attempt to promote the use of research, (,laser and Ross
1197Il1 disseminated evaluation results of 4 successful weekend therapy
program " Despite interest, few agencies implemented the program
they ran afoul not only of ideological resistances but also if such
practical problems as agencies tack of oveMight hiring quarter, for

',Tarr lrporl demi* %TO> an *MC1414 *' .;*1:: et I /*_, to 4'

lerarresve Raps to diet! P's- t- Akar to.4!
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participants and staffs dishke of working on weekends It seems
likely that the greater the fe%Oticcts required to appts research results
the kas likely is rfsearch alone to convince deosion makers of the
appropriate course

ONIChlii041

In sum, problems in the application of research results denve in large
pan from characteristics of the political sphere ink) which they move
Much of whit happens in the bureaus depar --,ents, and tewslative
halls is beyond the control of researciters If they nave done a rekvant
and competent study. if it reaches people who can use It. and if it is
tritelliglble toilyern, then they have done then yob i'Atenmse persomil
COINACt and briefin-, can increase the likelihood that the study is
noticed and that it doesn't get cut off at the pats by lowerechelon
offscuds who seek to keep it from then supenors,"' but even sucti
actrriises guarantee Coal it will be "deeded When research is
alien to lectsion makem sense of the situation, their political solid's,
or then intrlests; the most intensive dissemination ails results will not
have much effect

Some obs-rvers (see Rule 0171 ; believe that all social probkins are
bromailly poirtic;,, issues and that -conainiawis like poilution, racism.
and the like a;c tkasicallv oppositions of intcrestnoi social problems
but sucto s.ortflict4, overt or i.tin_c..11m1 In this view. research and
expertise mu-t take sides in the conflict, if researchers work to solve
prottiems as , sernment 4gCnt:%.Jefint", them then the) are supPort-
ing the interests and purposes of filo-, in power tp 4$t

Fttr thcric tail iv 4,--firtahmiz r4,4-10-r, v.htt) Jot+ ivoi in*tive
Mfitcal yuclsmeni, raw ,ettdtro, An; "thji prottIttn, Lictaltd of
pialtsEin 1;wlirtti Art4 kt rre-trrht ',etch 4..14, iV test Introtitit;tioll etc
Nitoktrt ertr-4..ttrfr. ,00 hc-,rt-", 7' !he fro,r,x,A,c

pict4cns %oh. true

It is not net.essat.,, tit ..4,:.cpt sit ." tprit; %)tar..H.fenrNion in order io
recognize the point there .fC tint 4(0 prott!crrs on which an
overwhelming MajortIv of Artittit.41,., agree oil both the nature of the
prohkm and the /one of solution How,ect the forfnUltaltin and the
Jpr4tcation ocf re*.edirth Invtrasc juLgritech judsrlicolk actors
in Et-4 po410 restath provt:Ns titvetto:

vS,Alt:ctr hw,r,p,h4 1hr 21,,r YrAtug,..

iii tl't Snide P'Or -,+ gar e vc-. irx1
okrtnv, kv'trels ,r,1-4,..h 3 f,-; 5V/VP,
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LEVERS OF CHANGE
What features Of the research-to-policy process can be altered' rhe
factors MOM immedsalely amenable to change are proeedures both for

the definition and fiindmg of research and for dissemination of results
The proposed sokitteas in these domains tend to be offered by social
scientists in government or sometimes by science ceinsuittnts to
governmentpeople who havea stake in improving the working of the
system and know the procedura! ropes The character of the proffered
solutions beats the intprim of lour one:pmts. (This discussion is ab

because the Natrona! Research Councils Stady Panel on
Research and Development has given extensive consideration to

these factors_ The purpose of this pupa it to analyse the relationship of
propmed remedies to the obstacles just described

Foretastmg Researrit Needs

Better prediction of knowledge needs hinges on better prediction of
policy issues More thought should go into looking ahead so that newly
funded research is not concentrating on lest year's problems but
addressing those that loom ahead All too often. research follows
rather than precedes public recognition of a problem Oniy when the
pro hlem has been recognized 2nd funds appropriated is money ava41

able for research By that time, the problems are upon us and there are
demands for immediate action Little Iced time rentiins for research

But I have become less exercised vivo the problem of timing than I

used to be It is unequivocal that research rencirted after the issue it
dials with has been resolved rs not useful d% it would have been
whet but most domestic issues arc not resolved once and for all
F..xcept for moiety' if is major new activity , stik.h as federal entry into
the funding of education. issues tend to he dealt with on a rnefemeal
NMI' programs ere developed, resources are allocated. structut1s and
procedures are set up for implementation In the course of administer,
mg the polio. revisions arc made in all phases on a ontinuing basis
the level of appropnatsons changes, programs are revised. structures
are modified Therefore research ;tiowletige continues to be relevant

to the policy
Research can contribute to reec'ir.ideretion of (II the basic goals tsf

policy (Should the federal government a.sti:ne restionsallsly for
improving the mental health of the populace' t, t2t the means through
which goals are to he achised I- Shot,' the fcderal government en-
courage and support communiti, mental health centers 13) the
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MOM of public funding allocated to the activity ("How much shOuld
the $0Vall.MCM pay toward the establishment and support of
colt:ran: and (4) its ongoing administration ("What activities of
treatment. prevgntion, and education should be conducted and how
PM they best be carried Out?")- Resparch is relevant not only to the
original making or -poky' but also to the inevitable ,remakings of
poky and even (maybe especially) to the unmaking of Policy, When a
policy has been ineffective and officals seek to terminate it. research
can be a particularly useful source of information about its failings
and likely alternatives,

It is true, though. that over time the shape of the policy discussion
changes. The topics on which research evidence is sought in later years -
are not necessary the topics that were fashionable at the time a
propaniti research was begun Thus, an overly narrow research focus
may tint out to be counterproductive More wide-rarqpng work that
can hpigeiseralized beyond the immediacies of the present situation
may retain its relevance long beyond the usa-life of speific-problem-
grimed studies.

Planning a Program cf Research

Social science researsh -programs in mission agencies need planning.
As a framework for planning. they need a sense of research needs as
policy makers define them As noted earlier, however, policy makers
are frequently unable to formulate their research needs adequately.
The solution thus cannot be a quick survey or even a sophisticated
survey Of "what data will make a difference in decisions." These kinds
of questions are too difficult for offthe-cuff answers Moreover. differ-
ent members of the policy-making process will nominate diff7nt

subsand subt c

Probabli o continuous contact with decision makers and in-
volvement in cy que%tions will help planners to choose appropriate
areas for research emphasis Such contacts should not be limited to one
set of ()Maids Varied constituencies, organized and unorganized, can
be consulted for their views of policy problematics Diversity of
pcsspectiv- seems a prerequisite for planning an effective research
program Research results will emerge over a span of years and have to
satisfy knowledge needs of many actors. present and future.

Planning procedures can be tinkered with and probably rationalized.
But rationality of process is not always accompanied by rationality of
product. Planning can introduce its own it'Televancies. Systematic
planning can probably direct attention to some areas that have been
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tweriooked and others that have been overworked. Some wholesome
effects are likely to ensue. but procedural remedies cannot solve basic
problems. If no consensus exists on priorities among issues or the
amenability of stubborn problems to research, planning systems cannot
impose them

Supporting Research

Government officials seeking to tailor research programs to perceived
policy needs often look at funding mechanisms as a k er of control.
The basic dilemma is that the mechanisms that increase researchers'
responsiveness to agency-defined needs also seem to decrease re-
search quality. airs give the government agency the greatest control,
institutional or 710nunatic support the least, and there has been a
widespread belt' that the short-oader contract research procured by
sip has less :echnical competence than research done by institutions
with long -range support."

Why does the funding mechanism seem to make a difference? Why
does there seem to be an association between long-term research
support and research quality? The reasons are many: the kinds of

'research groups that receive institutions/ or programmatic support are
usually chosen specifically because of their expertise and c tenet
ongoing support can (although it does not always) provide c muity of

research and a long-term familiarity with the i e arena;
goo t places fewer time restrictions and methodological impera-

tives on institutionally supported r chers. so they are not subjected
to the constraints that contracchers face; the kinds of problems
that are addressed are /Afferent Researchers with tong-term support
can select issues, or topics within issues, that are most suitably investi-
pied given current knowledge and available research methodologies.
They ran also select issues that hold the greatest promise for generaliz-
able-and theoretically relevant findings, so that they have high motiva-
tion to do capable research.

Merely changing the funding mechanism will not alter the surround-
ing conditions. The attempt to reap the benefits purportedly associated
with institutional support hat led to a series of institutional innovations
of highly variable success: HUD'S establishment of the Urban Institute;
the Office of Economic Opportunity and the Wisconsin Insiitute for

" Hickman and Sharp conducted a Siu14 -f the afP-fund, devaluation research 'indus

tzy Their reports t 1972 1974) arse a great deal of the near., of the unstable research
world of compettuve bidding
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Poverty Bacardi; the Office of Education and the R&D Centers,
educational labs, and educitional policy centers; the Social and Re-
hehilliadon Serve and its regional research institutes. The range in
both 4Nty of work and relevance to policy is mammoth.- Long -term
support alone, without the surrounding conditions, does not guarantee
macaw of research.

Can the choice of the proper mechanism ensure that researchers
addresp questions of high policy priority? Certainly the aim is well
waited to obtaining the kind of research that government officials ask
for. The whole proceduregovernment statement, competitive pro-
posals, staff reviewworks to encourage responsiveness to govern-
ment definition of the research problem. However, its value depends
on officials' knowing what knowledge is needed_ If their formulation of
the research problem is inadequate, then there are few correctly' isc in
the system; the research organizations that specialize in contras re-
search are unlikely to criticize: theirs is not to refoOnulate but to do
whet is asked. The knowledge "products" that emerge from contract
research tend to be so specific that 'they have little transferability.

Agencies have mailc an effort to secure both responsiveness to
immediate research nt4ds and the long-term continuity of relationship
-associated with "program support" through a relatively new
mechanismMe basic ordering agreement. The procedure begins with
a competitive request for qualifications and involves a two-tier selec-
tion. First, research organizations submit a statement of their qoalika-
tions for a particular of inquiet; after review, a limited number are
chosen. They are the on organizations that receive the agency's
requests for needed r ch; competition is limited to the inside few.
Thus, they maintain a continuing relatic\nship with the agency, under-
stand its problems and the constraints on its actions, and put this
awareness to work in-the series of studs they undertake on call.
Responsiyeness to government need remai s high. and to it is added
familiarity with sun ,,pct matter and policy d .n.

However, there have been difficulties in this procedure, too. Legal
problems have occasionally arisen about. long-term exclusion of com-
petitors. Furtherr- ore, the agency is limited to the talents of the
"house" organizations. When /it comes to replying to the agency's
research requests. few research organizations maintain a large idle staff
who can be assigned to the new task. Qualified staff are engaged on
other studies, and. if the organiiation wishes to respond to the research
request, it has to hire new peoplethus undoing the vaunted advan-
tages of continuity. If it does not hire additional personnel, it cannot

73
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reltioesiobs1 tbe research. Clearly. the search for the ideal funding;

bas
not cad with thss arrangement.

eg mechanism sods -up a chain of events thkt imp6cates
does

bother choices. For example, the mechanism selected tends to deter-

mine the kind of researcliforganization that will respond and do the
work.' It is ildr colt to select out the s. antages of a mechanism

without inoodliog behind the constellation of disadvantages and ir-

nleuaisciee tbet go alookwith it.
Pubic* more Akan the funding procedure is the extent of st-ff

connbl. There is about staff control that lead, to one kind of

and about open applitation that leads to another.

it works' . staff control optimizes short -run relevance. When
well. it optimizes longer-run contributions to

Choosing Appropriate Research Institutions and Investigators

One of the reasons for &hernia funding mechanisms and research
solicitation procedures is to change the type of research organization

and the type of researcher who does the work. Experience has
suggested to some observers that academics do high quality research

but are unresponsive to the problems formulated by government.
Moreover. it is said that they are chronically late in completing their
research and are prone to "academization- of their reports. Con-
versely. commercial research firms are often viewed as willing to
accommodate research requests formulated by government etaff,
prompt in completion. and staffed by writers of a comprehensible-4.
undistinguished prose: on the other hand, they are seen as less skilled

in advanced research techniques and prone to corner clittingieven of
uncuttable corners) in their zeal to meet contract requests and dead-

lines.
Such blanket generalizations go well beyond the data. Interviews

with some 25 research manage.) en HEW in 1973 (Conrad Rfsearch
Corporation 1973) indicated that in their experience there was tar le

predictability. Academic. nonprofit. and for-profit research orgnni

tints were not uniform categories. Academic research groups varied as

much from one another as they did from the nonprofit or for-profit

groups, and the same was true for each of the types. Moreover, their

Universities have difficulty rerponthng to asPs tsee McCrone and Happen 1973) In

some research pray/ rams. for-profit organizations are ineliptsle for grants.

,
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strati conviction was that researchers within a research orpnEzation
varied, too. and they could not predict the perforniance of a march
low within an organization. even on the basis of previous experience
wills the same organization,

It seems clear that there is great variability irkresearch perfoimance.
The researcher's Incatioain an academic department, a university
research center, a nonprofit institute, or a for-profit firm-Accounts
for only pert of the variation. Location has- strong effects. but these
categories are not ideal de...criptors. Knowing only that certain in-
vestigstors work in a university is to know something about the kinds
of research they are likely to undertake but not much about their
competence or policy orientation. Choosing the one "right" researcher
is usually beyond the capacity of the fundes knowledge, the viability
of the researds application as a cleyice to predict excellence. or legal
restrictions against favoritism.

Revng Research Applications

Another element that can be readily altered is the review procedure.
The usual recoMmendation for change (often hotly debated) is to take
review out of the exclusive jurisdiction of peer review panels, who are
experts on research merit but uninterested or unqualified to consider .
relevance to decisions. At the moment. a limited consensus seems to
hate emerged: peer review panels are as good a device as any for
screening proposals for techtcal 'Writ. and nobody wants to base
decisions on invalid research.'-
, Twhighlight the policy relevance of proposed research. a two-stage
review may be useful. Proposals would be reviewed by research peers
for technical merit. and federal staff. with the aid of "policy-issue"
experts. would reAew them for their policy utility. Procedures for

i selecting -policy-issue- reviewers would need thoughtful considera-
tion. Ov

4
Monitoring Research Performanur

Government staff tend to put kgreat deal of emphasis on monitoring
research performance Their cAperience suggests that close contact
with research in progress tend. to keep it honest, on time, and
technically petent It also smoothes the way through the booby
traps of form .requirements for the use of government com-
puters. and of e ch time-taking sres The conduct, rather than the
termination or .application of rese4ch,. is what is monitored, but

7.,
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moritoriag has consequences at other stages of the research-to-policy

ri process.

Ikne
*ReviewingC eted; arc

The ristuadotri program is int6tuttng a scheme to send final reports

roadway to experts for technical review. in those cases in which mu(

mys for reproduction de report-. it plans to require that these reviews

he incorporated as an appendix. This serves two functions. First. it

gives the reader a sense (idle strengths and limitations of the research.
Mid findings have a solid and width a not-so-solid foundation, and

how firmly the reconimendationi derive from the empirical findings.
This readers (and potential users) are alerted to sections of the

report that they should take most seriously on the basis of internal and

CUM valiclity. Second. it limits smoke-

research quality" as in excuse for policy
unearth d they dislike the message,

cjiams of "poor
elf *non% good

Improting Dissemination

The first way to improve iliSsemiriation is for researchers to write

bett classic injunctions are:start a report with a brief summary
s. avoid jargon. write graceful prose, use charts, maps, and

attractive graphics, interpret the meaning of statistical state-

ments, and write in terms that have meaning to the policy audience.'
Another device to improve communication is to set up systematic

procedures for getting research to users, Involving potential users in

the conduct of thestudy. for example, has mutual benefits: it makes the

study more relevant to t "r views and establishes the1 interest in and

conunitment to its use. if tial users can be involved as ailvt4= s on

the conclusions and recommendations of the study, stilt-ouch :h t.eit:er

At the federal level, however, time is such a rare commodity that only

in exc tonal cases will high-level policy makers consent to serve in

ales. and then usually only if they are already committed to the

study of a Particular issue.
Various arrangements have been tried to institutionalize interaction

In 1972-1973, HEW set up a system of policy implication papers (Pirs)
...--lresearch managers were asked to write statemems of the implications

fax policy of the studies funded by their programs The statemepts were

sent to program chiefs in the department fax whom the implications

"Fox some et these areas and others see the review, hs Knew tiV74)
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irver:eleievapt. Must research managers in the National Institute for
Mental Health were to review their studies not only fur implications for
oommunity men* health centers but also for such programs as Up-
ward Botmd or Wilk:are and send rtrs to the onerators of those
pograms. The program staffs were to reply, indicating whether duty
had okarpodpoli*. and if not. why not.

PUPS . Not. only was the work load -severe, but also the
resesick manahera did not know what programs were run in the
enormous department, who ran them, what their policies were, or what
research might relate to them. Further, they were acutely uncomforta-
ble trying to genetahze policy recommendations for other peopte's
programs on the basis of one or two studies,

Other inventions have tiieil to bridge the gap, The office of the
Aisistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation in HEW for some years
funded an abstracting service to Summarize results of research for
which it lad contracted, Soreral large ZOlumes of abstracts were
prepared, and were occasly used t the service was discontinued
in 1974.) In 1974 - 1975, the P.ANN program of NSF funded critical
ay:theses of existing research in -fields of municipal systems and
human- resources. The aim was to collect available research and assess
its lcientific merit, evaluate its utility for decisions, and aggregate th..
knowledge into a set of propositions or vides to action".for the use of
officials facing decisions. Although it is too early for feedback, the
approach looks promisingmore promising than attempts to report the
results of one study at a time Decision makers usually want to
knowor should want to knowhow the latest set of findings fits into
whin is already known It remains to be seen slit° makes use of the
research synthesis, how, and how often

Another suggestion, oft-touted and rarely- instituted, is zo set up a
dissemination or broker staff, whose mission would be to disseminate
research not to the public but to the poliCy maker here it very little
likelihood that such a maverick office would take root, since n serves
neither policy makers' nor researchers' purposes 4iiti would not have
the ear of anybody of importance Only by Integrating research dis-
semination directly into the planning and programming syrtem does it
stand a chance of claiming attention.

Probably the best organizational channel for research !issemination
is the internal planning and analysis office. Staff in these offices are
responsible for developing policy options and analyzing the pros and
cons of existing and projected policies In their work, they need the

Harvey .vetch personal ,ioninunKation Line
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beat evadable information, so they seek out existing knowledge and

examine its merits and limitations. As they incorporate research into

' their posidOb papers, they provide policy makers with research results

la digested farm, cut to fit the isages they face (Weiss :974). Of source,

Amore ot 'enmities in the process for distortion. but analytic staffs

have tie idvantases of being in place and having the v., of policy

molten. They play an important role in the development ot policy. and
...- they hoe an interest in good informaticin. If there are to be inter-

mediaries between research and policy. analytic staffs appear to have

high-resod& for Ring therrolc. -*

Fat b ageoccibminels are another means of dissemmaticm, since
newspapaissnd general magazines are a major source of reference for

policy Mims 4Vkuji 1974). Gone are the days when only the sensa-

titinil study judged newsworthy; now thoughtful attentionis paid

to many kinds of _studies. Research associated with newsvicalhY

* sauces, arch as that done for national commissions or reported at

congresaional hearings, is initticularly likely to find its way into print

With l focusingr help from the social science communities in focung

attention interpreting their work. journalists and commentators

can become important linkage agents.;'
An article in the New Yon( Tone: Wiwi:pie. Psi-Itolog Tartar ,

Newsweek, or Harpers has several advantages It reaches officials not

only of one department but of many departments, the White House

staff, and the '7ongress. The public knowsithout st, too. so that it

counteracts the centralized monopoly on knowledge that federal re-

search sponsorship tends to promote People in different spheres

interact around the same knowledge bass there 'sit better chance of

research being reported in full and in t.10text, rather than having

snippets selected to buttress a case whi,e other evidence remains

buried. Clearly there are limits on what the media cart and will do iri

research dissemination. and the potential for bias and misuse exiv4,'

nevertheless, they remain a noteworthy resource
,

'atching Solutions to Problems

---"---"The most interesting aspect of this hief look at proposed solutions is

their correspondence 10f lack of it) to the problems discussed in the

preceding section The solutions that are in vogue are largely adminis-

trative remedies. but cognitive problems feutilie cognitive remedies.

" hom..* F Potivcw 140- t .ugsct, 41.0 catkaic the methe to

'me/Kerns %octal re+rerch
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and Mk:Ma lind political problems !equate structural and political
remedies.

A few of the proposed solutions hove to do with improving the
fornadstion of research (see Figure 7). Prediction of research needs
and improved strategies fdr planning research programs address the
copitive problems of research formulation. Unfortunately. both better

and better planning strategies are hopes rather tP!ari Jc
technologies at this point. Only modest steps have been taken

to advance their capabilities.
The procedures fcr soliciting and reviewing research and for choos-

ing appropriate resrch performers address structural problems as-
sociated** the location of researchers and the role of government
staff and researchers. Attention to these factors is wan-anted, but there
is not a great deal of reason to expect that future expaience along these
lines will be superior to the past No one has yes invented another
research institution like the Rand Corporation in its work for the Air
Force., and the Rand Corporation's work for domestic agencies has not
attained the same preeminence. Nor have there been any other break-
throushs that appear likely to satisfy equity and still lead to signifi-
aunty more useful march. Still, there is modest potential in more
effective matching of funding mechanism and performer to the research
task at hand. Improvement is likely to come through the exercise of
greater flexibility and the use of a hirer number of options in initiating.
developing and funding research.

Better government monitoring of resc.. has to do with the conduct
of research rather than its formulation - -fation. To the extent that
the attention of a project officer keeps th search from wandering dff
its appointed topic or helps the researct adjust to up-to-the-minute
shifts in policy concerns, it can be useful for maintaining relevance.
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Longer-range proposals, like better training of researchers for work

is the real world and more emphasis on interdisciplinary research.

night also make some contribution to research fornudition and con.

duet. However. these ideas have long been espoused. and universities

and research mganinnions have proved highly resistant to them. Stull

Ilqis have been taken here and there, but there seems no likelihood of

-massive improvement.

Dissemination does seem to have greater potential for structural

reform. it addresses the vital area of the application of research, the

source of so many of the obstacles. Better mechanisms can be de-

veloped for linking research results to policy-making users. Three

kinds of schemes are particularly impressive: (1) development of or-

poi:Cations! channels for linking research to decision processes; espe-
cially through offices of planning and analysis; (2) disseminating inte-

erated "Mate of,knowledge" reviews of research rather than the results
clone study at a time; and (3) using the mass media more effectively to

apart policy-relevant research.
Some obstacles are not removable by any of the "solutions" that

have been the focus of discussion by government-oriented social
scientists. None of those solutions is going to alter the fact, for
example. that

policy makers find it hard to identify research needs,
-4 agencies' stakes in policy bias the research they support and use;

researchers formulate research in terms of the onernation of their

discipline, their methodological expertise, and their social values;
researchers ind policy makers differ in orientation. conceptual

bases, and styles of thinking:
much rematch will come to inconsequential and ambiguous con-

clusions:
research generalizations are applied in concrete, particular, and

changing situations:
resource constraints and status quo proclivities limit the im-

ntation of research that calls for fundamental restructuring.
except perhaps under conditions of cnsis. and

research is only (Inc input into the complex bargaining around

ideas and interests that is called policy making

desvSome of these problems are insoluble. in the sense that any solution

would be worse than the problem it aims to solve A democratic system

does not want technociatic solutions imposed on decision makers; a

pluralistic society does not want political controls on the freedom of
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reatiarals, Thegtension between policy mains and research can be
fruithd and creative. Nevertheless, there are some steps that can be
taken to make The juncture between research and policy more effec-
tive. -Berate turning to those, let us look at the implications of the
remedies mentioned above.

Intreasing-Federai Control

Almost all the proposals that have been advanced to improve the
y fit include titbit!' control by federal staff. Emphasis

on in-house p of researdt programs. revision of procedures for
research solicitetion and review, and _loser mOrtitOring of research by
government staff all call for increased authority for government insid-
ers. Even the establishment of dissemination links would strengthen
government staff by giving them ,eater opportunity to Select which
march to communicate, to wttom. at what. stage of the life cycle of
the issue.

stronger staff hand in the research.topolicy *woe .ms has much
justiTication. Staff. particularly in strategic offices of planning, pro-
gramming. and analysis. are knowledgeable about issues and motivated
br the desire to get the best possible information to higher echelons.
Since it is often their job_ to analyze present and proposed policy
options, they are the frontime users of research They can help set
priorities for what research is needed to fill gaps, with what precision
and what timing.

However, there are disadvantage, in allowing federal staff to
monopolize research decisions First, when heavy control is exerted
in-house. the atmosphere becomes close and stuffy Howevet creative
staff may be. they can generiee only a limited number of ideas and
plans. zompared with the wide-ranging array that open solicitation
bruits

Second. staff operate within a bureaucracy that sets Irrnits They are
subjected to pressures tostay within the bounds of acceptable phtlosri-'-
phy and operational feasibility they have to pay attention to im-
mediate needs and to research (hat promises knowledge that can be
used and implemented within existing institutional arrangements Any
research that seems to call for drastic changes in program, structure.
expenditure, of philosophy is likely 10 he discarded is not feasibleor
risk veto by administrators Emphasis on the feasible is a corrective
against the iri..onsequenttalit} of much academically originated re-
search. too dosed match to the issues and values of the moment.
however. leads to rapid obsolesceme Nk hen the policy debate shifts.
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warty naTTOW refieardi is left behind_ Research of broader scope and

ingeglinttility can be more practical in the long run
Third, the Waihrgton-bound perspective may he hansikcap in

Mgr* research Co Issues d salience on the loaf scene Mari issues

Oi whicb the federiii gOvesnmerri sponsors research art resolved hs

stop and local decision makers In corrections. education. 'health,

environmental protbction. law enforcement. and mans other fields,

*Semi departmenti can set guldehnes for use of federal money , but

state.arid local officials make operating decisions Other consequir mai

decisions are made by practitioners. educator, professional groups
privatArnts, clients. and consumers Federal research staff arc riot
Ideally situated to understand the 'kinds of research that will make

Sane 10 them.
not rill government proiect officers and artio.,h, fo,ctIon on

the same high level of competence As in ever!, occupation. some are

pood,y informed and mediOcre in talent To kusea small group of oaff

the final say over a large proportion of government research funds is to

risk poor decisions of enocitious magnitude Mott:, -.entcr, of decision

and more d; perscd loci of Juthortri, protet agams1 rt.o.ske central

mediocrity
many social 4ntists die wary about tocrcasof gosernrneot control

not only hecauseit would hrrut their own autonorn% but alko hekiruke

Would constrict the scope cif research Lou rthrr, unkr,ow ft to put all

eit7 egip in "practical research only as the kr-- ledge hake of the

social sciences increases Jo we dekelop tested theories ,,tout human

behavior that tan he 41ritletitortanv vrtuIttn, -*ti oh better theory

would tess often need to st.urrs'io do quick order inquiries about each

separate situation Vi'r would hate genrialliation, that k,:to.ritt rea

*.ionabh- guide polio} to disease to: evdmpie flr!%; to mirrove

children's learning,. hou to int,redvc the priith.t,%;1 tt publit ,coof
employees. now to control rising health ,are

Researchers tend to he remote from go, ernment poist.t, debates. but

they arc concerned members of ,o...10% Alth a arti,J1 ,open. tong

range Petipeolve. the hate ants -h to offer alut the Jon. trop Iftal

SOCIal research should take In Vote Term, there -% a difference

between the scientist s tItuk prinktpir and the .N- lull oh, of
revonsibility both have anuti to Offer tAcr-cr labor

Eurthesmore.. other groups And trittieqs. -hould partles to the

re..earch to-polio} enterprise 10 the clrent rwoollic rekcarch -,1104,11,1

be funded at man} levels of government and ht sp4)r000r%ot fit.srq. kinds

Matilde government this...is is to osrik.ornc the ininotahlr ,..orvar

irons, and bta,,e, that adhere to in otie natrou se: ot sera %hen toll
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expense of research makes govern fnent the only likely (under, planners
should purposefully canvass many groups for their perceptions of the
po 'icy ttilqe and the- questions in need of answers There should be
communication not only between government and the academy berme
research is begun: but also among government. social scientists, and
other attentive public-%

"Relevant" research is research that answers the red questions of
persons participating 01 decisions The pivoid phase in develops
relevant research is framing the questsons The most imports:on choice
is to decide:, whose questions'

CONCLUSION
Now .hest otre a substantial numtsei of signdisant people VI public fife who
mord the so:ust .carters as r ttrikto hope for solving the social problems ((the
woekg rtIcse posilot epec fawns are rehashing :sut disOuteting if the expec-
tations We for 4tu much too soon Ilse vista' star nces do have a contribution to
make to social pracotcr but not NU large a Lo9Inhulion as they will make if
helped to des, lop mopeds At this point in history the magnitude of social
mottle is ached. the car:. Ion ....void si.irmists to solve them

Itui is an apt perspectite from which to survey,the future- As Riecken
(151,7. pp 102-103) observed. the social sciences provide no panacea

Nosher do the social sciences provide an ob jective. apolitical substi-
tute for political negotiation Lindblom t 1968) iakes this view to the
extreme. suggestsn that st-iirch is not a suhsolute for conflict but a
tactic used in the psay of power Research does not avoid fighting over
policy, it .s a method of fighting Ceriain1y when it enters the poky
milieu. research loses much of its dispassionate quality and. as dis-
cussed above. often becomes ammunition for one side or another

Research evidenke diws sr.rnet I me s serve to redu conflict by narrow-
ing the zone of uni_eriainii It establishes which variables are impli-
cated in outcomes something about their relative importance. and the
Intetresaitonstups among them It keeps people from arguing about
what actu4iti, is and cases them time to deal with the ',see of
value,-*Ith .*Joo ti. he mth,,,Ash it does not resolve the policy
issue it Inks, defsalc 'rotes sharpie on its prolirfnAlcal and value
(elated facet,

Rr tech dies riot senses Fut tvirri, it pros hies et. oder:c that can be
used by men and women of pidgmera in they crofts 1-t reach solutions
Ii helps to establish the premises on i.ktn,:h the drhaic shall Ink.. place.
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providing anoriestation, a language of discourse. and conceptual
base for the discussion of policy.

What we come to is a distinction between the social engin.tenng
model of research use and the enlightenment model thinowitz 1970.
1972). Researchers as social engineers are expected to answer/specific
requests for information tuid knowledge in a straightforward manner
They are expected to take the government's ends as given and to
devise means to achieve tkm. Since research is planned. done. and
transmitted, it is expected -4 be applied. if the process does not flow
smoothly, people come away disillusioned with research or at- the
research-to-policy process.

However, it ha's become increasingly Jew- that ends and means are
hard to son out; not only do ends become means to other ends, but also
means add ends inevitably interact. As Schultze wrote (1968. pp. 38-
39) after his years in the Bureau of the Budget:

11gNot only do our social ends or Valt1-1-44341tit, but bet ,untie and complex.
they are exceedingly difficult to skcify We simply cannot determine in the
mhttract our ends or values and the Intensity with which we hold them We
discover our object:. ass and the intrnAt a e as %Wit to them (Ink in the prof els

of considering particular programs t policies We articulate "ends" as we
evaluate "means ': No one can specify in advance the weight he attaches
to t tc safety versus rapid transportation except when considering a specific

t safety program and evaluating us particular impact on the transportation
system - . We all are interested in reducing the crime rate. and also in
preserving' individual rights. but we can handle problems of the tradedf
between the two only when considering a concrete program which 'affects both
these goals

The enlightenment model. on the other hand. assumes that social
science research does not so much solve problems as provide an
inteliectualsetting of concepts. propositions, orientations, and empiri-
cal generalizations No one study as much effect, but, over time,
concepts become accepted People begin to accept. for example. that
the introduction of advanced technologies in developing countries
often has negative social side effects the notion comes into .:urrency
that prisons, however enlightened, are poor places for rehabilitating
criminals

Over a span of time and much research, ideas like thesefilter into the
consciousness of policy-making officials and attentivt publics They
come to play a part in how policy makers define problems and the
options they examine for coping with them As Wilensky noted (1967,
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P. 13) about exposing business executives and government officials to
social science perspectives:

tf it does not yield dir answers to their immediate questions. perhaps it does

break through their c stereotypes. t nhance their understanding of them-
selves and their organizations, alert them to the range of relevant variables. and
make them more skillful in the 'Ise of experts.

Social engineering can operate within narrow limits at this time,

carried out, and applied and so that
Certainly improvements should be made so

domain in which
research is better

conceived, car
research functions is broadened. Better research thods need to be
developed. Research on research can yield knowledgib.both success-
ful avenues and dead ends. Society has high consensus on many social
needsimproved educjation, better health care, reduction in crime,
lower unemployment. On topics on which there is consensus, society
needs to find ways of reaching solutions.

Problem-oriented research therefore is called for, 13,* so, too, is
basic knowledge about the origin and persistence of social problems
41 better conceptual insight's about ways of reducing their toll. At this

t in their development, "enlightenment" may be the wisest use of
the social sciences.

Much policy-related research goes astray because it asks irrelevant
questions or phrases the questions in unproductive ways. As indicated
at the outset of this paper, how to increase the use of social research in
policy making is ciply one way to conceptualize the problem. An
alternative is: how can public policy making be improved, and what
role can the social` sciences play in that improvement? It may be that
we have been concentrating too hard on the first formulation and not
hard enough on the second
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Social Science
and Public Policy:
A Personal Note

JAMES Q. WILSON

This paper reflects my own experience with governmental use of social
science.' By "social science" I mean both carefully siat51.-theories
about human behavior and carefully tested propositions about such
behavior; I do not mean simply the opinions of social sciFntists.-I have
not observed the full range, or even a fa# sample. oflgovernmental

' responses to social science. Those that I have oblierved directly
include reactions to social science propositions about crime, drug
abuse, and urban and campus riots; I also know, indirectly, something
about governmentatrespiinses to pornography, family structure, and
economic regulation.

The first and most important general observation I derive from these

experiences is that only rarely have I witnessed serious governme
_

attention being given to serious social science research. That,

1rse. is what anyone would expect who is familiar with the main/

e and enhancement needs of bureaucratic organizations. I will
e an even stronger statement: I have only rarely observed serious

lames Q. Wilton. Harvey Lee Shattuck Professor of Government at Harvard University.
is a distinguished social scientist with wide experience as an advisor to government

' The contexts in which these observations were made in:limit ( I) consulting with
presidential commissions (those on crime. civil disorders violence. campus unrest. and
drug abuse): (2) analyzing the published reports of commissions to which I was not a
consultant (that on pornography): (3) observing firsthand the reaction in agencies to
social science claims (police departments. the Drug Enforcement Administration); and
(4) reading about and talking with participants involved on the issues of family

structure and economic regulation
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social science being ted ",c government agencies. If the latter is
true, then the lack of serious governmental response to social
noel= is explicable on grounds quite different from organizational
imperatives: there is nothing to which a response can or should be
made. I suspecOthat in fact both mechanismsorganizational needs

and social science inadequacyare at work simultaneously.
Let me try to support my initial generalization. President Johnson

asked the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders (the
Kerner Commission) to discover "the basic causes and factors leading
to" civil disorders. Chapter IV of the report of the commission (1968)

gives its answer: "white racism" is "essentially responsible for the
explosive mixture" that is then "ignited" by local incidents. Such
racism has had three effects: segregation, black migration to big cities
and the white exodus therefrom, and impoverished ghettos. One would
suppose that there would be evidence that, not only have these social
forces been at work, but that they have led to disorders.

There is no such evidence, at least on the latter and fundamental
point. Indeed, evidence later gathered by social scientists casts serious

doubt on this causal explanation. Studies sponsored by the commission
itself suggest that the attitudinal component of the argument was
specious:, white attitudes toward blacks had become more, not less,
benign in the years pre:eding the increase of violence; roughly the
same proportion of whites as blacks endorsed racial violence, but only
blacks participated; blacks who believed violence was an appropriate
response to ghetto conditions were found as frequently in 'cities without
violence as in cities with it; whites by a good majority favored govern-
mental action to improve the lot of blacks (although they differed with
blacks as to the cause of their plight); and so on. Perhaps all this could

be interpreted in a way consistent with the commission's conclusion.

but no such effort was made.
(Later research analyzing the conditions prevailing in cities with and

without riots suggests that the moreviolera cities differed chiefly, from

the others in that they had more blacks. Income inequalities, on the
other hand, were not systematically related to violence.)

On the single most important question facing it. the commission did

not systematically gather and weigh such facts as were available. There
is no sense in the report of a consideration of alternativeexplanations.

The National Commission on the Causes and Prevention cc Vio-
lence, on the other hand, produced fifteen volumes of (in some cases)

interesting research. took a long time perspective. and suggested that
more than one factor ;night be a cause of Amenca's persistent pattern
of violence. When it came ,to policy recommendations. however, the

/
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commission based them on unexamined ?causal premises, untested
ideas, and unstated facts.

For example, its first major recommendation, to "increase annual
general welfare expenditures by about 20 billion dollars" as soon as the
Vietnam War ended, implies that more welfare expenditures will
purchase more domestic tranquillity and that inadequate expenditures
in the peat had caused domestic violence. It does not take "social
-science research" to cast some doubt on :hose propositions. If the
commission had bothered to look, it would have discovered that in the
two years immediately preceding the release of the commission's
report, total social welfare expenditures had already been increased by
more than $20 billion (actually, $28 billion). Such expenditures had
doubled during the 1950s, nearly tripled during the 1960s, and they are
well on their way to increasing in this decade at a far faster rate than
that which the commission urged. Does anybody believe that we have
less crime as a result? Or that collective violence, now much di-,
minished, is less frequent tbday because of those incbmses?

The violence commission recommended that tclevisi broad caters
and the motion picture industry use greater restrairt in presenting
violence to audiences that include children:Ile commission found that
"the preponderance of available research evidence strew/41y a;;,,..vests
. . . that violence in television programs can and does have %dyers,-
effects upon audiencesparticularly child audiences." The great bulk
%the research relied upon by the violence commission consasiz, zi(
laboratory studies, usually involving young children or college stu-
dents, in which "aggression" or "violence" was defined (in the case of
young children) as a willingness to engage in harmless play activities
involving physical force used on inanimate objects or (in the aloof
college students) as a greag willingness to administer ostensible
ek-ctric shocks to other subjects under circumstances such that the
stuient had no choice whether to administer the "shocks" but only
how many and with what severity. It was never shown that what
transpires in harmless play will later be transferred to interpersonal
situations or that the laboratory experiments involving college students
in any way simulated a reality in which Inc individuals could choose
voluntarily to perform what they believed to be deliberate acts of
violence against ether persons.

The obscenity commission recommended repeal of federal, state, or
local laws prohibiting the sale, exhibition, or distribution of sexual
materials to consenting adults. It found that *extensive empirical
investigation . . . provides no evylcnce that exposure to or use of
explicit sexual materials plays a'significant de in the causation of

9i
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social or individual harins such as crime, delinquency, selual or
nonsexual deviancy or severe disturbances." The obscenity commis-
sion's effects panel did note the limitatio- of its research findings
long-term effects could not be investigated by-a commission with only a
two-year existence; there were almost no studies of the effects on
diddren; and the behavior of volunteer (i.e., self-selected) subjects in
experiments could not be generalized to any known population.
Nevertheless, the effects panel drew attention to these findings when
taking the view that there are no damaging personal or social effects,.
from pornography.

Criticizing the banal and unsubstantiated policy views of iblic
commissions is easy sport and I should be ashamed to indulge in ;it at
the public's expense. I do so only to make a simple point: spdblic

.
on the record, have either made no use of social science

(the alternerommission), made some use but in ways irrelevant to its
policy conclusions (the violence commission), or made use of relevant
but unconvincing and inadequate research (the obscenity commission).
I have explored these matters in more detail elsewhere (see Wilson
1971, 1974).

Public commissions, especially ones appointed in a crisis atmo-
sphere or dealing with emotionally-charged issues, are obviously ill -
suited to the careful development and use of good research. Of course.
Public commissions of this sort are powerfilly :aduced to take posi-
tions, whatever the facts, that sound like (and usually become)
editorials in the New York Ttnes. Exactly why this should be the
case is, to me, a far more interesting question than whether social
science research was useful in getting to those positions. In my ex-
perience, it was not, but then I suspect that, under most circum-
stances, social science research is not very useful for getting to any
position. I am struck by the fact that, on any given topic that has
become a crisis, the amount of extant, policmyrelevant, well-done
social science research is just about zero. SociaMcientists offer their
advice to these commissions, but their advice is rarely the product
of research.

Suppose we try to get such research done and u'ed in an atmosphere
free of crisis and without the need for instant acceptability by an elite.
These more relaxed conditions may help but alone are insufficient to
produce the desired result. Daniel P. Moynihan began his research on
the family structure of blacks out of personal curiosity, not iii response
to a critical event. He wanted to know why blacks so often failed the
selective service tests. In answering that question, he discovered
the high number of female-headed households among blacks and the
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apparent relationship between that fact and various social pathologies,
especially crime and delinquency. He then proposed a "national ef-
fort" to enhance the stability and resources of the black family.

What followed is well known and the subject of numerous books and
articles. President Jol ison, desirous of setting a new direction in
dealing with the race problem that would move beyond legal guaran-
tees of civil tights, made the Moynihan view his view and the Moyni-
han language his language. In this situation, apparentlx, social science
insights found an important sponsor at precisely the right moment. Mr.
Johnson pronounced a presidential blessing on the Moynihan ideas
with a speech at Howard University. For a moment, all was blight and
serene; then, the roof fell in. After acrimonious public and private
debate, the t governmentthe higher civil serviceand key
White HousirZelimore or less explicitly repudiated the Moy
view. Nitge that they did not refute it; they repudiated it. To this dab,
no significant public official will raise the issde. although developments
since then have made the initial argument even syonger.

What happened is easily explained. The Moynihan study was
thought to imply (it certainly did not say) that blacks, alone or primar-
ily. were responsible for their plight It did say that ending white racism
would not by itself cure that plight. Organized groups as well as
spokesmen for unorganized groups were able to denounce any. study
that did not place the blame for black problems squarely and wholly oil
what was later (in the Kerner Commission tzport) called white racism.
Furthermore, the study itself was vulnerable on some points (for
example, Its historical account of the breakdown of some black families
would have to be revised in light of more recent knowledge) and lacked
any clear policy prescription. The study could not say (in retrospect, it
is not clear anyone could have said) what governmental actions would
enhance the stability of the black family. There was, thus, no policy to
be debated, only an idea to be consideredor to its critics, a Slur to be
delta iced.

A second example of social science's gaining presidential support
but losing the political war was the effort by economists early in the
Kennedy administration to rationalize the policies of various regula-
tory commissions. They were able to convince key White House
officials, on the strength of research that since has been reconfirmed
and amplified in a dozen ways, that the regulation of rates charged by
interstate common carriers was imposing unjustified costs on the
consumer and creating inefficiencies in the industry. President Ken-
nedy proposed to Congress that some changes be mademot$se,
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first-step changesto improve consumer welfare. His ideas died with
their delivery. The Interstate Commerce Commission, the agency-
whose behavior was to be changed, was naturally opposed; so were
many parts orthe transportation industry that would have experienced
more competition and less protection.

These two governmental rejections of social science findings that
were generally correct should be contrasted with the governmental
embrace of a social science theory that at the time had almost no
evidence to support it whatsoever and that, when put to a test, was
found wanting. In the Kennedy administration, the attorney general led
a new federal effort to combat juvenile crime. There was at that time a
new theory about the causes of delinquency developed by Richard
Cloward and Lloyd Oh lin from the earlier work of Emile Durkheim and
Robert Merton. It argued, briefly, that delinquency occurred when
young people, denied legitimate ,means to attain legitimate ends.
adopted illegitimate means to those ends. The means available were

ermined by the structure of opportunity available at the community
level, a structure that could be altered, and thus improved, by commu-
nity organization. This idea became the organizing principle for a
number of important, publicly supported projects. notably Mobiliza-
tion for Youth in lower Manhattan, which in turn became a partial
model for the "community action agency" approLch to dealing with
poverty under the Office of Economic Opportunity.

At the time the theory carried the day, neither Cloward nor Oh lin
claimed it was more than a theory. But it had the virtue that, true or
not, it served the political and organizational needs of a variety of key
actors; it seemed to be addressed to delinquency prevention; it appeared
to get at the "root causes" of crime; it did not involve reliance on the
allegedly stigmatizing and punitive effect of the criminal justice system;
it could draw on the experience and enthusiasm of social workers and
community organizers; it placed the blame for crime on "the system"
and not on the juvenile; it provided a model for direct federal interven-
tion in cities without relying on state governments and existing
bureaucracies; it appealed to ,various foundations willing to put theirl\own money into the effort; in a dition to reducing crime. it would help
mobilize communities to more ffectively cope with local bureauc-
racies; and it might be a way of coordinating and monitoring the
delivery of a variety of public services to the poor.

The pilot project. Mobilization for Youth, did a number of things about
which there still swirls some controversy. About one thing there is no
controversy at all: it did not reduce juvenile delinquency. Indeed,

1
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because of the multiple motives of those who organized the program,
testing the potential of community organization to reduce delinquency
was never a central goal of the effort.

There are contrary examples. Sometimes a mtjor policy decision is
made on the basis of little, if any, social science research, out, unlike
the delinquency prevention example. the results seem to be beneficial
and the process of carrying out the program stimulates research that,
had it existed in the first place, would have supplied a justification for
the program. Consider the case of drug abuse. PiesidenuJohnson's
crime commission (The President's Commission on Law Enforcement
and Administration of Justice) essentially avoided the issue. President
Nixon appointed no commission but did get some White Housestaff work
done and solicited the advice of an energetic practitioner, Dr. Jerome
Jaffe of Illinois. Simultaneously. Dr. Robert Dupont began, with help
from a key senator and other federal officials, to introduce a
methadone maintenance program in Washington, D.C., rtterried after
the work of Drs. Dole and Nyswander in New York City. Meanwhile.
the State Department persuaded Turkey to try to stop farmers from
growing poppies. The full story of these events has not yet been
written, but certain things seem clear. First, there was no good analysis
that would demonstrate either the relationship between heroin addic-
tion and crime or the likely consequences for addiction of cutting of
the Turkish opium supply by a crop-eradication pfogram. Second, the
crime-reduction potential of methadone maintenance dal have some
scientific support, though later trayses were to cast doubt upon it.
Third, the effects of large-scale methadone distribution had not been
tested.

Nevertheless, the White House committed itself to a program of
reducing heroin supplies (by crop eradication and domestic law en-
forcement) and vastly expanded federal support for facilitiestin which
"multimodality- treatments would be available but in which
methadone would play a largeir. many jurisdictions, a dominant
part. All of these programs become controversial. A subcommittee of
the President's Science Advimory Committee criticized the Turkish
opium ban betause,-it said, substitute sources could easily be found.
Experiments in Brooklyn raised questions about how crime-free ad-
dicts using methadone had become. Many critics argued that law
enforcement was raising the price of heroin and that. since demand for
it was inelastic, higher prices would only lead to more crime, not less
heroin consumption Other critics claimed that methadone was no
different from heroin. one atith, on was bein4submituted for another.

After a few years, new research and mole experience began to be
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available that put these controversies into perspectise I he demand tot
heroin turned out to be somewhat pnc elastic. so that as prue goes up
sharply . consumption drops In certain regions of the sountr s alter
fiveS to Turkish -based heroin were much harder to debel:ip than was
originally -supposed by the President.: Science Adsisors t'ommittee
there was thus a net reduction in supply that endured for some time
Methadone lost its status as -1 glamour drug that would ure addic
hob or end .rime and came to be seen. more realistically as a useful
technique for stabilizing otherwise willing addicts so that [hes cOuid
respond to other treatment techniques ismsoonal assistanse training
etc. Y .

in short my stow is that the combined supply --reduction aird
-methadone-treatment approach was on ilk whole a good idea If 0 h.:d
not been tried when it was: the cntmal moment would have passed and
it would then have become impossible If there had been ins delay fist
more extensive social science research_ nut only would the moment
have passed but also the preliminary results of that research would
haveprematurely and unfortunately discredited the approach A little
bit of knowledge can be either al dangerous thing or J useful thing_
depending on the circurnttani.es

My last example insoles local poli5: departments t ontrars hi
popular ifnpression. police administrators Jre retriek.thiN of -'n t,
change--the problem is that they often mala t'ili k hcs rise . Th4-s ate
open because their yob requires tille-2 its prose that the ate -#tloing
something*" about crime. corruption: narcotics. and corn:11unit% it la
tiqns and not Just -sitting there rhos can make marls t;h.iiiiwes i,i.
because of the strong hier.rrcical personnel corm ob..it Oleo disposal
although those controls have of late been eroded by etlIise -unionism
and legal c' straints There is even an :.identifiable 11,5le ol ptitt.e
change_ il and centralize the organizAlion iii de.ti A ith Lortupritti
deCentrahZell to deal with Lommunoy i elations, theri tecentratire it to
deal with nuts or more sorruption spec tattle it to deal with t:rirrie awn
dcApeClah2C it to create a generalist nppro,th i. rime arras
respecialize it when the generalist a{spro.i..h does nol u.orn, an:, so in
None of the changes ire csalu.iletl I ht I Ast. I nforte-rient Assistan,c
Administration seemed willing ,iliine ot thrt441 is si.lit- rit_trnitiF
agencies. to pump none into alma,,, .0,.., projc,, 0.-hcitit-1 '.e r .: ; h

learned if it worked .. 5

Of late there has begun .i s -nod nloscr,ciii ro mike pl.inii,:o v.,,to
:tied cnange,s n policing I he Isaris,-.. ( is P.Or.,1 I. r--.:,;metii ..t.itried
out jointly by the Is.in.ua ( its Police IRpdrirlif."- _ir;.! Jfic .1'0115 (-
Found:01ml, is the ml's, .orisp:51154, cs.impLe I'M''. ,i,c -15p.ir lhic

1
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experiments under way on cnrne solution flittoetiesteri. field inten-oga
lion (San Diego). decentralized netghborhood policing (Cincinnati),
and one-man versus two-man patrol sale~ (San Diego) 1 here have also
been some failures at this I will spare the cities involved the embar.
moment at mentioning them by name

if gamed. evaluatetlexperirnents are to he earned out. certain
things must happen_ First. top administrators must genuinely want
'them to happen and be.willing to accept the risk that things may not
turn oat as they would wish (The Kansas City patrol expertmen cast
doubt on the value of random. preventive patrol in marked cars The
polite chief who took office after these findmgs were published then
had a tough time explaining to his political supenois why he still
wanted more resowces and a bigger budget) aeconci. the operating
personnel of the organization them parttapate to some important
degree in designing and carrying out the project. they can. easily
sabotage or ignore what they think t= being imposed on them against
their better judgment (In Kansas ('o, task forces containing officers
of all ranks worked on designing and running fae experiments. This
was less so in other departments but even there more personnel were
ir,olved than just the members of some planning and evaluation unit.)
Third, the experiment muss he directed at some problem that is
important to both the otganiza;ion and the community and-must satisfy
the needs of those who do the work tin Kansas ('sty, the projects that
never got off the ground were thost hatchet! in secret and carried out
over union )pposition. which threatened p_ ay and promotional oppor,
:ames. abolished valued specialities. or aroused community hostil-
.1v.t Finally , there should not he at the time the experiments are
undertaken. a powerful demand that something he done- regarding
tree ,nobs toward which the experiment was directed

Even with all these conditions met. there is still no assurance that the
results of an experiment will alter governmental behavior The political
problems of the Kansas Cots police chief have already been mentioned.
In addition, the very process of carrying out an elaborate, well-
designed. highly participatory experiment may partially incapacitate
the organization for further changes in the 'Kansas Coy Police De-
payment. there has been for a while a kind of paralysis resulting from
the conviction that nothing should he done that is not first verified
experimentally. since this is very costly and time consuming. the
organization's ability to make even minor changes is reduced. By the
same token. others in and out of the organization may become con-
meed that the expenment is not worth the effort and resist (untie;
efforts at change The Kansas City expenment was greeted with two
kinds of responses from other departments either. we already knew
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that" tin which case. why were then acting otherwise or -`11 s all

wrong" (but without any serious evidence or argumentation to support
the'dtnial). Finally, many communities. eager to reduce crime, May
press the department to extend new method, citywide befotr their
value has been'dernonstrated in 4,n cpenrnental area. thus ending the
possibility of experimental control

From these reflections, I denve the following unscientific and
nonexpentnental inferences about the conditions under which social
research and development has some chance of presiding beneficial
results to government

(I) Getting good social science research is different from consulting
good social scientssts. The latter unless wait-bed Litrefriill,,, will offer
guesses. personal opinions. and political ideology under the gitr.e of

"expert advice,'.
l2) There are ant*, a few occasions under the requisites for

social science research exist in the problem to be adoressed !Inc must
be able to solve the "index problem' idewloping an trnamhiguous,
reliable. and valid measure of the important and salued inputs and
outputs). one must find a sufficientiv large and unbiased sample of
comparable casts such that ieasoriable statistical exists. and

uric -must somehow 'control for other saiiabies either siaosocalls
experimentally Mans gosernmentarprobler7-- do not meet these con-
ditions_

t3) fhe best kind of social the independentls

evaluated, controlled expenmeni I sires, independently 1 know
of few, if any, crises in, which operating ugeoLies can he trusted with
evaluating the rrsulis of their own e0 its I ,also stress
-expenrrient .---causal inferences from cross sectional or csen lon-
gitudinal data are very tools, trying something to see if it works is far
better Often that is not possible either ethically two won t J assume,

experiment with alternator- rates of capital punishment for example'

or economically
4,4) Good social science resrath e,peoall: including evaluated

expenments. requires the tollaborat is e effort of the 71,-.,ad of an agency

key subordinates the affected operating personnel and outside
analyst., and evaluators The Kansas Cus patrol experiment had this

also have the studies_ sponsored hi. the federal Power ( womission
and stimulated h%, outside el:onornists on the deregulation of natural
gas prices

(c) Such researh also requires ample lead lime ample resources
and an absence of a Crisis di in:1SPhel e of a polanzed attentive public

(6) Items 2, 3 4 and c taken together sugges, that good social
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scicnce will rarely be used by government agencies in a timely and
effective manner_ Most organizations change only when they must.
which is to say, when time and money are in short supply_ Therefore,
most orpnizalions will not do serious research and expenmentation in
advance. When they use social science at all. it will be on an ad hoc,
traprbsfaied, quick- and -dirty basis_ A key official. needing to take a

' position, respond to a crisis, or support a view that is under challenge.
tin" ask an assistant to "get me some facts The assistant will
ruadnage about among persons who are reputed tobe expert, who are
perceived to be potitiailly sympathetic, and who are available at the

moment The process may take a few weeks. it may be done in a few
hours. Social science is used as ammunition, not as a method, and the

offidat's opponents will also use similar ammunition There will be

'many shots fired, but few casualties except the truth
(71 The resource in shOrtest supply in the developmrm of good

proirants is not good research, but wise. farseeing, shrewd, and
organizationally effect's e admmistrator%
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Strengthening
the Contribution of
Social R&D to
Policy Making

HOWARD R. DAVIS and
SUSAN E. SALASIN

INTRODUCTION

SETTING THE SCENE

As Heed might sok, does the liansfer of social R&D into policy
actually have its moment"' If so, can it, moment be so inglonous'

It is one of those sleepy Monday mornings in the office of a minor
bureaucrai--typical of those so far to the lower right on the pyramidal
table olf organization on the 'office stationery that his name does not
quite come out on the copies Hoping that the tardy 8-10 A 04 appoint-
ment doesn't show up. he straightens his socks anstijstleWy goes over
a docuMent on his desk for clearance

New legislation pertaining to community mental heal - centers must
be followed by federal regulations on implementing the provisions of
the act After participating for many months in the del,eloprnent of
portion. of the regulations dealing with pr?gram evaluation. he is about
to sign when his eye catches these words "Client outcome will he
evaluated by assessment or the clients adjustment at a predetermined

Howard R tist4;jChael of Mental Health ser.Ke. Devekirrnent Branch at the 'onion&
Imbecile d Health o..impl) la 4 pilelet1 in the fiekt. of reserach unlizeilkin and
plowed dimmer Susan E &deur; One( of Research Deffution and Utilization Section at
mien. in the forinker and editors& directs of Ebal.rarma masaine itte %WWI esprened
meta pacer arc those of the author' and not nece..w 11, thine of the National Institute of
Mental Hecuba
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fonow-op point." Casually. his pencil drops to that statement and
marks it out. substituting: "Client outcome will be measurtd by
assessing the reduction of the client's presentinc problem '''\

The dump is so slight that it would hardly be noticed as a policy
decision. 8w if the draft successfully runs the gauntlet through the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare Ittiw) and public
review to implementation, it ultimately will influence practice at com---,
inanity mental health centers throughout the nation in serving an
estimated five million clients each ym

What the vignette illustrates are two armholes of policy making that
confound any attempt at a systematic study of how social R&D
contributes to policy in the mental health area First, it illustrates that
policy making is not just a presidential decision on whether the answer
to unemployment is to stimulate the economy or to support public
service job programs; it is not Jost a congressional decision on,whether
health care should be financed through private insurance companies or
directly through the government; nor does it slop with cabinet mem-
bers' decisions about the programs of their individual departments,;-
Second, it makes clear that the moment when social R&D residWire
translated into policy is often silent, perhaps even untecognized as
such by tt.e decision makers themselves

The problem has been likened to Rabindranath Talpre's story of the
holy man who wandered the roads, searching lot the touchstone of
truth. At first he examined each pebble with care, then in a more

N.... perfunctory way; as the years passed. he would pick up a pebble, toikh
it to his waist chain, and Jiscard it without 4 glance_ One day in gazing
at his chain he was astonished that it finaRy had turned to gold 'So he
must have held the touchstone tn..his tram'. hut when and where he

knew not
In contemplating she unwa;lecf and untamed nature of the

knowledge-into-policy pick:ess, or),e might well assert that any discus-
sion of how to improve it is likely to he imprudently bold. The
assignment 4S not unlike Irvin to shackle a tornado. But the grave
significance of policy nyaking or the wellbeing of the nation's people.
plus a sense of sharing N9iTIC resiamsthility for ensunng optimum ,
benefits from social R&I)/ Investments. moves us toward such an
ittterrp;, although net:evil-ay with a strongly personal flavor

Systematic study of t$ policy relevance of social kat() is impera-
tive. Policy making may he viewed as the quintessence cgovernment_
Its effectiveness depends. at least in part. on policy makers having an
understanding of policy issues and alternatives sufficient to allow them

1 0
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topcedict and control the consequences of the policies they adopt This
type off understanding is the ultimate objective of science In our view
sound governance occurs when the policy-making process seeks out
and assimilates the'clartfication and predgtability afforded by science
Yet our survey of the titeraturr leads us to estimate that fewer than one
in ten paper, on. research utilization are addressed to questions con-
cerning policy relevance. Surely such questions are more important
than the meager attention devoted to them to date would suggest

DEFINITIONS

The tilowing definitions the principal concepts we use in our
discussion may help in idetifying our particular perception of the
matter. Following' Webster' Yew- Twentieth Centurl Dictionon . we
define, "policy- as "any go-,ernrrient principle rqan. or course of
action" and "practice" as the doing of something. ,iftest,n applica-
tion a knot's/ledge.-
. We call attention to the distinction between policy and practice.

because inferences about the use of research in policy decisions will at

times be from what already is known atxxit its use in
decisions cone practice, a subject on which a sizable literature
exists. Such generalizations must be taken with caution. the significant
differences between the phenomena of research into practice and
research into policy are only under early, investigation It is likely that
knowledge must pass qule a different entrance eam to gain admission
to the burly-burly world of policy making

According to the National Scince Board, research and develop-
rner' comprises both basic and ppplied research The aim of tuisic
research is fuller understanding id th: subject, the aim of applied
research is potential a,,plicattons'-ofihe acquired knowledge We
extend this definition of research and development to include virtually
any use of scientific methods to produce policy relevant knowledge'
Our definition, for ,example. encompasses program evaluation In the
gray area arc the many in-house derivations of knowledge that Caplan
(1975) has kand to he predominant as %Mile, of knowledge for polio
makers_

Other definitions include "dissemination 'thc act of sending in-
formation on its way . -diffusinn"--the spread of awarenes-, of knowl-
edge; -contribution' with reference to social k&I), the direct influ-
ence of know-ledge on a specific policy 1.1C1:1%1011 as well as conceptual
influence on the policy de:Aston
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THIScZIEW OF THE POLICY MAKFR

EVIDEt{CE 0P+ lit.SIAN(H l SF

Caplan rf uf. t 1775) have wned out what may be the most thorough
study yet undertaken of policy makers' responses to =axial R&D They
interviewed 2( persons from the White House. federal departments.
od research institutes. 450 separate instances of the use of social R&D
in policy making were cited The authors concluaed (p 4)-

Many of the reported instances Involved Lteato.c and.strateglealli, important
ar.plscattorw of policy -relevant sokul scierKc information and would wisest
rcasoo for modest satisfaction rather than the despau anti cynicism ,a3 preva-
lent in the literaturc un the tong, (4 ocial - ounce utilization and nati...inal
Polio

These findings give reason for hope that srstematicallv acquired
knowledge does find vs way into policy

However, the large proportidi 01 percent) of respondents who
included in house sources and knowledge pined through newspapers
and other public media in their definition of social R&D give cause for
some doubt. Research reports may have only modest impact on polky
decisions: information conveyed through familial and trusted sources
and-not labeled as research is usually' more influential

Moreover if ray be oriportant learn not whether the respondent
could. name any instance in which social R&19.ha-d been used. but, in
what percentage of Uhlsions did such knowledge prove relevant One
would hardly expect a policy maker to answer. 'tio. I don't use
knowledge in making any of my policy decisions What would be the
results tithe questions were asked in a different way . for example. 'Of
all the decisions you make regarding policies. in how -nany hlve you
used social R&D results'' or What percentage of the completed
researches orr social R&D that you have observed have lesktb policy
formulation at any level Salasin and Kivens Ilq75, p 43) posed a
similar question to a forrper assistant director in the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget, asking -What is your trnpftSSICOn about the extent to
which evaluation findings, the outcome of ar.alytic studies. were used
in reaching decisions about progirams'" His answer was -It would
be difficult in many cases to -11tritsult more than five percent of the
ultimate changes that are made to art, artalv tic contribution what-
soever

Besides endeavor~ such as the Iud bs Caplan er ul . firsthand
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ob-ervations can give us a feel for consequences and help further our
understanding of the social R&D `:client Richardson t 1972 p'

offers one example regarding evaluation research

A study of the National Defense Education loan, ,0 studenh. v.ho under

take a career in teaching suggestes quo this had not been a +wild-Kant

aturnitsre, it was possible to f; Oft hNie VV h lleb. tipicurren. lif ihc (moues,.

that the feature should be eliminated, and it was

Lynn (i9n) gives additional examples of HE w 's use of evaluation

studies of PrOgrains, ranging from evaluations of the use of
healthcare ees to an array of educational as,Nstance programs,

Effective use studies among federal agencies was also reported by
Riecker lin an unpublished document. 1974) In reviewing the roles

played by social scientists working for the National Advisors Commis-

sion on Civil Disorders (Kerner Commission). Lipsky t 1971)concluded

that, in addition to their research contributions. the social sae-mists

played an important role in legitimizing nonresearch staff reports
Other observations and findings have not been so encouraging In

studying 350 policy and program changes at mental hospitals. Roberts
and Larsen (1972 found that only 60 percent of them had-been
stimulated by research reports, with another 15 percent using research

reports to refine decisions already made Coleman et al i 1966; found

that research reports influenced decisions to use a new drug in only
seven percent of the instances Of course. the decisions to use a new

drug may represent a phenomenon far different from !fiat of a policy
decision, However, even while maintaining caution about over-gen-

eralization from research on innos anon. we :till find if interesting goats

the Coleman et ul findingsnamels that research reports as such
have only modest impact --base been replicated h!, man. 11 ent

studies on information transfer It is usually personal contact that
influential] factor In the case of information on / new ilverapeutic drug,

it was the sales- representatives for the pharmaceutise who
influenced physicians- decisions in C.7 percent of the casts Cpuld it be

that "detail people- might he of assistance to policy makers'
It is not uncommon for sochal R&D protects to be tamed out after

policy decisions havf been implemented- in order to evaluate the

consequences Such studies have considerable potential for influencing
subsequent decisions, particular's if the original policy makers remain

interested and involved But they can draw fire Some people air
inclined to look on poNt-poli,;s studies J, self Justifications For eam
ph.. when the National Institutes of Mental Health (sisiHi participated

if
2
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in a' collaborative research grant tp Iudy the irlipact of the
Letterman -Petrit-Short Act in California.' a volley of criticism came
from groups involved in operating community mental th programs>
upon which the act had considerable influence Titei apprehension

The principal investigator was former re.
directot for the California Assembly. the vidual who had
out the staff work in drafting the acvTfhe NINO* grant was

looked upon as a device to he used by the assembly to stave off
attempts to have thi act repealed. despite evidence that controls
against bias had been carefully built into the research
matter of fact, one of the findings brought to tight the
circumstances endulq,by patients who weie returning to the commu-
nity under the actt-T& findings uncovered try this research gravel led
td widespread reconsideration of such policies and the development of
community programs to improve the lot of senously mentally ill

People.)
Those of us involved with producing and peddling social R&D

information would like to believe that ii thould be the core of every
policy decision. But that idea does not match up with reality In an
earlier experience one of us "lived" through a day with the top
administrator of a state menial health program At that level one makes
at least subpolicy decisions daily, not infrequently. they amount to
major-changes in drrecticm The notion was that with our access to
veritable silos of research and local statistical information, briefings
could be provided for each encounter involving policy decisions_ In
hindsight. the outcome should have been obvious in practice. decision
makers must rely on their intuitive awareness of what will work an3
what will not arid that determinants other than research information
need to be taken into consideration

More recently. an attempt was made to provide a division director in
a federal program with analyses of data that would be helpful in making
daily decisions, some of them policy decisions A hnght and eager
person with a strong research background, he was highly motivated to
make use of any available, relevant knowledge In an alyzi9g his
cidedelar indicating vanous decisions that would arise dunng the we.ek.
it became clear That our previous experience with the state adminis-
trot* would repeat itself Again, the division director's general awaiir-
nisi, of relevant factors would serve hinakiust as well as detailed
analyses Other actors involved in the decisffirs. what their bents might

The Lanreiinan Petri. Shur At futfiltfted the ',rueful f/fr trufifiontrey &Prissy:4.i to
mental hoffpft.dh end falvt.red the raftkefo. ftif WY+ r ns mcrgril he-Alth tunas in the Male

1
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be., changing circumstances that Would imPinge on the decision 4..,01_
come, resources requiredlo fond* up the decision_ and the losses and
pins if gne direction is taken over another are all relevant factors to be
considered by decision makeis Even major program policy decisions
would not necessarily be appreciably refined by specific qualn.otive and
quantitative information We are ,tot saying that. as in Caplan's study
there are dot notable instances in which soctal R&D results are inset if

our experience is at all representative, however, the ft equency of such
instances among all policy decisions is low

two WORLDS

The institute for Community Studies on .ined bringing together le;'3-
ing social scientists and top administrators of human sets ices pfograms
in the Grater Kansas Coy area The idea was to have ihe social
scientists and policy makers engage in a dialogue for three days in
order to exchange knowledge about agency problems with knowledge
derived from research and to consider problems of designing processes
that would extend social science contributions to policy As lunchtime
drew near the first day, many of the administrators began to disappear
one by one- -- explaining that they "just had to get back to their offices
for a while"never to.be seen again

Despite the disappointing showing at this meeting some interesting
data had been gathered while the meeting was getting under way
Participants were asked to complete semantic differentiiil scales that
involved placing a mark on a line between opposite ad/holies They
Were to place 0.- mark acccrdingqo how they viewed administriators
and %gain. %viol me same list of opposite adiec to, es, how they viewed
researcherf, Stereotype notions were confirmed Researchers rated
administrators a% dedicated, hardworking, less. bright than them-
selves. and not to be_tcusted in the use of sctentifk. findings Adminis:
!swots viewed researchers as bnghl. lofty and unconcerned about
real-life problems 'These descriptions would suggest that policy _mak-
ers and scientists do indeed Ilse in two worhb

A finding from the work of Caplan rid/ 1 197 si feirther illustrates the
difference between adpimistrators and social scientists Of n,ational-
level policy makers, 88 percent agreed with the statement (p 28)
major factor affecting utilization of social science knowledge is a tack
of mutual understanding and interaction between the social s,:ientiuts'
community and the policy makers' community (titans (1%9 p 15i)
suggests -To achieve understanding, each side will have to give
something academics the assumption Ono insight and intelligence

1f
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4almost everything of'value. indeed. except money) are largely on their
side; officials. the notion that inicllectuals. like supplies of office
equipment, can be managel with contracts and qaoney

An additional Inson may be learned from the meeting ccniveried a, _
the Institute for.Conunurtity Studies. When the Idramistrators slipgrd
out, they might have been dernonstratmg that adrruntstraiors pieferl''
world of action and immediacies to that of intellectualizing_ They might

.tc have been sawitg that they Telt intimidated by some cif the natikwIA-
eminent SCK.141 scientists if the >cientists had shill) visited an adirgrus-
traitor's ';,turf' and talked policy language rather than research lan-
guage, would the scientists have been mote successful'

Knowledge may be an uhwelcOme intrurer into the world of poli7y
Green 0971. p. 15) dotes,

The paltry makers ssirrld o, the fenili.ir one of ink fement.ii ,:hangt and political
prudence. the %cod in %hp, h one proc_.4-, nothing %LarlItngly ennovalt'Ive
the last possible :ThaincIII SO JP, 10 VOW (TM k alp cnrrrn anal rnobillting ranters
of resistance /
It is unfair to generalize d-All P . policy makers, but Campbell 0973.

402) provides a warning_
PI
Ambiguity and Lao. of Lonfocfr lo increase the ad-
ministrator'S control over +0...Lid! get% Of 41 ICAS1 to fellUCle the hoe of
CrIlitiWri in the ;.asc of actual failure Ifcrc is under the cloak of
ignorance

The decision maker who turns to research runs the' nsk sf losing
freedom in making choices: unless the research supports a position he
or she wishes'to take On one is confronted by research-derived,
cogent solutions to a problem. the only options open are to u_sell of to
ignore of abuse H Were the early' attacks on sociologist James S_
Coleman really because of the statistical techniques he used or because
of the startlingand. in the national media's version. unqualified
finding that school inputs had almost no effect on achievement, a find-
tng that puts educational policy makers in an awkward position'

Weiss 11973) reminds us that in establishing policies, the key
proponent may have invested far more in the takeoff than in the
landing This is particularly tn.: in the world of public policy, where
turnover among top officcis is taken for granted Furthermore, the
outcome of a major policy or program decision may be diffuse and
difficult to ascertain the policy maker may be poorly motivated to
make the effort needed to acquire detailed information for refining a
program Policy 'makers have a need for social R&D cdntributtcris. but

1 0.;



need is itself is not a motivator,- ortlY"feit need iN seem

negligent to depend on the better mousetrap theory iirCi assume that
social R&D bads a belies policy, polity maiscipf0.111 ndlurajt) bent
pith to the researcher's door

Streagthertins Contribution of Social R&D in Folic. Hut-;,e tot

.

THE VIEW OF THE SOCIAL &Li COMMLNIIN

AllEVigur OF 10$4PLAtists

it is not only the behavior and attitudec of pals.. masers that frustrate
-the efficient proeucticn and use of social R&D letults One can recite
a litany et valid complaints about the social R&D tommunn

The first is that researchers have not been eager to emplo-, social
research toots in studying the effectiveness of social RItip As gclarv.

-(1973, p.1197) said. "A type rt evaluation that has been singularly
lackit has been the evaluation of ,the qualltkjbd effectiveness cif

9xial research prograrni-thenisalves It is not only litick of interest
that inhibits the scientificoludy of the use of knowledge Fromm, own
experience. we are convinced that methods of tracing the careers
of R&D findings are staggenregly iifficulr to develop It is as
Though knowledge flows thfough underground nsersi which branch

and.rejoiniivrie another to complex. ways When the rivers bre.ak
surface; it A almost impossible to trace thee origins

We made an initial attempt to eSoluate the use of re-sills of R&D

posiects in mental health about 10 years ago We diskosered that (or
only I in 10 progcts that had been completed for at Iast a ye.0 could
ajw use of the findings be yientifieetit sites other thitsi ttrt project site,
trowever. we doubt that these finshings are directly relevant to assc,,
ins the policy relevance of. social R&D Vrharri the last thins one
should do in studying policy relevance is 1.1 studs the use otf research
Project bY.ProAct hother our criterion of use dealt not with the use of
social R&D in policy making. but with its impact on Lltnctal practice_ a

Much easier phenomenon to measure
A second set of complaints centers around the relucidn,:e .-rf

researchers to work cm specific policy pi-pi-items Riei:ken

p 100) said, "Social scitntists have loon-LOU- advintageous to ally
themselves With physical scientists to seeking support with cane result
being the. encouragement of empiricallyoriented research rather than

politically controversial topic.. A similar view wa, cxpressed in the
report of the Rockefeller Foundation Conference on the Soctal
Sciences in Rural Develofuntrit tRokkefriier Foundation l(1"-r. p

Alt

Vt.
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TTbe ackiertuCally motivated social scientists tend to select prohleres and
tolufiona that fit into their own research kit-sign,. and these arc seldom user kit lo
=Donal et agency poky F01 etampie. ecomunik research is often under
mitred by people making operational decisions because 11 t, 100 toed to the

themes and pays msurriciern aloe/mon tit instituttor-al proNerns

Williams (19711 believe that, of :he many "rnacronegaii studies
(e4., "Isiacks and poor ''). too few address specific policy solutions

Ow empathy with sociatscetnists make. U understandable to us that
they are reluctant to be drawn into policy debates Framing research in
terms or hational goals often means that the results will not get
published in academic purnals and thus earn university promotion
ArchtIsald11961) points out that researchers. %who simplify and gener.
attic their results to make them useful to police makers offer* earn only
contempt from their academic col/eaves Williams o 1971, p M) eon
dudes that.

41c,,1+ 'rho rsiw, Jr o the htshcs1 stakes on the Out .ai
amunoy port:toast% neer rocstoloedo riot duo) dseio n.inits much

with !ha; iArtioch is fetes or i.i 44 f4Z.}1 ,,t1.14 l hose w ho .J0 .,u%-h to,ttiti, pc

ittrr-tvst 4..surViihr of lower %LA.; is

Tate re-SCarch-'7r dcc.rinit rcaloic that he or she is wailing Into
lingt9a p. waters at the time %,f taunk_hing research_ the awareness
may not corny until years ',lief Ilne might sonsoder,, for example, the
espertences of lolynlkesr and Margaret' Singer who hase done work
on hriunwashing I heir lesCalsh -.rs innocuous when it WIN done. but
Later ,hey were asked to tcstoi. in the Vault la HeArst case It would
seem they were mtall> hound to cspocss the sic*, derived from their
resirch on that 1,,startt,e In so di , ri =tisk] gasc them an extriordi-
nary oppiuturooty to expand awareness _ink) co!rithrenmen1 iaf the
distinstions between Nali.c.oshong and koiercoon and their k-oritrrhir-
Irons could c-wentuatly Icad Irk (modified so% oaf rholior,

Not al reCattd/CrN I C..411,1 lw tuns lion cly promor
trig the thifusion and use .it !hen on findings dilhOUgh some are
ktiperb_ and notahle names MC !t.t rr.,Ilt Ifs; 4 vAithiple. ,Ahlilai
Etnimio or Iornas hocsukl there pave mans social R&I)
scoantisis who h.o. c .thti,1% to p.rtttsiprtc if, diffusion and use
theliond dossenton.iloort th,oug,h from nal publication) and who
prefer not to hecome Ins oiscit his.tusi of (lotion. about the cultural
:oleic, on thr, ssierogi, %.%oniolunoi th.to is %.iltrt:....4mpls Ing that it is as
improper for st. 4'1-.11.1s to pin sii their ot. 1 ftritittl1,7, ;is it t, for profes-
sionals to ,ttk crt: thin r people_ if

Ill
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g --My unwilling. should be pressed into tRese activities Perhaps
this is another reason for reflecting sympatheticilly on the advisability
of hiving miecialist brokers, such as policy analysts. involved in the
knowledge-in101X4CY process-
`. A third setoff' orittcisms is ditected'at federal researcit managers like
ourseKes. It may be that somt: of us in federal agenue-, that fund social
R&D projects join wi academe in reducing Incentives for scientists to
engage in policy-relevant research, some of us are no closer in the
world oriolleY than are those. in a6alemic Woulkl we
ma* recognize and reinforcg -features of proposals specifically de
sigma to render the work more relev,ant to

Federal research managers face additional constraint.. Even though
agencies may give full endorsement to program efforts to deselop
technblogies al the use of research and to promote policy- relevant
research. as us:certainly true within the Nattonal Institute of Mental
Health. research_ managers also rely heavily on outside review and ad-
visory- group, When those groups are inclined tow-ard more traditional
research-. it makes it difficult to offer r.onsulOo.41 to researcher-, to
help them get iheir proposals succespfull.y through the reviev, gauntlet
Research design consultation becomes more difficult a' the problem
under study encompasses more of the diffuse real -life problems that &I
not lend themselves to scientifc COntrOl as influencing satiable% Thus.
some research' managers lend to favor the development of proposals
that contain iids designs for stud., irig narrow the review
may- go much smoother that was

Another management prohlcm cs th.d designinr protect pros 'morn,
that will erthatace the 'm01141,110, of pthcs relevance tales mones
using rept, .ntatt%es't4 polio nickels ivi-f-screr, or ,:onNultanis in
the eaily planning phases_ emending data , to multiple t.uts
samples of person., or factors issuing publication, end howini. only!

Cm:es to stimulate polio maker, irvcJ1,t ,n ongt.ing re-.Catch and
resultsall take added funds

In the hope the! liirtdIfty ,tint' research nlaftatzers
try to vield nice crisp findings that ,ire cas% to communicate and have
interes appeal Having such finding, to teNP,: .it budget hearings is
what fma}at:otmiin tcl.tintng hudget hi, means that

even though we. as h.:At:am:tat, ..iris the rcspon..111111R-01 optimum

impact for research investinenis 'cc tr,c, unwittingh, reduce televance
and place sixitil scientists in Nct.oftst tcoptitth of shifting their
rescaTC.11.1Forn the pr%thlem hand iii one with greater popularitv

A final set of complaints has to Jo ....oh the qualit., of soc1.31 Real)
lfire appears to he little gm( tri, !tit: t.1 social

1 fit
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R&D than on the use of research results One recent exception to that
is the evaluation of research supported by the National Science Foun-
dation Om). carried out by a committee under the auspicis of the
National' Academy of PiCienres Of particular interest to the social
R&D. community are the conclusions of the committee on NW%
program on Research Applied to National Needs itifs-01 ttAtos=was
laWiched a few years ago with much hope that through its valiant
efforts it could bring the potential contributions of applitearch to
meet the /beads spanned by its five major divisions. energy. environ-
ment. productivity. intergovernmental science and publie technology.
and exploratory research and problem assessment_ In the judgment of
thecommittee (Natrona, Research Council b,;'fi. p 77) '= . the
quality of work is highly variable and on average relatively undistin
guished. with only modest potential for useful application

The committee felt that the programs are not enlisting as wide- a
range oaf participation from the social and behavioral science com-
munities as could be expected The committee felt that it would help if
the structure of the &ANN pcogrims were recast to correspond more
closely with the applied soctarscience disciplines and if more responsi
bility for program planning and problem definition were placed on
members of those disciplines, working clo.ely with representatives of
potential user groups

Bernstein and Freeman 1 vri) did not Lonfine their disappointment
about the quality of re r inct# to one agency After auditing evaluation
research in the Departments of HI w _ Labor. Justice, Housing and
Urban Development. Agnculture the Office of Economic Opportunity
and NSF. they chose this statement for tho final sentence in their book
(p, 152) "Fox considerable cost current esaluation research seems to
be failing to live up to its promise

It would he union to lease this consideration of the quality of social
R&D in a mood of despair however There are abundant sound
findings produced by hosts of able and -.killed social scientists Even if
the policy yield from these research insestments appears small, wear,
enthusrasoc about what can he done to increase that yield_

In a study .anted out bs Glaser and h a,11.4" 11969). some 100 projects
that had terminated in the press us yea: were es.dudled Outcomes at
both tails of the distribution thigh quality and low quality) were
maiched on the hasis of topic, investment of funds, and duration The
reviewers. operating without awareness of which project in a pair was
rated high ca low. carried out in-depth d:si.ussions with a number of
people who had been associated with each project Also, the original
application' for the ptoject, were analyzed and coded by factors

111
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itesuPsreveiged that 15 factors differentiated the matched high- quality
and low-quality projects_ The resulting scale for assessing proposals
was cross-validated with a subsequent year's yield The ckic accu-
rately predicted the outcome in approximately 80 percent of the
proposals.

Interestingly. none of the factors had to do with the industry or
earnestness of theinvestigator. though past petformance of the scientist
did serves s a predictor, Must of thelactors pertained to, vat fables that
could be improved througt consultation and providing potential Inves-
rotors with information_ Evaluation of comparable projects over the
years has confirmed that without great wenching of existing values or
traditions, the quality of research and development can sho* remarka-
ble improvement. A documented outline 0.1 S. Department of Health.
Education, and Welfare 197i) summarizes most of the advised tech.

B ARRIERS TO QUALI!N

On the basis of formal evaluations and espenences in the management
of some S150 million in mental health R&D investments. we would-like
to offer our impressions of seven bamers to maximum quality of R&D

The setting in which a project is carried out may not be harmonious
with the outcome desired R&D grants are awarded to researchers in
both operating agencies and academic settings When the grantee
insptution is an operating agency , the policy and practice relevance of
the outcome. not surpnsingly, is more likely to be assured When the
grantee Institution is an academic one, the scientific validity and
genendizability oft the new knowledge gained teid to be greater,
Operating agencies gain more from the federal grant in either learning

Thrnore about their own situation or inaugurating a- IfILI innovation, at the
same time. research ngor is a lower pnonty In the acadenivettmg,
on the other hand. the Investiga ;ifs incentives usually include the

chance of meeting with referees approval so that one can publish and

build professional capital It might be said that social R&D scientists
working for an operating agency must watch their -Ps and Qs-, in the
academic setting. investigators must watch theft "sigma and beta

weights Blending the two has proved to bewery difficult
Cross-validation of findines in different settings with varying popula-

tions is seldom earned out Replications arc expensive and are' not
highly valued by those who approve research proposals because "ars
already been done Investigators themselves gain only a small incre-
ment of advantage by investing extensive time and effort in replica-
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tions. Publication already will have occurred Since most researchers
are by nature inventive, few wish to launch a study simply to replicate
someone else's work. They may have trouble getting such work
pnbliisbed.

Good policy-relevant research now calls for a technology that ex-
tends considerably beyond expert awareness of the substantive area
and skill in research design. It calls for sophistication in formal needs
assessment; knowledge retrieval and _convergence; involvement of
potential users through collaboraticin, -consultation. and selection of
relevant criterion measures; use of new datacollection and analysis
methods; integrating research process with diffusion and use activities
(not just dissemination); and the us': of follow-up evaluation over time

Persistencein the impositidn of clavical experimental design allows
.the results to be generalized only to narrowly focused and controllable
problems. (We hope the monumental work of Guttentag and Struening
119761 will foster the use of more appropnate methods in social
R&D.)

At the federal level, the evaluation of both quality and consequences
research and development is too infrequent In addition. there is

insufficient evaluation of review critena as well as the review process
to ensure fidelity between approval and the quality and consequences
of research_

Again at the federal funding level. there is insufficient awareness in
preparing for effective cotlaboratr.e relationships between research
consultants and managers on the ono hand and scientists and policy
makers on the other Even though many federal staff members have
been social R&D researchers or users, they tend to drift away from the
skills and perspective, of both the sense of accomplishment and
potential contnbution in the role of facilitation, consultation, coordina-
tion. and guidance are sometimes forgotten in either the frenzy of
pushing papers or the appeal of deep involvement in projects fitting
one's own substantive interest In fact, the failure to process papers
wellput purely and simpts break the federal research achninis
;rater faster than anyttunr the Not inappropnately it tends to shape
one's values and behaviors

Perhaps above all. overload suffered by most federal research ad-
ministrators and staff impairs the attainment of the best yield from the
research enterpnse (Recently . in one research training grant program.

es three or four staff members were burdened with processing some 600
applications virtually 'overnight, funds were available for only 30 )
Reviewers and advisers similarly arc inundated with work in their
valiant efforts to assist the federal agencies Our evaluatitms have
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revealed that beyond-chance runs of disapproval recommendations
teed to our during the long evening hours into which the review
proem often has to extend.

The point is that the overload problem (and sometimes the arrogance
that cat' overcome one in processing huge sums of money) can make us
forget the critical importance of maintaining sinc!re respect and ap-
preciation of investigators and what they are doing Diplomacy and
common courtesy on the part of research administratorsat all

. levelsare far more consequential in the ultimate benefits from the
research enterprise than we sometimes stop to realize_

THE SOCIAL R&D PROCESS SO%IE POSSIBLE
MODIFICATIONS

In order to strengthen the social R&D tontribution to policy making.
we suggest a number of action steps- or modifiations under the
headings of the policy process, the research enterprise. and the
knowledgetransfer nrocess We hope that some may eyoke-enough
Interest to be examined either through esaluation of the need for
change or through research that clarifies the issues As is the case with
',Obey making. decisions about process shbuld he viewed with objectiv-
ity As George Beinard Shaw once said, --If it is not necessary to
change. then it is necessary not. to change thus, the suggested
modifications should be reyiewctil-ur not n,cessarily adopted without

, further thought and investigation

Till POLICY PROCESS

Clarification of du- Polio I Pro, f%%

Any sophisticated policy makIr in a responsible position realizes the
-anatomy and physiology' of the policy process, but social R&D
investigators often lark that awareness The policy process needs to be
clan red: it must be analyzed arks synthesized in a form that is readily
communicated to researcher* a fashion that will promote wasimila-
liOn of R&D results Efforts sbauld be made to enlist the support of
policy makers. researchers on policy and research funding agencies in
sponsonlig clarifying studies and in preparing materials that can be
u4if by social R&D investigators

Analyzing the determinants of policy decisions is a complex under-
taking, but 114% not unapproachable As an example of a sapling model
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for. the decision process. the Decision Determinants Analysis
developed by Devitt (1973) is of interest. The DDA model (also

iskirsed to as the A VICTORY model) rests on the assumption that
wades, and the policy within them, are living systems, as
palled out by Leavitt. (1965) Shepard (1965). Processes within
ageiVcies are determined by the same factors that guide all holism
beMvior. The factors that are held to be necessary in accounting for
diudgousatetratedateci from dieoreticaljargon into eight terms:

iniformation, value. capabilities, circumstances. training, . resis-
notes., and yield.

Obligation Existence of a need for a deCision in itself is insuffi-
cient !to set the process in motion. Awareness of the need and felt
pressure are necessary to motivate action. The greater the motivation
and sense of obligation, the more likely the decision process will be
caivied out

bfornsation Knowledge of the terrain and familiarity with alter-
nate courses of action must be considered by the social scientist in
dealing with the decision process.

Values The goal of the agency, the philosophies and personal
predilections of the decision makers themselves. authorities superor-
dinnie to them, key participants. and ultimate beneficiaries must be
reconciled to the course chOsen, The operating style of the agency, its
history of policy estalkshment and even its size and diversity may
become silent selectors Of alternative courses r "'`

Abilities_ Decision alternatives should be guided by the agency's
capabilities to implement the chosen alternative through funds. per -
sonnel, and. above all, its own power to invoke an option.

Circumstances Existing conditions:, often beyond the control of
the agency. that shape or limit the alternatives must be considered.
New legislation. public outcries, lovestigation revelations, evalustion
findings, or change of administration may represent circumstances that

eitoke and shape decisions
Tinting Closely allied with circumstances is the consideration of

what is going on at the moment rnses. for example. may influence the

alacrity of the decision-making process
Resistances Often unspoken unwillingness by persons involved

in the decision process mi.ry alter its course
Yield Every decision rides on the assumption that the outcome

will be salutary. a problem resolved. or progress gamed_ SociarR&D
cart be critical in predicting the yield from alternative decisions

115
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As is evident, these factors interact. From the standpoint of social
R&D, each factor is open to study as it relates to a given policy issue.
Is research that dells with testing alternative courses of action, such as
social experimentation. all factors. not just yield, should be coe:idered
pert of tit: evaluation; The following incident illustrates how the role of

each Otter can be detected in a decision situation.
la the early days of interest in mental health patient aftercare, WIMH

invested heavily iii research oo techniques to reduce the likelihood-that

a very simple practice contributed greatly to reducing rehospitaliza-
tion: a social worker from the patient's county of residence visited the
hospital, established a wo.-king relationship with the patient, and

participated in planning for discharge prior to the termination of
hospitalization.

We proposed to the commissioner of public welfare that he adopt a
policy of statewide implementation of this practice. The commissioner

was responsible for the County Welfare Department, which in turn
held legal responsibility for services to patients discharged from state

mental hospitals. His department also had authority for the state
mental health program, including the hospitals Thus, he was a person

with the prerogatives to adopt the policy, And since he was known for
progressive administration, there had been little doubt that the corn-
missioner would agree to adopting the practice, Surely he woule be
grateful for this simple way to reduce readmission rates

But after listening to the proposed plan. he pushed his, chair back,

slowls lit up a cigar, and eyed us. Instead of leaping for joy at our
pqrosal. he said he would like to ask a few questions in essence, they

were as follows.

How will people in our hihpital stM. jl service dep411171C111. fed about county

workers coming in and taking oser a mafrof portion of what they 'lave seen as

their roles' And how .411; the counties feet about extending the duties of their
sinpiuyees beyond the responsibilities which they amnial. carry ' He was

concerned with violating the assumed yaluei of the s stern
In your project. you used exprnenceJ psychiatric sor d workers and public

health nurses with masters degrees How dot know that ow county welfare
workers writ be able to match the skill, of your project workers' How will we

pay for the training programs necessary to prepare. the dainty workers to vary

out the same aftercare services' W'heic do I find funds to pay for their travel

expenses to the state hospitals' Who will can out the work that they will be
unable to accomplish while they are spending the required time at the hospital

helping the patients prepare for discharges ' i the commissioner was asking
about the capobilii: to implement the polio
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Your fifth-nes soMid almost too 'ample and rat How do you know the results
you obtained did not stem from the skills of the workers on the pi
how do you know that !keit small caseload of only *boot six patients at
time wasn't the determining fa/clew' 1 The commis...water was approprial

questioning soundness of the infatmation stemming from the research
In ;aim a i, your workers had their offices in the city very close to the

loosPitla locations of the patients after discharge were-also Ludy close
Thar-men t many,_partv of the stairachere things auc_thai convenient_ Will the__
plan Mil be feasible? I The commissioner was suggesting 'hat the (in I/miff/ir es
vroald likely work spins' the success of the change I

The counties aren't going to volunteer to use their scarce resources for added
service unless legislative and budget adjustments are made The state tegisla,

_tare just met. How will I bridge things_thometnigrise rest of Il. biennium''
laearly. timing had not been consiikred_ I

Readmission rates are already respectably loss Who is so critically con,
caned about the problem that the increased expenditures wowed be warranted?
Of course. I'd like to see readmission made unnecessary even for one patient.
but it would help if the legislature. the governor of at leasi some groups were
concerned enough to back this policy i 1 he to change was not
press*, I

The need for social workers on our hospital would he t.onsidetaNy less Some
may lose their jobs How will I handle their unhappiness' And the county
workers are going to be raising Cain t;ecaukt of the hardships they face. even
if compensation is arranged, they will ha.e to stay evkis from their families
dorms trips to the hospital. for instancre i the commissioner was reminding us
that resistani es had been overlooked i

Though your results are statostkalti, signifkant would the improvement in
the readmission rate he wunIcueni esen to he notices! ` Will anyone feel better
for having gone along with this polio, it should he adopted' i)ield, the
reinforcing rewind tirec.karc to sust..on ..u..e.4u1 change admittedly was
not i

What we learned from this experience was that teality must be
contended with in establishing g ultocs and also that research findings
are useless unless the full pattern of adoption determinants is con-
sidered. in the research design

Understanding the Pahl s fiNter as a t- hen!

It is axiomatic that the greatet the Ynowledge about any client's
perceptions. feelings. values. needs. and ways of operating. the better
he or she din be served

In analyzing data provided to the Continuous Nati.,na4vey
Experiment, which was a continuous polling of government agencies to
determine problems about which they .equested new information. Rich
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(1915) found that polity makers who were involved in the decisions
concerning what information should be collected were more likely to
make use of the available information than those who were not Caplan
eta 1. (1975) reported that 85 percent of the national-level policy makers
interviewed believed that social science knowledge can contribute to
the improvement of government 'cies. but noted that most policy

r users call on the information to_ e as a check on the validity of
preexisting beliefs. Further, policy ers like to use information
found in newspapers, allowing a feeling that their awareness does not
lag behind others. The in fplications If such insights as these could be of
valuable assistance to the inventive communicator of research knowl-
edge.

Caplan e? al_ (1975) have offered further information that can be
potentially helpful in planning transfer, or communication. efforts. He
reported that policy makers discriminate among disciplines in their
assumptions about the validity and reliability of the information com-
municated. For example, on a Tatting from 1 = good to 10 ....- poor.
Caplan's ..",... s rated physicists at 2. economists at 5,

'hi 6. political scientists at 7. and psychiatrists at only 7 6.
ers felt the most valid Worn-lawn was that obtained

Ihrough observation in real life, then came surveys. followed by
cottoned field experiments There was little confidence in information

, that came from, experimental gamy' s. and simulations The policy mak-
ers relied heavily on newspapers. government jrports, and staff
papers. Just over half of their reseatch inform= bon used came from
in-house studies. Caplan said tp 47; that only rarely is poliCy
formation determined by a concrete point.by -point reliance on empin-
cally grounded data_

From the standpoint of the policy maker. Caplan concluded that the
use olsocial R&D is most likely to occur when the policy maker has a
reasoned appreciation of both the scientific and extra scientific aspects
of the policy issue. the values of the policy maker carry with them a
sense of social direction and respi,vibility , the policy maker has a
clear definitidn of the issue and ho Iresearch knoolicaige can contrib-
ute a solution

THE RESEARCH tvIFRPUist

Coordination amunK f funding ,4Kerf le$

The lack of coordination among social R&D administrators in federal
funding agencies can lead to costl!, . unintentional duplication of efforts
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eral respects, which may also limit the effectiveness of the
. A quasi-ford group of social RiMadrninistrators could at

ameliorate some coMmunication, coordination. apd referral prof
Asihninatioas of this sort have existed (Wartime to time

but have flagged for lack of structure and clear purpose
functions that such a group might have are: pooling efforts io
a hkgb level of staff performance; pooling research knowledge

itad techfaques, integratiniiiileiagencY research fiinding; and serving

as liaison between policy ert and Scientists.

POOLING EFFORTS TO P A NIGH LEVEL or istArr aapoe.
Noce A professional consortium of some sort could do much to
reinforce motiv don and keep scientific skills alive. Refresher pro-
grams could provided in consultation skills, scientific progress in
purticular new developments in research methodology. and the

bke, This bring about the opportunity to commiserate.
exchangkapproac , and maintain a high level of interest and profes-
sional self-esteem. Orlans (1973, p. 195) notes that "red tape, the
circumspection required in public remarks, the need for loyalt
superiors, the obligation to implement and justify unwel cies

the exposure to congres sment. the constant pressures that
reduce operational fr om without reducing personal responsibil-

ity ." represent deterrents to effective pursuit of the research.
administrator's work. .With respect to ...valuation. Bernstein and
Freeman (147rs p. l36) add:

The mous Federal groups have other furicintns Most ot their -middle-,
i" cannot be expected to have the limping and tune. let alone the

commitment. to initiate. monitor. and promote studies of outstanding quality._
Their jobs are bigger than evaluation rescarch, they must get them done,

Uyeki (1965) found that the most successful researcl{administrators
were those who had gained expenence in research careers. who went
into research management becaose they saw this as an opportunity to
be influential in theirohosen fields. and who continue to invest time in

research_

'POOLING IFSE*11(/4 ASOVNI OGI A..11 I E(14.41OLFA Knowledge is
sorely needed on new design methods in social R&D. on methods of

tr eventing the quality of research and tracing its consequences, on
processes of knowledge utilization, and even on the transfer of social
R&D into policy. Most programs must be dedicated to topical-problem

matters. but beyond that barrier, benefits denved from independent

sit
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research programs endeavoring to develop process knowledge could be
generalizable across all social R&D programs

INTEGRATING INTESAGENTV TSLASCH 1CNOING Some social issues
ate of such a magnitude and diversity that no agency's primary mission
spans an facets of them. The investigator or research group who wishes
to launch a comprehensive study has to build t'p a research operation
piece by piece: with all the chance and frustration that- involves.
Agencies should.integrate their systems and devise a procedure to
render such projects oar! feasible,

riffpalmitin AS A LIAISON SETRITEN POI ICI 54AREAS A.!,ri IENT ,Sli As
Ridi (1975, p. 245) put it so well: "Researchers c.an t know what the
decisionmaker's agenda is Py osmosis. Working with policy an**.
a consortium 'could collaborate with social scientists about 'current ..

needs in policy research. One channel for such communication. which
RUM administrators have already put into operation. might be sym-
posia at national meetings of social science disciplines. In order to
encourage timehriess.of research, formal events mitt be planned with
observers of the social issues scene in which analytic and future
techniques could be employed.

Flexibility in the Use of Funding Alechun73;71

Most research adnunistratorvuse few of the funding alternatives open
to them in accomplishing prognan mission' A u ul aid for adminis-
trators would be an inventory of the types of fundin echaysms used
by various federal agencies The two major mechanic of course. are
grants and contracts.

Grants constitute the bread-and-butter mechanism of many re-
search programs. Although the federal staff may cooperate in planning
the study and its opquition. the investigator remains boss. and federal
inpience is restricted to persuasion_ Theinfchanism retains the

scientific independence of the investigator. yet can add
y t9-the work and mission of an agency

"Diffusiofi and utilization supplements" to ararded grants represent
an innovative experiment in more flexible use of that mechanism. For
projects that promise high yield in a priority area. the federal represen-
tative may est special- efforts of the investigator Because the
conditions in Aasvar 'the, suppyment. this action may result in a
"hardship" to the trivestigarairfio receives additional funds through a
grant supplenient

fw

1
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The small-grant mechanism. generally confined to projects funded at
no more than 15,000 per year. offers the advantage of shorter lead time
for pilot or exploratory endeavors. The period from submittal deadline
so project approval is reduced from 6 or 7 months for regular
Bracts to perhaps as Aron a time as 2 months for small grants_

Catalans are actually purchases by the federal government foie
sonsething it presumably "lints; technically. the resulting product
belongs to the government. Consequently. the mechanism implies
constraints for the scientist. Perhaps for that reason, contracts to
investigators are more commonly associated with private research
firms. Contracts offer .the advantage of shorter lead time, and the
customary 1-year dame ...0( supported projects yields faster re-
sults. la the t opdsals have been reviewed as much on
the basis of bid as the quality of the proposal,

The short term from need to product. plus the .pportunity to gain
information that is critically needed for the trussion of the agency. as in
decision-planning for the forthcoming policy. makes the contract
mechanisepotentially nrst valuable one. But two changes are
needed. First. More social scientists should seek,and wild on such
contracts_ At present, social scientists ma; head the firms that win
contracts, but too obeesuirn over the execution of the research to less
trained and experienced employees Second, federal staff should be
more involved in planning and colillorating on contract research,

Improvement of ()utak')

(scrs of mental health services research and development results are
more concerned with the relevance of those results .to their problems
than they are with the scientific merit of the rcAuf However. it is theb
.responsibility of both investigators and r managers to ensure
that any results reported meet the highest sable standards.

A
With respect to extramural studies funded-through grams and con. _

tracts in the federal government. Bernstein and Freeman 11975, p 137)

sum up their findings on what produces high quality=

Have 41 studies undertaken in cmademtc research centers by Ph p psycho'
nay professors and those *oh similar training and orientation. inClude a
commitment that the research results must he published in refereed social
science rourrials, provide funds only as grants wad hale them awarded on a

halo of peer-review carnmillee judgments. AO* 4 time period of three to five

year% for the planning and conduct or march. have the grants monitored by

Federal officials with a Pugh degree of wkial stience graduate training and with
reference groups consisting of 44-...okme: researchers and invf on the resarch
being undertaken in cOnaboration waft the action Avnc+,
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But they hurriedly point out that there is more to policy:research than
nsethodaiogical merit. Problems of delayed availability of

remits and their relevance to current policy matters are as important as
standards of 'demi& merit. It appears that considerations must be
more compkx and-research on policy relevance must go further

Campbell (1969) deplores the pressure sometimes imposed on SOC1LiJ
remsrdsers who work -in close conjunction with policyminded ad-

rizognizing that a truly experimental approach to
wad anieliaration may be precluded. be urges social researchers to
mad apinst nine specific threats to internal validity of their work.
including regression artifacts that cin occur when units have been
selected on the basis of their extreme -..cores. selection biases resulting

diferential recruitment of comparison groups, and the differential
loss of respondents from comparison groups Unfortunately, the clas-

Imtic Campbell and -Stanley document. (1966) setting forth quasi-
expenifientai methods appropriate in social research remains ignorqd
by many investigators.

For the conscientious investigator who adheres rigidly to e x penmen
tel designs, he or she may end up doing more and more rigorous
research on kss and less significant problems There simply are too
many issuers in- social policy that do nut tend themselves- to effective
control over extraneous variables Guttentag t 1971) 4,jcoie., the use
of the -clecision-theorenc.al approach,- which is rather new to social
research, but based upon classical Bayesian techniques, tt allows
encompassing. a broad range of natural 3ocial circumstances In ad-

vocating this approach over classical experimental design. she points
out that most social programs just *1 not lend themselves to the coquol
of variablei upon which the expenmental paradigm depends The

method she is promoting tolerates the continuous incremental deo
sans that myst be inade dunng the course of a program

One step toys, upgrading the quality of research rno glom.
out of a new cant button by the Russell Sage Foundation, As as ,penal
-seam on Evuhiution malpiZine, now NtraNted lo newly 50.000
readers. critiques of design,, employed in 1i:derails .1,..insored MXiiiJ

research and ecaluaticm prolev.;!% will appear cctrildi y The critiques
prepared by experts under the foundation sponsorship should rove
invaluable as guides to wciiiiRekly tw.colg,s101,, to aptsi;yirig their slush

designs
The Guitentag ond Strut-rung oiume ilceoh,4

Reitarch (1975) represents a milrooncliov.ard Imptto.ing the quality
of social Rate) The VOIttfnes span uarlualiy Geis lispecl car-cern
social R&D InyechgattwN IndudIng oht..11, %:anutpfuzii 3n41 meth,,1

ofieLBui i! nav tie !kV a le,4 C gustfebtiii.
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should be prepared for early and quiek reference by persons planning
wad research intended to be relevant2o policy making --`7

Study of Review Processes

Per reviewers and readers come close to constituting a nerve center of
enterprise. They represent the top talent, by reputation.

the nation's scientists. And they should, considering their
immense responsibility not only in giving key guidance to the invest-

' 'Pnroxirnately a billion dollars each-year but also. even mote
importantly. m determining what research efforts tvill yield the greatest
benefits for all citizens. Funding agency staff develop a warm rever-p-
ence and even a sense of personal friendship with review panel
members, though committee decision prerogatives must never be
infringed_ In observing the role differentiations between ieviewera and
sea some of us as federal reaearch managers feel we have no
responsibility to ensure that the decisions are reliable and valid as
predictors of sound investments of citizens' dollars:

In order to let review committees know whether they are placing
consistent emphases on certain factors from meeting to meeting, this
procedure is used in soma, all comments made during the discussion of
each project that reflect v?lue implications, such as "I don't under-
stand what the applicant is saying." are written down verbatim. Each
is marked as to its negativeness or positiveness and also according to
whether it was said aKtait a project that has later been approved or
disapproved In the analysis phase. the comments are sorted by eyeball
into clusters, such as "design." "budget appropriateness," and "clar-
ity." A two-by-two table is prepared for each cluster. All comments
that have a positive rating for reviewers value intimations and also a
plus sign for eventual approval recommendation. are represented by a
tally mark in the upper left cell the other three possible combinations
of plus and minus signs are distributed accordingly in the three other
cells, If a given factor is a perfect predictor of !lie ultimate approval
recommendation, then all tallies will fall in the upper left cell. which
will contain allpositive comments and approval recommendations, and
the lower right cell, which will contair all negative comments and
disapproval recommendations This distribution is tested by a simple
chi-square test If the distribution is statistically significantly different
from chance. then that factor is multiplied by the frequency with which
it was mentioned during the three-day review process The result is a
weighting of decision determinants used during that particular round of
reviews.

It may bed interest that consistent's the most heavily weighted
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factor is clarity of the proposal The second most heavily weighted is
approach and research design. The third is usually the competence of
the "rintstigaitor. One facto:- that is almost always a perfect predictor.
although hot heavily weighted becaiise infrequently mentioned, is
evidence that remarks made during a site visit were responded to
Budget is discussed with great frequency thit rarely does it show a
significant relationship with approval or. disapproval recant=
=editions. Validity has been checked by determining whether prior-
Sty ratings given for approved projects predict the quality of the
research as judged by independent raters some time after termination
of the project. Obviously, the wisdom of disapproval decisions cannot
be checked because the projects are aborted

Attracting Research Investigators

The quality of a research project is, to a significant degree. a function
of the performer. Reviewers appear, correctly in our view, to place
heavy weight on that factor. Encouraging the submission of proposals
from people who can be identified as top perfo: niers has its pitfalls.
however. It cannot be done at all, of course, with contract research- -
unless a "sole source" contract (for a situation in which only one per-
former has the qualifications needed to carry out the research) can be
authorized. One has to be careful that favored help is not-being given
to-one applicant that is not available for others, ac would be fair in an
open. competitive system_ Also, even if a proposal is solicited from an
outstandingly qualified invest:tailor. there is still no assurance the
proposal will meet with success in running of the review gaiintlet Still.
some approach is needed to ensure drat applicants include inves-
tigators who are in a position to do the best social R&D work

In mental health R&D, psychologists are heavily involved This is
good to the extent that the use of research results is associated with
that discipline_ But if cntena of successful outcome are going to
include the use of results by policy makers, investigators in other
disciplines, such as political scientists, public administration profes-
sionals. and especially economists, must also be involved

An approach needs to be 4eN eloped to ensure that an optimum array
of investigators are attracted to participate in social R&D Perhaps
increased awareness through uNe of specialized media would be better
than individual solicitations

New .i4odels Resew( h

As thirtgs tend to he now, if an in%e,ttgator with a good performance
record in traditional terms submits a propokal with a clear and basic

f
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traditional research design. the probability is that the project will be
approved for funding. But ihe proposal may characterize a project that

has narrowed its focus to a topic that readily lends itself to classical
design, that allows smooth collection and analysis of data. with results

that are likely to be published in the reNeed journals Andlthat's o- the
results are interred on a library shelf anii the world goes on struggling

with its problems.
The following are some attributes that should characterize research

in order to optimize relevance to policy

Planning the research.

Anticipute crises, future needs for ls-nowledge

Identify potential users; sabot their consultation
Gain understanding of user's needs
Search literature for closest comparisons 4,

Anticipate long-range efforis. extending to diffusion and utilization

procedures
MP for crou-validation
Simulate user conditions
Use adviser groups. representing both potential users mid key com-

municators

Designing research proposal

Ensur that findings will meet the test of the 4,tonsm. cosiitic-L
Credibilitysound and convincing
Observability -- clear. demonstrable
Relevanceexpressed an terms meaningful to.users
Relative advantage --- pointing to a decision that will improve a

problem state
Ease of widerstanding
Compatibility with Cltitling4% alue-N

tesersibtitts if results ..ire tried in im-

plementation

C.Irductifriv air t-smart it

Scpsyvity to the environment spec tea 4 project stir

User audience paafticipation
Regular reports. such as newsletters
COLaferencitvqo acquaint communicator. of progrec,

1 2 5
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Readable reports.
Participation in diffusion and adoption

One major clintrigution to strengthening social R&D would be the
development a successful apps ach for cross-validation of findings
Investigators y be deluding themselves into thinking that a complex

design will account for the interaction of all independent
variables. i.e.. I I everas that are likely to influence the outcome of
interest-But t works in Hobbken may not work at all in Seattle
While that rnaylkx matter if the researcher is helping a policy maker in
Hoboken. if there is a desire to lens generalizable results to a national
policy. it matters very much indeed. If social R&D findings are to be
generalizable they will have to Ve replicated in different settings_ As we
discussed above, there is resistance to this. review bodies are disin-
clined to award grants to repeat the same study: there are no incentives
for a scientist to repeat research already done; and the costs involved
in cross-validation experiments are high

Open exchange of findings and interpretations through seminars
would help to resolve conflicting interpretations and to expand aware-
ness of issue factors. A 1975 Washington Poi article reported on a
seminar cpnducted b the Brookings lnstit9lion in which Martin Feld-
stein; a Harvard economist. produced Adel) disseminated studies

r:iuggesting that because a workerhas unemployment insurance replac-
e

ing about 65 percent of net pay he or she stay out of work longer than
if there wee no such insurance Inferences were made that unemploy-
ment insAance should be curtailed However. during this seminar.
Stephen T. Marston of Brookings pointed out that, baSed on other
studies of the problem. althOugh the unemploy ment insurance system
does extend the average duration of unemployment. it is by such a
small amount that we can stop worrying about it The debate that took
place at this meeting may have caused some policy makers to lose
confidence in social scientists'who disagreed so sharply in their conclu-
sions on an important policy issue Nevertheless. confrontations of this
son may be a real drIA1her to the irrvitdbilitv of inconclusive findings in
social-R&D

ented research kenters, dil idea originating with the natu-
enc4.-s. c Id represent a solution to certain of the problems in

mg social R&D findings to policy An organization could receive
support for 14 program of research projects. all focused on clarifying
one broad social issue The operation would be more than simply an
instrument for a spate of related studies_ however Its resources would
Include functions ranging from continual formal assessment of knowl-
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edge needs. retrieval of existing relevant informatics and monitoring
other wiping researches. clarification, of components of the issue or
testing innovative solutions. diffusion and use of new knowledge for
policy makers, and reerivation of the original needs pertaining to the
issue. Eno** of such organizational research programs are the Rand
Corporation's work with the (kir Force and an -4sta-supported col-
laborative grant with the Mitre Corporation.

THE TRANSFER PROCESS

This paper has been primarily concerned so far with understanding the
policy process and the policy maker. We now turn IQ actions or
modifications that might be developed between the policy world and
the research enterprise. Some of the actions are already in operation or
have been tried. However. further research on actions such as these
conld lead to,refinement rendering them still more helpful in bringing
the two worlds closer together.

&wort of Synthesizing Material

Documents, such as annual reviews and monographs, already exist
that bring together new knowledge on given topics Lateral dissemina-
tion of that sort of material is good and frequently used by other
researchers. But vertical dissemination from researcher to practitioner
and among potential users seldom takes place. according Jo Paisley
40691, _Investigators working on common topics could be invited to

/participate in meetings to exchange findings and reports of progress.
Not only could the content of new social R&D knowledge be con-
sidered. but also its implications for policy use. Policy makers or
analysts cduld be nt lited to participate, affording a greater understand-
ing of the utilization potential of the new knowledge. Progress reports

4 on new knowledge could be prepared. again with emphasis on the
aspects that would be most pertinent to its ultimate use in policy,

Gatherings of investigators in related fields are commonplace. of
course. However, what we have in mind is a process structured
deliberately toward considerations of policy use Informal experiments
on this ammo* have already been tried for the topics of operations
research and change technology, with at least moderate success_

infornuttion Retrieval Services

Obtaining infOrmation not a Moult task now, formal data
systems abound. For ex pie. some 2U0 articles rated to mental

12
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With are abstracted -and stored each month, and there are as least 15
me* computerized services available that have pertinence to mental
Webb. More generally, there are 20 indexes to the periodical liter sture
and 16 review publications. There are commonly known deficiencies of
retrieval systems: overabundances of information not highly ri:lated. to
the initial request; lack of screening of abstracts that will be included,
allowing much inferior chaff in the yield; abstracts that are written to
describe rather than to provide content; and so on.

Even with their deficiencies. such sources carry much relevant
information for policy decisions. Easy-to-use directories are available
to those motivated to seek information. But even when typewriter-
sized computer terminals and microfiche readers are placed in th'e
offices of potential users, the devices are not used Scientists use
alternated retrieval systertis, but policy makers ra}4114 do Perhaps
continued research will find a way to overcome the apparent resist.
ance..

The Invisible College

The network of informal contact betWeen social scientists and persons
in a position to in ,-:e policy probably accounts for far more transfer
of social R&D rest, into policy than most of us realize For example.
James Q. Wilson's proposed solution on crime (that a minimum sen-
itillte be mandated for violent crimes and that judges be required to
impose them) showed up in a speech on crime by former President
Ford. One can gain a vague impression that its use may have resulted
from Wilson's personal reputation and obvious contacts When soci-
ologist Peter Rossi learned of relevant and convincing information
pertaining to justice. he was quip free to send a note to his former
colleague, former Attorney General Edward Levi

Orlans (1973, p. 209) sums it up well influence depends as
much,on perception, character, opportunity. acquaintanceship, per-
suasiveness. and powers as on the truth Alas, little 4 anything is
published to document what happens in the invisible college It war-
rants research and evaluation for further use as a process, despite the
maddening problems of analysis

Polio Imphtation Papers

Ah innovative system was Ranched in 'iris in 1971 in an attempt to
bring the results of department - supported research to the attention of
appropriate policy makers_ As staff members became aware of re-
search findings that had implications- for policy _improvement, they

zr.
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were to submit\t4t information to the assistant secretary for planning
iii loaluitioit for', furtherconsideration. The procedure was simple in

coo** and Consistent with the findings later reported by Caplan
et al. 097 k the preference of policy makers Tor in-agency

. The primaryyroldem in the system's operation,
er, was 'researchers...were unaware of opportunities for

policy declaims the departnont. But the idea has sufficient
merit as an and it shot& be analyzed with the Decision
Determinant AnalySis method described by Davis and Salasin and then
tried again. It ra presents oe potential for helping to bridge the chasm

12etween research aftd

'11

C y

Specialized Media

Printed material
wearied

been used so extensively to disseminate informa-
tion that one is at the prospect of further experimentation with
it -However. two experiments are currently under way to test the

effectiveness of magazine% _desigfitti to compete for reader attention
and response. Analysis of Evaluation: A Forum for Haman Service
Decision-Makers has found that 36 percent of its readers report an
actual change in policy or practices based upon information pro-
vided in the magazine. Because the magazine has a circulation of about
MAU. it is proving most effective as a means of conveying social R&D
information. An evaluation Of Innovations. Highlights of Evolving
Mental Health Services. with a circulation of approximately 10,000.

shows that _18 percent of its reader's report actual changes that have
taken place on the basis of information drwminated through the
magazine

Transfer Spettititst4

Effective dissemination of knowledge is an undeniable first step that
must be taken in making social R&D results helpful to policy makers.
As we have noted with the magazine experiments. some use of infor-
mation does take place But of the potential opportunities for matching
relevant knowledge with appropriate policy processes, what propor-
tion of those matches actually take place'

On the side of evray pack of cigarettes, research findings are dis-
seminated duo tell the smoker, -cigarettes may he hazardous to your
health," If there were tier well.dissemmated research information.
that is it, Yet cigarettes sales continue to climb each year. Surely
'something more than individual awareness of inform.4non determines
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its usimdation into behavior. It it a matter of the human condition=
1,940 yea ago the Apostle Saint Paul lamented, -that which I would
do 1 do not and that which I would not do I do." Whatever it was that
Saint Paul was doing that he was not 19 do. and vice versa, he was not
alone in his predicament.

14, program of research is heeded on the feasibility and effectiveness
of transfer specialists, Their functions could include services as liaison
and broker between social scientists anti policy makers; retrie an
synthesis of knowledge; technical assistance on milating
knowledge into the policy process; and consultation on anticipating
imptetnentation as-it might affect the policy-making process

CONCLUSION
Our proposed modifications draw on a rather extensive literature on
research use and change. plus field expenrnents with the use of
information consultants. Until the measurement of the social R&D
contribution to policy can he developed, implementing changes toward,
strengthening that contribution remains essentially an exercise. Again.
we would underscore our advocacy of employing the tools of social
R&D in meeting the opportunk to make policies of even greater

-benefit to the wal-being of the people affected by them
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Research Brokeragei
The Weak Link

JAMES L. SUN5,0,t1IsT

At 10 o'clock on almost any weekday morning, the members of one or
another subcommittee of the- Congress will be assembling to write
soils! policy into lawand to complain. in the process, that they do
not have the basic information they need in order to do their job
intelligently.

At the same time, in some university or research institute, e is
likely to be a social scientist with at least some of the inf lion the
subcommittee needsperhaps unaware tax the subcommittee even
exists, perhaps unaware of the pertinence of what he or she knows to
what is going on in the world of public policy, or perhaps clly, aware
but simpls; frustrated that the information is somehow just not letting
to those who are making po'acy Or, if no researcher -has.exactly the
information for which the subcommittee is searching, there is likely to
be an investigator Of team somewhere who could have assembled the
necessary data with a little lead time and a bit of money

Given this state of mutual frttstration, the process by which social
science knowledge gets from the producer to the consumer %swilling
IP this discussion-the user is the federal government) is worth extiunin-
ing. This examination requires some caveats- it is based on un-
systematic observation, It may repeat .what others have said more
authoritatively. and its generislizations are subject to the qualifications .

I
Jams t Surbriquoa Settler Fellow J1 the nutckinto Itolituloon o 111.7 Nudge crf Pauli I
and Poise% std numcrow.ilvtr bon4o, and At111.1CA um go% crtunen1 titatiOn maims
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throughout that the pattern - described is extraordinarily sanegated and
Nil ll c eiceptioin and special cases.

THE TRANSMISSION OF SOCIAL KNOWLEDGE'

As the terms "producer" and "consumer" suggestand as has been
remarked by various writersthe transmission of social knowledge

'rigthe point of origin to the point of use in the policy- 'rig process
is akin to tote marketing of physical goodsfarm produe . for exam.
pie. The produced' the farm must be assembled. processed, ekage&
and put on the right shelves at the right time. So must the products of
social science research.' ,

As in the marketigrof physical luods. the producer of social science
knowledge rarely deals directly with the consumer in this case, the
federal policy maker). There are exceptionsJohn Maynard Keynes
once talked with Franklin D. Rooseveltbut such a situation is
analogous to a farmers' market: not a very large proportion of agricul-
tural produce is sold that way (nor is it clear that Keynes made a sale
on that occasion). Agricultural marketing is the responsibility of a
chain of intermediaries So it is with the marketing of social science
research.

In the system of knowledge marketing, two broad categories of
intermediaries can be if:lentil-le At one end, dealing directly with the

acad
producers. are the gatherers processors. and wholesalers of in-
formationemic interme anes, as it were At the other end are
the piekagers and retailers who prepare and present the information in
usable form to the policy maker who is the consumer these are the
staff units or individuals who serve Presidents. department heads,
bureau chiefs. congressional committees, and individual 'embers of
Congress as links with the academic world They carry many titles
econtmic advisers, research and siatistics offices. polies analysts,
legislative assistants. and many others They need a generic title and
-research broker- is as good as any the flow of social knowledge
can be diagrammed, then. as a movement from A to I) through either.
and usually both, of the intermediate pointy F( and (

A B c r)
Researchers -Academic iniamcdidoe, kcke.Itch 1,4kcfs,

When anotcm of social science knowledge appears at point A. it is
not likely to be in form that can he directly used di point U, or even

13
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C. --even though the research may have been Mnded by the,goveinment
iself. In the firm place, it may be quite unintelligible to any lay person,

4 written more ip algebra than English, full of gammas and deltas and
multiple correiations and regretsion,analyses that are explained in
forhidang methodological appendices. In the second place, the new
research findisa probably does got stand alone; it Pins meaning ody if
brought together and interpreted in relation to other bits and pieces of
social science data. Finally, it is likely to be inaccessible, published in
an obscure joutnal or simply mimeogipphed and distributed at coder-

,
awes. or, in the case of government-fUnded research, reported to the
&s tag agency- bia no) to legislative committees or other executive
Mendel to *bomb may be pentium'.

The first essential, link, then, in the chain of communication is
between researchers and acadeniic intermediaries, The latter are men
or women within a discipline who-have a flair for humming, in
nontechnical or at leant sentitechnical language, the technical findinp
of their' colleagues, and who make it their business to do so. They do
original research as well, probably, but the findings of their own direct
investigations form a small part of the information they-assemble and
present to the world at large. Their specialty is marketing, not
productionand there is need to specialize. Most researchers do well
not to try to be their own interpreters and marketers; they do those
tasks badly and, when they attempt them. they waste time thateould
be better 'spent on more research, By the same token, social scientists
with a flair for public relations can best serve their discipline by being
the synthesizers and popularizers of its findingseven though they
may excite the envy. and even 30MflifIle8 the scorn, of theircolleagues
by doing so.

The type comes immediately to mind They move easily between the
academic world and public life They may hav4 been policy makers
themselves, like Wilbur Cohen or George Shultz

Okun or Daniel
re..--arch brokers

at the highest level, like Walter Heller or Art
Ktrick Moynihan, On.leaving public office. they retain contacts with
associates who remain in office as policy advisers, They are academi.
Cia113 who are sought out by policy makers when they want the best
advice from tt'e social science world not necessarily because they
know more but csvaise they can explain it better They testify before
congressional committees, they serve on presidential task forces; they
mite less for scholarly journaislhan for the New Repoblic, the New
York Times the Washing:won Post, or even the WoliSirret loam& In
short Itraugh the media. through hearings and conferences and ap

13,)
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pomace* before many kinds of audiences, and through nontechnical
books and ankles, they get the findtags of social science research into
the public domain.

WHERE TRANSMISSION BREAKS DOWN

After the research findings are in the pabhc domain. it IN up to re-
search brokers (point C) to find, prepare. and present them for the use
of pokey makers. While the transmission of social knOwledge from A
to D (reseerchers to policy makers), can break down at any pawl,.
C is invariably the crucial point. Not only is C the most likely
breiifilispointresearch brokerage is (ten =suns altorher.- badly
oesanized,or-poody -fit it is also the pant of leverage
for getting repairs made when the system breaks down at any other
point. Improvements in the performance of A. B. and even D depend
upon the initiative and effectiveness of C Specifically, if A and B
are to function better in relation to the government. it will be be-
cause of the resources and leadership that flow through C- And if D
is to become more sensitive to the wort of A and Et,- the key is
likely to be the education that the policy maker receives from the
staff associates who function as research brokers

Point C can be bypassed in the flow of information on occasion, just
as can B. As the research broter can learn directly from the researcher
without the need for an academic sntermedeary to the extent he or she
has the time, competence, and staff assistanceso can an academic
intermediary communicate directly with a policy make! But such
direct contact, while effective now and then. s rarely satisfactory as a
continuing arrangement Even when policy makers meet with consul-
tants or her witnesses from the academic 4;ommuno±,. they ordirianl
find it necessary to delegate to a start assistant the job of maintaining
continuous liaison with those advisers in order to stu4 review and
analyze for policy-making purposes what the hai,e to say

THE 0116441iikttoN ()F AF_NLARt H OFItilkiRk(),

Of foremost concern, then, are the deficiencies in the orgaruLalSon of
the research brokerage function throughout the gosrrnment struc
tural variety is great alt the way from ideal to noncw.tent A brief
tour civanous governm:ni offices will illustrate the diser Nth in
Structure and effectiveness
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Ii;oketage Models

le the Executive Office of the President is the model for all aspiring
.reistirchlirokers.ii-the Council of Economic Advisers, created by the
Etnployamast Act of l946. The council consists of three-members (usu-

ally academic economists, normally drawn from the ranks of the aca-
demic intermediaries) with substantial staff assistance, designated by
law to sit at the elbow of the nation's top policy maker to bring the best
of economic knowledge to bitar upon cidticy decisions. And the Presi-
dent is not permitted to ignore themnot totally. anyway, .being
required by law to submit to the-Congress an annual economic report
that they draft fox him. So at least once a year. the President must read,
consider, and ultimately sign their presentation of facts, analyses.
interpretations, and proposals.

The enviable status of the Council of Economic Advisors serves only
to emphasize the absence of comparable organizations serving other
social sciences. Council members have been known to argue that all of
social policy is subsumed under the heading of economic policyjust
as before 1946 the Bureau of the Budget had been known to contend
that economic policy itself is just on aspect of budget policy. But the
sociologists, at least. do not agree. Twice their proposal for aCouncil
of Social Advisers in the Executive Office has passed the Senate. To
place a Council of Social Advisors beside the Council of Economic
Advisors, however, .k uuid not solve the whole problem of imbalance.
Various task forces anJ advisory groups. begrudging the special access
to the Oval Office of economists, have pleaded for the creation of

councils at the presidential level to concern themselves with education,
manpower. health. population. - ban growth. and various other policy
issues. One such plea succeeded L. Cou..cil on Environmental Quality
was thrust as an ur,...cicume new member into the Executive Office
family. Otherwise, the functwn of research brokerage is not organized
formally at the presidential level

In the executive departments, the situation is very uneven. Most of

the older departments dealing with social or economic , -whey have
research bureausthe Department of Labor's Bureau ,or Statis-

tics. the Department of Agriculture's Economic Research 4erViCe. the

Department of Commerce's Bureau of Economic Analysis and Bureau
of the Census. to name a few Sometimes, as in the case of the Surat:
of Labor Statistics, the research bureau 'was the initial activity around

which the departmen. was later built But thes,... bureaus are some
distance removed from the department head So. at the secretary's

level there is. in rrifist cases an individual usually an assistant secre-

13
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big, who with a small staff serves as a link between the department's
research orpnizations and its policy makersand participates. ordi-

narily, in the policy-making process: assistant secretary for policy
development and research is one such title; economic adviser to the

secretary is another; other variations express the same responsibilities
This structure maybe replicated in the operating bureaus, in which

. assistant bureau chiefs or their equivalants' may be designated for
policy planning and research. and it can .extend down to division and
unit level, too, although at some point it ceases to be a full-time Job and

may become simply one duty among many:
On the face of it, such a structure is well suited for the purpose. If

social policy making is thought of as a collective procesSeven though
ultimately the policy deci- ion may be made by a single responsible
'indivic'ual- -then the research broker is the participant who is responsi-
hie for serving as the conduit for the flow of social science information
into the policy-making process. if the policy decision is to be mad at
the departmental level, for example, the department head or a repre-
sentative will listen to many points of viewnot necessarily all at once

but in various combinations at different stages of the icy develop

Men!: the general counsel wd; advise whether the pr course of

action would or would not get the department into legal difficulties. the
line operators will discuss operational feasibility, the additional re-
sources they may need, and how io design and present the policy so as

to make it most acceptable to the agency's clientele, or evett its own
employees; the administrative assistant secretary will talk of budget

and personnel requirements and organizational implications; the con
gres-sional relations officer will estimate congressional reaction, and
make suggestions as to how to counter any adverse responst, sOmeone

on the secretary's staff (in addition to the congressional liaison
officer and, of course. the secretary i will he sensitive to White House

views and political repercussions, ttri information officer will antici-

pate media reaction, propose means of gaining favorable publicity,
and offer ideas for disseminating the policy decision, and someone
and that someone is by definition the research brokerwill discuss the
proposed policy in terms of what is known in the social scrinces about

the nature of the problem and the efficacy of alternariye approaches
that may be available for solving or amelioratinfir

An example of a highly institutionalized research brokerage function

is the director of agocuitural eL000mics in the Department of Agricul-

ture The director. aided by a small group of staff economists, is the
research broker, with assistant secretary rank The secretary generally
choose' the direct/ but the is made from a limited UjIlerSe.

1
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the secretary knows that to be useful. the director must be a top
pivicuiftwal economist who has the full confidence and respect of those
in the cfncipline. The director is in the inn: most circle in the Depart -
ment's decision-making process. It is inconceivable that any .;ecision.
even a minor one. affecting production and Income in any part of the
farming or aganniness. world would be taken without the director's
fidl participation; there have been times. at least, when his stature and
command of specialized knowledge resources have either made hun
the final arbiter of particular agricultural policies or at least given hun
what amounts to a veto power.

Backing up the director of agricultural economics is the Economic
Research Service. which not only has a thousand researchers on its
own payroll but also has links with .a network of researcherso? the
land-grantcolleges. If a question concerns the likely effect farm
production and income of a major change in agricultural price support
levels, for example. the Economic Research Service can quickly pro-
vide its own estimates, and, if necessary, can also obtain within a
few weeks the independent calculations of a dozen experts from as
many different institutions.

That every department and bureau adintrustenng social or economic
programs needs a research broie r to serve in a capacity like that of the
Department of Agriculture's director of agricultural economics now
seems to be fully recognized A comparison of government organiza-
tional charts of 1975 with those of 1965 or 1955 shows the remarkably
rapid growth of an institutionalized research brokerage function at
departmental and bureau levels as well ds the beginnings of a standard
organizational pattern-

1ormaiton3 of Rvir(ft h BruifIS

This does not mean, of course. that the fun:tio-ri is always as well
organized as a chart :,ray indicate Tne research brokerage staff may be
too small to compete effectively for Influence against the large and
powerful operating elements of the department or bureau. There are
the persistent. seemingly endemic problems of staffing (discussed
below). And the function is dependent for its influence upon the
existence, in the first place, of an orderly policy -making process. IL for
example. policy decisions are contentrated more ./ the White House.
as was the developing poem distilig the Nixon administration. re-
search brokers at the departmental level may he (perhaps along with
everyone else at that level) quite out of communication when decisions
are being made

1,3
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Nor does the development of research brokerage functions in the

existing departments and bureaus mean that the entire range of social

poky is covered. Matters that are not currently the concern of any

department licence likely to be anticipated by research brokers When
the prospect of default by New York City arose. for example. .the

White Mouse. the Treasury Department. and other governmental agen-

da' bepeke frenzied search for information as to weal would happen:
Who held the bonds? What would be the immediate effect on the
bpodboiders, and the ripple effect upon the rest of the financial
community? What was the plight of other cities' And so on_ The

information could have been at handalready analyzed and
interpretedif the default of a major city had been accepted as a matter
of federal concern and responsibility, and an intelligence system ac-
awdtigly had been inaugurated. But research brokers are rarely or-
ganized effectively to anticipate problems; :heir resources are ab-

sorbed in collecting and analyzing data pertain.ng to problems already

acluiowkdgeJ

On Capitol Hill

On Capitol Hill. the extraordinary fragmentation of policy decisions
makes the problem of organizing research brokerage extremely dif-
ficult. Responsibility for policy development is parceled out in each
house among many committees, each with its independent staff, anti then

among subcommittees_ some of v. Ich also have their own staffs and a
considerable degree of autonomy These staffs have the responsibility
of perfixming what research brokerage they can manage along with
policy analysis and varied political and administrative duties

The levels of concentration and proficiency they attain in the re-
search brokerage aspect of their work vary enormously. for the organi-

zation of these staffs is the responsibility of a multitude of chairmen

who have differing outlooks and comprehensions of their needs.
Chairmenand most of them arnse at their positions by virtue of
senioritymay see no need to tap the sources of new knowledge.

because old knowledge, acquired many years ago. still seems

abequare, while not adverse to having a bright and able research

brokerage at their disposal. they may lack the initiative or theskill

to find the right a for theiobs Chairmen turn naturally 1,., lawyers

and politicians f en immediate assistance, and those aides may not

sense the ttttessrt using ',octal scientists as advisorsor may fear

the competition of the unaccustomed breeds They may Itel that the

research brokerage fu lion is done len enough (or them by sy m-

s-
1
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pathetic interest groups. some of which maintain highly competent
staffs in Washington for just that purpose- A subcommittee chairman
witli grind ambitions for Lae acquisition of social science talent may be

dulled such staff by a committee chairman unsympathetic to such
designand to the policies that such !!tight promote.

Moreover, members of Congress have been acciastomed to look to
the executive branch.to do mud) of their policy )development--and
retards brokeragefor them. Particularly when the party vuntrolling
the Congress also occupies the White House. the President as party
!cadet proposes policy. and the Congress gives that gsgid n- dose
examination and then votes it up or down. Udder such circumstances.
a major independent capacity in the Congress for policy development
lace not been seen as necessary. However, the Congress has been in
Democratic hands continuously since 1954, while the Presidency has
been occupied by a Republican two-thirds of the time. Congress
has been energetic in expanding its own capacity' to take the initiative
in making policy. -

Whether or not a research brokerage capacity exists in a particular
congressional committee or subcommittee seems almost accidental. In
a few cases. when the chairman happens to have the inclination and the
talent to recruit and organize an alert an highly motivated staff, it does
have the capacity to reach ow into the research community, establish
intimate relations with the academic intermediaries, and interpret and
apply social science knowledge in the policy-making proces But any
careful appraisal would surely show that the well-served polio
committees are outnumbered by those not so fortunate. Junior legis-
lators who do not have prerogatives as chairmen of committees and

..subcommittees must rely on their personal staffs for research broker-
4erlitiluie individual legislative assistants are often surprisingly effec-
tive in that Capacity, the resources available to tank- and -file senators
and representatives are severely limited.

Despairing of the arduous process of trying to build the necessary
brokerage capacity on Capitol Hiil committee by committee and sub-
committee by subcommittee. reformers have looked to the shortcut of
creating or strengthening central staffs in she legislative branch, which
are available to all committees for research brokerage and related
policy analysis and have a universal range of interest and political
neutrality- Thus, the Legislative Reference *ice of the Library of
Cowen has been renamed the Congressional Research SerAce and
given an elevated stalls and expanded staff_ Congress has enlisted the
Office of Technology Assessment Lentered upon the "hard" sciences
but with authorization for policy analysis as well) The COIVICS-
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skied Budget Office has been established as a central analytical

capability serving die financial committees of both houses. The Gen-
eralAccoundes Office has unde;paiie revolutionary changes. becorn-

its a Marais evaluator as well as auditor.
Al these help. but they are not the whole answer. because the

of the transmission of social knowledge from the ic4earch

to the policy makerfrom point C to point D on the diagram
abovevaries inversely with the distance. A staff that "belongs" to a

oosiimittee or subcommittee chairman istAly to be utilized. A staff
that belongs to someone else and gets su 'sion and direction from

some distant personage. like the Librarian of Congress or the Comp-

troller Gezira! or from a bipartisan supervisory committee, as in the

case of Office of Technology Assessment or the Congressional

Budget Office. is not likely to be fully trusted or freely used.

Another reason for this reluctance is related to the neutrality of these
bodies: the usefulness on Capitol Hill of neutral policy advice Of that is

tide a contradiction in terms) is limited. The Congress. after all,
contains no neutrals - -quite the oppositc. Its memberi make up two
highly competitive political forces. subdivided further into contending

factions. Each member arrives in Congress with a party and sometimes

a factional affiliation as well as a body' of policy conviction already

established. which he or she may have presented explicitly to the
voters for their mandate, As partisans. and perhaps vigorous ones,
what the members want is not neutral but partisan advice_ They want

policy advisers who will obtain from the social science research world

the findings that will support their views. or refute the opposition's
views. This does not mean that members ate intellectually corrupt.

only that they recognize that the legislative process has more of the

character of an adversary proceeiftn than of an objective. analytical.

scientific undertaking Perhaps e important. , -y are realistic in

their comprehension of social ence. They know eyidence is

rarely conclusive and that u y data can be assembi to suppon

any of sexeral points of view in a kicy dispute. They want their policy

adviser to warn them if their case is totally unsound. and hence
politically vulnerable. but short of that to put together the hest possible

body of data to support the case they have Even when they are
uncommitted and open-minded. they want a policy adviser who is

sensitive to their peculiar political needs and ambitions and who will

accordingly come up with policy recommendations that will advance

both the public's good and their own or their party's or faction's

political welfare This intimate, personalized service can hardly be
provideiPby central and neutral research brokerage organizations
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4eCeatudly, loaded instrumentalities that would be partisan in outlook
cc dd be conceived to serve the Congress's majority and minority
purties,,but *seethe party organizations have no institutionalized
policy-meking apparatus daily consequence. there is nothing to which
research brokerage can be attached.

So, in the cud, it is the decentralized research brokerage structures
OR Capitol Hull. serving individual committee and subcommittee
china** individual members, that need to be strengthened. In-
deed, they have been; over the past 20 years. improvement in the
capacity et congressional staffs has been tittle short of spectacular,
althongh the situation is still uneven and will continue to be. The only
mad to a girl& improvement that anyone has been able to think of is to
authorize a signirkant increase in the numbers of staff aides who can be
hired. This would produce a greater number of competent staff advis-
ors, assuredly, but whether it would improve the proportion of Compe-
tent ones, as distinct from party hacks and hometown friends and
supporters, is questionable. Commitkes, subcommittees. and indi-
vidual members who are already well staffed would be able to improve/
their staffs even more. but those who do not desire better help, or do
not know how to find it, or are not willing to make the effort, would not
necessarily be any better served. Capitol Hill would swarm with more
staffers of all degrees of competence but the results would still be
uneven. And the mere proliferation of staff might tend in itself to make
even the most efficient of congressional staff units somewhat less so.

PROBLEMS OF STAFFING AND MANAGEMENT

Research brokerage organizations tend to be unstable. In the legislative
branch, committee and subcommittee chairmanships change con-
stantly. with major upheavals possible at the beginning of each Con-
greu: and staff members are wholly dependent on their chairman. In
the executive branch, many of the organizations are relatively new and
struggling for recognition and i uence Since ambitious people do not
seek permanent careers in un. able and insecure surroundings. an
almost universal shortcoming research brokerage organizations is
the traojient nature of their st They are way stations for persons en
route to somewhere else

The people at point C. the research brokers, are in larir,,measure
those on temporary assignm-_nt from careers in either academia or the
world of policy. On one hand. academicians may want to take a brief
Ring at public service; from the standpoint of the policy maker, putting
a bona fide academician on the'staff is a good way to e-stabliiii effective
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Maims with the academic community. However, staff members who
are mho termed professors can take only limited leave and then must
rears to reclaim their posts. Those. who do not yet have tenure
stmetheleu plan to return to, or enter upon, their long-run careers of
research and teaching. A stint - of public service is a worthwhile
experience and looks good on a vita, but if they stay with the govern-
ment too long, they may miss a rung or two on the climb up the ladder
of recognition and promotion in the acadFmic world in which their
*Weave. As research brokers, they keep on the lookout for
ate posts with More security in the academic world. and when
becomes available, they Gifely to seize it.

On the other hand, thech brokerage positions in executive
tondo may be occupied by career government employees whose in-
terestslie in program operations and whose aspirations are in adminis-
tration. Jobs as research brokers need to be filled, and career adminis-
trators are willing to accept them as temporary assignments, pending
an opportunity to get back into a regular administrative post. Their
basic interest is not research, and often they do not devgte themselves
to mastering what is going on in the research world t learning to
interpret it to policy makers. Many find iheMselves out of sympathy
with the ways of academia, irritated by the unintelligibility or seeming
irrelevance of much of the research community's work.

In the legislative branch. no corps of career public servants even
exists as a ready soisice of talent for willing chairmen organizing
policy development staffs. if a new chairman does not find the previous
chairman's staff suitable or (if the predecessor moved on to another
chairmanship and took the key staff members) the new chairman has to
find some other source of recruits, which is likely to consist of people
who happen to be between jobs Many are young baccalaureates
headed for graduate or law school, or law school graduates pausing in
Washington on their way back home to set up practice. Accordingly,
Capitol Hill staff members tend to be young and inexpiarenced, and the
older or-s are all too often those who, facing the necessities of moving
from one chairman to smother and Ondguig the many ideological gaps
among them, have become cautious to the point of not being effective
policy developers at

Dynamic-3 of Brokerage

In either branch of the government. if the research brokers come to the
job from the academic commuility, their greatest difficulty is likely to
be adjustment to the hurly-burly pace of public affairs As conscien

as*
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tious social scientists. they may be. when asked for guidance by busy
poky makers, not quite sure enough. or not quite quick enough. or not
politically wise and sensitive. The policy makers may lose patience:
Why does every judgment that comes from the research community
have to be qualified? Why does every question need more study? Why
do researchers never seem to understand the political necessity tidy
sharp and unequivocal policy positii;ns?

Consider. for instance. what happened when the staff advisers of the
Bureau of the Budget to Lyndon Johnson proposed to initiate -com-
munity action" as a research experiment rather than as a full-fledged
program when the antipoverty effort began. If community action was
not a good idea. it should not be tried at all. reasoned the politicians.
and if it was a good idpa, the more community action agencies that
could be created, the &ties. The research broken. alto had made a
quick study of foundation-sponsored exneriments in various places,
could not be categorical either way, so the political advisers in the
White House made the decision, and the Aslow approach that ap-
pealed to the research community was rejected. The same thing
`happened with the model cities program. which was launched in 150
communities instead of in 10 Qf 20. as the academic authors of the
idea had proposed.

Under this kind of pressure. research brokers aspiring for accep-
tance may find themselves getting into a tell-them-what-they-want-to-
bear mood. Since research data rarely support just one side oho case.
broken can readily search out and pre-sent with special emphasis the
information that reinforces what,jhe policy makers want to do. Re-
search broken who are essentially administrators may have special
long-run interes.s in pleasing their super oq and less concern than
academics about losing face in the researdf community. The policy
maker ma Never be warned fonhnghtly that a pending decision flies in
the face of the preponderance of social science knowledge. If research
brokers do not speak up when the occasion requires. they may pre-
serve the cordiality of their relations with superiors and colleagues, but
at the expense of ding the ultimate interests of both policy makers
and the research brokerage function

The amount of resistance that research brokers eircounter in present-
ing unwanted information is likely to increase during the life cycle ors
policy idea If research brokers can bring their findings. analyses. and
ideas to bear at the eailiest stage of policy developmentbefore the
policy makers have beZtane publicly committed to a course of
actio they can probably be forceful without risk to their relationship,
At an early stage in policy development. they need not worry -about
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telling their principals merely what they want to hear, because they
will not yet know what they want. In this situation, research brokers
have thei.opportunity to initiate the policy development and steer its

coarse. At this time, too, they can best make use of outside allies--
task forces, study commissionsthat can review research findings and
analyses and help to arrive at policy recommendations with the added

weight of their approval.
Once policy ,makers have declared a public position. the whole

situation is changed. Then, research brokers may find themselves
use* to use social science inforintition to influence the main current
of events. They must swallow their misgivings, if they have any, and
maintain a public silehce- Butand this can be most impalasthey
may be able to build a research component into the policy itself-
Particularly in the case of new program; or major alterations in old
prognuns, they can press for evaluation studies to monitor the results

of the policy departure.
If the evaluation results are negative, the research brokers may be

put to tilekSeVerftt test The files offederal agencies contain not a few

evaluation studies that have been suppressed because they brought
forth the "wrong': findings. Suppression is more difficult since passage
of the Freedom of Information Act (and even before the Act, the re-
sults of such studies had a way of leaking), but suppression still occurs
And then research brokers are caught hopelessly in the middle: if they

are party to concealment or even to delay in the release of data, they
jeopardize their standing with the research community If they insist on

publication of the findings they risk their standing with their superiors

in tt e agency,
in summary. then,ihe pitfalls of research brokerage arc uncertainty

in giving advice when policy makers look for certainty, support for a
favored policy course when the facts call for caution: negative findings

when polics iakers seek support for vice versa) Threading a course
among these nazards is never easy and it is difficult even to lay out

general rules of conduct The simple guide, -Be honest," is a start, but
that leaves open the question of how vigorously one presses an honest

case. Much depends on the personal aiinbutes of research brokers
themselvestact, confidence, sense of timing. verbal facility, and skill

in building alliances within the polies-making community These can,
to a degree. be troved through experience, but the short-term
assignments that acienze research brokerage preclude putting
much experience to use By the time research brokers are at home in

their surroundings and ready to perform at maximum pioficiency, they

are likely to be gone

14
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And muck of course, is out of their hands. The personal attributes of
the poky maker or the policy-making group may be determining: if
they ate hendstrone or anti-intellectual, or if they feel compelled by
podded arm to go their way despite the counseling of

_seience,there is-not much that can be done about it. A democratic
political moms is bound to advance some policy makers who do not
have the interest, the patience. or the administrative competence to
make dive use of science knowledge. Presumably. in
time. as social science gal more authority in society at lame, the
willingness and ability of policy makers to make use of research
findlnp will become a factor in their own election or appointment A
tread in that direction seems evident already Id one merely observes
the remarkable increase in the number of Ph. Ds in the cabinet and even
in the Congress in recent years. Economic advice to Presidents and

`members of Congress. kit instance, used to come primarily from
businessmen, bankers, and stockbrokers. Now, the academic
economists have most of the policy influence. and the shift is not an
aCcidental one. Academicians are the ones who have roots in, and
presumably keep in closest touch with, the research community where
knowledge is being generated; policy makers who are cut off from it
feel uneasy.

Making use of advisors from the academic world still leaves policy
milkers most of the room for maneuvering that they may want. Using
economics again as the case in point, conservative Presidents find it
pomade to find conservative academics to advise them on the interpre-
tation at research findings, and liberal congressional committees are
able to find liberal economists to provide them with the opposite
interpretation. Perhaps there is no such thing as an ideologically
neutral economist. or perhaps nobody in partisan Washington wants to
have one around. That these circumstances sometimes lead to an
attitude. on the part of the policy maker, of "tell me what I want to
hear or I'll find somebody who will- can hardly.be denied_ But even at
wont, proposals considered by the policy maker will have been
analyzed by competent. if ideologically bused. brokers in light of
evidence produced by the research commuruty. That. after all, is all
that the rem community can ask. Policy advice is the social
scientistelwerogaihm. not policy decisions It is the right of a demo-
cratic pt4le tti..trAlie mistakes, even to make them knowingly. and
when poly makers arc under great public pressure to follow a mis-
guided ci action, they came expected. most of the time, to

so. /_
Sol scientists must learn to accept this and learn how to put it to
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advantage. For societies as sell as individuals. trial and error is a basic
way of leaning. When risky policies and programs are about to be
leached is the time to press for systematic observation and analysis in
order to make theorthe richest possible societal learning experience.
Comp** his been remarkably receptive to requests for funds for
evaluation; no soul propams were ever more generously endowed
with moseys for that' purpose than those begun under Johnson's
"Great Society," The current .widespread feeling that those ventures
Wed Ms. if anything. strengthened the-position of those who want
more and better evaluations.

Weed. policies often have to be launched in a research vacuum,
beinuse not until something happens can the consequences of that
hempen* be discerned. For example, the data that Herbert Gans
developed on the consequences of breaking up an ethnic community in
Boston throtigh the urban' renewal program could not have been
assembled until the breakup occurred- Perhaps the multiple
pathologies of high-rise public housing projects could have been fore-
seen, but they could hardly have been described to policy makers in
convincing detail before the buildings had been built and occupied.
Moupover, funds for policy-related research are not usually available in
quantity for policies that are only potential, and the interest of re-
searchers is attracted more by the actual and the imminent than by the

'speculative. When the government becomes interested in a neglected
field of policy. it rimy do so suddenly tas in the case of the antipoverty
program) and ask for immediate answers that, the research community
does not have Then those who counsel delay while theieseasch is
being done maybe overwhelmed by the political forces, that press for

c action. So evaluation, While second best to prior analysis, is
en the only type of policy research that time allows
The research community woild be caught less often unprepared, of

course, if government research programs were deliberately expanded
to encompass as much as possible of the range of potential, as distinct
front actual. policl The National Science Foundation is one agency
not limited to existing policies in As mission. but it is a research funding
agency rather than a research broker Departments, bureaus, and
congressional committees need research brokers to broaden their
scope; research on everything that is happening and might happen to
cities, for instance. should concern the Department of Housing and
Urban Development However, two factors militate against such
broader scope, One is the pressure of demand upon limited resources
when the choice is between gathering data on current policy alterria-
lives or on alternative- that might become feasible or necessary in the
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future, the resources inevitably are devoted to the former The second
is the tendency of policy makers' o look upon research relating to
peast%ile new policies as subversive of the existing policies to which
they are politically committed. Policy makers simply have to become
more tolerant of futurism; they need to set aside resources for the
future minded to use and insulate these thinkers from the pressure of"
current issuer. Polity makers must, come to realize that the future is
often dower than they thinkas the New York City fiscal crisis
demonstrated. Changing the outlook of policy makers. -however. is
always a huge order, and, once more.-the research broker is the crucial
link in the chain. if policy makers are to be educated to these facts of
life, the research brokers will have to dog*

THE REVEgSE FLOW OF LEADERSHIP AND FUNDS

Another aspect of the research broker's rose will be touched on only
briefly here: the broker's responsibility forproviding leadership. guid-
ance, and resources to enable the research community to serve the
needs of social policy, This can e shown as a reverse flow along a
communication channel hke the one diagrammed at the beginnfng oaf
this paper

A
Research Information

ResearcherAdministrators*---iResearcht Brokers'- Policy Makers

This channel comes not lust information but also matey A different
term is used for B. this tone he or she is the research administrator.
who may or may not be the same person as the academic intermediary
we met earlier But C is usual- ly the same one element of the depart-
ment or bureau deals oith the academic community both in stimulatmg
and funding research and in interpreting findings-

. Like the A-B-CD flow of information, the I)-CB-A flow can also
break down at any point But again, it is instructive to look especially
at point C. for if the pnvate research community fails the government.
it is once more through the leverage of the institutionalized brokerage
function that improvement can he attained Research capability is so
scatteredneccssanly sothat it is incumbent on the research broker
to make the research community work for the government through care
in the allocation of retie-art:ft flint's and guidance in their use

The same weaknesses that impair the -effectiveness of research
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bfOkililll in interpret* SOCial SC1ence information to polio makers
binder them in their role as guides and stimulators of research Again.

, the idWhera-what-they-want-to-hear attitude may prevail. but this
time "dame is the research community_ !.-et the researchers, in other
weds. do what they want to do. So the researches initiate prvects,
which we evaluated by their peers in the _research community, and
Ands we awarded accordingly. The relevance to actual poliqy
mg:Methat is. the subsequent flow of usefuiliata from A to 1) -1740

be neglected.
This can hardly be blamed on policy makers Policy makers as such

..shonld not have to contribute to the process a research design Or to
he* appraise the qualifications of :eseatch institutions or even In give
much concentrated thought to the identification of research needs-
These are the elements of research administration. and research bro-
ken should be dose enough to the policy-making process to take _
responsahtlitY for them, if the brokers are not close enough for those
tasks, then theyare not close enough for any purpose Ih that situation.
there is. in effect. no research brokerage function and one stiotild be

established.
When policy makers delegate the job of research administration to

research brokers with a minimum of supervision and control. the easy
*lase for the latter. in turn. is_ to delegate initiative and :Torinol to
researchers. Such an arrangement is at times formalized in the evtab-,

lishmentof government. supported research institutes that are left-free.
or nearly so, to design their own programs and choose their own topics
Even a government research bureau may be left essentially- autanty
rnouSto frame its orn research agenda

INitquires the assertion of authofir s" by research brokers, represent
u the interests of policy makers, to ensure that research findings are

of iniutirnum utility to policy makers To put It another way. the more
that_federal officials participate in the determination of the research
agenda. the more applied research will be emphasized. even though

basic research may be closer to researchers iniercsts This does not
rifle out government encouraggmcre of basic social science research
attogether. but It is incumbent upon agencies that appropriate research
knits to use at !aim the major share of those funds for purpose-4: its
practicel as can be i-nnceised The research does not have to be for
irrunediale application As suggested earlier studies leading to the
imitation of is new program or .policy t or c year% hence may he
of hest pnonly. but this is min within the definition of practical
applied resnarch. and it still needs to be designed with a high degree of

government participation In 4111. war leseJfi.h rot immediate prob
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Tema is likely to advance long-range sad basic research, as well; social
scientists can well learn from their counterparts in the physical
WOK= that the successful application of research to current, specific.
and urgent policy problems has a way of endearing the whole idea of
research to policy makers, winning Mein over to the support of all
types of studies.

RESEARCH BROKERAGEA NEW DISCIPLINE"'
All of the weaknesses in the performance of the research brokerage
function discussed above appear as inevitable reflections of its present
state at underdevdopr.ent. and they will gradually be overcome as
research brokerage becomes more clearly recognized and solidly estab-
lished as one of the necessary and c...atinuing staff funcsions serving the
policy makeras essential to effective administration as. say, budget-
ing, personnel admin.stration, or the procurement and distribution of
supplies. Universal acceptance would bring with it stabi' and con-
tinuity. which in turn would make possible the development of a new,
self-conscious breed of research brokersmen and women who would
point their careers toward the development of that function, who would
look upon research brokerage as a goal rather than a way station, who
would stay in the activity long enough to do it well. and wbo would
devote themselves to developing and standardizing the doctrines that
need to govern its performance If career training could be devised,
too, the makings of an identifiable discipline, profession, or subdiso-
Mine would be at hand

The new schools of public policy that have sprung up in so many
universities appear to be striving more or less consciously, to create
pest such a discipline_ They are not in business to professionalize policy
making as sucli. some of their graduates may become policy makers,
but that will be accidental They can hardly hope. soon if ever, to
compete with the I schools or even the departments of economics in
turning out aibui r.nembers. presidential advisers and members of
Congress But the, can professionalize the link b,..-iween policy making
and social by turning Cut a corps of graduates with a
sophisticated Lnderstanding of the importance of maintaining a flow of
facts and Interpretation from the world of research to the world of
action and a flow 'Of leaciaship and support hack again --and who *Al.
one may hope. develop the competence to live happily in the border-
land between both worlds nrnmunicdiing equally well with the der
zens of each
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The Use of
Social Research
ifi the Courts

SHARON M. COLLINS

To secure social advance we must regard
qty and social telpstation as s field for discovery and
invention (Justice Low= PrantIcts The fitanJew Guide h'
rhr tiodern Wash., IWO

OVERVIEW

In the abstract, the attempts of SOCtill 'Sciences and th, law to under
stand, explain, and order human behavior appear to have much in
common In practice, however. they differ fundamentally Since the
function of the social 1:iences is observation and evaluation, their
nature is passive and their focus is on a macroscale In essence, the
social sciences provide theoretical scaffolds, supporting the accumula-
tion of knowledge about human behavior in order to analyze its effect
on society In contrast, legal inquiry focuses on solving the specific
problems presented by each particul41 case Compared to the social
sciences, its role is dynamic, its goal more concrete and immediate.
and its research much narrower sCripe Thus, whereas social re-
search analyzes collections of data and generalizes_ legal research
evaluates and orders individual finite situations_

In the past century differences in method. prekision. and
perspective have impeded kociolegal cooperation rather than formed

Sharon M Collins a s sttskrte t r ouncli t flt*trkily ti. Ckht"4 tiu pitprr
PrePared rig the Stu,J PloFrt, '_01.,t41 P t--re! , fk,ciorn-co. t^ tv".
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the bases of a complermentary relationship Skeptical of the compe-
tence of social science research and unsure of their own evaluati'e
abilities, most lawyers have been reluctant to tap the resources of the
social sciences. Even when individual attorneys have chosen to sup-
port their arguments with social science research. the evidence still'
faced another, frequently more stringent. test- acceptance by the
judge. The decision of the judge regarding admission ttf evidence
depends ou the determination of both its logical and--particularly
important with-respect to social science data legal relevance Not
only must tte evidence tend fo prove a consequential fact (Rule 401,
Federal Rules of Evidence). but its probative value must outweigh any
countervailing policy considerations (Rule 403. Federal Rules of Evi-
dence).

Regarding admission of social science evidence. the four variables
of logical relevance, qiiaritifiability. tack of value judgments. and con-
cern for the individual bear strongly on its credibility and are balanced
frequently against the dangers of unfair prejudice, confusing the issues,
misleadjng the jury, delay: or needlessly presenting cumulative evi-
dence (Robbins 1775. p 493) In considenng such evidence, quanurta-
lulity is usually equated with accuracy Similarly, implicit value judg-
ments automatically evoke suspicion Rut on the whole, concern for
the individual dominates This concern is the major dividing force be-

tween social scientists and lawyers %%tole social scientists may critic-4.e

the narrow scope of lays lawyers, with matching intensity. mistrust the
generaloies of social science In short although ,ecognizing that aggre-
gate data are the very lifeblood of s%icial scieece projections, most
lawyers lett that full -scale use of the social science approach in the
judicial system would he disastrous Justice cannot be rendered in
generalities- each case he decided on its facts Moreover. many
judges feel that ill, is not within i the: cornpetene lof the courtsi
to COnfirM Of den) Maims cyr social soenrisis as to the status of an
individual in the communit' (Bg s4uheir /tar, 14:4 S 25(1_

263 j19,52l)
Despite tic mutual skeri,-, 1,11 scientists and lawyer;.

the existence of a common goal implic, j,, potential for social
isenefit ideally in a '1,00Cfn of 04.144egal cooperation. last would
become the medium `or the transition of social research from a passive
W an active roicfor the iransformation of theoretical solutions into
social actions t Lochner tr r In turn the results of enlightened social
science research could faclitaic iudicul interpretation in accordance

with current social needs estahlish relesant factual evidence and

serve as a surrogate precedent 'supporting judicial treatment of
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publicly sensitive issues. Law would thus enhance he practical aspects
of the social sciences, and. conversely. social science data would
wick legal analysis with evidence otherwise beyond its scope

However, the present relationship between social research and the
law is not yet static, and fruitful social science-legal cooperation is
only in its beginning stages. Ls development has. had a capricilus:
sporadic evolution. As a result, even though the use of wow) research
in the courts has intensified, particularly in the past decade, sociolegal
cooperation is nowhere near the realization of its fun potential

This paper deals with the present relationship of social science to
the law, and srecifiailly the extent to which the courts are using social

=research. Ranked aCceling to use, the four vpes of social
and development most commonly incorporated imp legal

cases are: ( I) expert testimony. (2) results of emslIng studies. (3)
public opinion polls, and (4) results of studies conducted specifically
for the case at hand Social research used within the legal system is
primarily either evaluative or predictive, of theTwO, more weight has
been accorded to the former

Legal input from particular social scrince disciplines range% widely
At one extreme. economics is used relatively intensively, at the leer.
anthropology is seldom used Psychological and sociological resdreh,
aiihouet frequently relevant, is more controversial, and thus engen
dens a higher degree of skeptikism, its use lies between the two
extremes

Of all social ,,cience research, economic evidence regarding labor,
antitrust, trade regulations, tredemarks, kens:rig_ taxation. and corpo-
rations has been used most eAtert,,otcly by the courts Partial explana-
tion for its frequent use is that econornics. the most quantita:tve of the
seal sciences, ostensibly has fewer of the flaws lawyers perceive
as inherent in social science Considered relatively precise. economics
appears to leave little room for value judgments Public opinion sur-
veys also rank among the most widely used and universally accepted
social science evidence At present. the use of surreys dealing with
government regulations and tradernarlsN C.L feirby well established. more
recently developed sury s dealing with the determination of commu-
nity bias and the effects of segregation Jo not yet stand on firm legal
ground In contrast statistical analysis_ relying to a Loge extent un
problbdity theory has failed to cern the respect of the maio:ity of
those to the legal profession 'statistics have been pa-ricularly rr-.).-used
in criminal cases dealing `A oh the c,tahltshmeri of guilt although they
have been a sat :Ible liXti in deirig w Oh ;or, tIses iur t size. and ti
and pretrial 0-_!entton
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Psycological, sociological, and socioeconomic evidence, applicable

to a *rides spectrum of WES. meets with a much more varied -recep-

tion. Psychological evidence has been used in determining mental
comPegeocY. Predicting criminal dangerousness. anti 'fining criminal
responsbility. Sociological evidence has been introduced primarily in
cases concerning segreiputon
has been extend to cases dealing
and strveillance. Although the relevance
search to societal conditions can no
thepticid of its value judgments.
socioeconomic evidence is used less f
reference to public school financing.
mentioned solely in reference to an anti

. although in recent years it
yment discrimination

y based re-
denied. lawyers remain
and distortions. Thus.
y; herein it is cited in

thropology. rarely used. ik
tion case,

SOCIAL SCIENCE APPLICATIOgtS

ECONOMIC RESEARCH

The judicial system since its inception has re -almost exclusively on

judicial Arc -,n1 formulating its decision Only since the turn of
the ceni,i6 has social sci 'ice evidence pri a supplementary data
bete. Although *Her v_ Oregon (2011 U 412 11906B, with the
introduction of the "Brandtis brief." Stand as the landmark case for

-the use of economic data in support of a legal moment, the first use of
social science data actually occurred 3 years earlier in Lochner v.
New York 098 U.S- 4511905))

Typical of the early labor uses. &chit, in-volved a conict between
the exercise of the state's notice pci.vri io legislate labor regulations
protecting the health. safety. morals. and general welfare of its citizens
And the possible infringement on the individual's right to contract. The
question was. how far did state police power extend before it unrea-
sonably restricted individual liberty" in Lochner. the Supreme Court
invalidated New York's labor law limiting the workday of bakers to 10

hours (N.Y. laws of 1897, art S. c 415.1110), holding the!. since the
trade was not dangerous in any degree to the health of the employees.
there was "no reasonable foundation to justify regarding it as a-health
law" (196 U.S. at 58.64)_ Thus. the real purpose of the legislation was
linvily to regulate the hours of labor. and as such was an unconstitu-
tional limitation on the right to contract The inference of Lochner was
that the state's police power to regulate conditions of labor could be
invoked only in the event of gross occupational hazards -. sAthout such,
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doom stale interference would infringe on individual liberties. In
words of the Court, "Home occupations are more healthy than others,
bet I(*W* mgt be more than the mere fact of the possible

small amount of unhealthiness to warrant legislative
098 U.S. 45 at 59).

in the Lochner decision was evidence
dangers inherent to the baking industry

the state based its argument solely on the propriety of the
exercise police power, the employer's brief asserted "there was no
dotter the employee in a first-class bakery" and supported its

with a set of tables comparing the mortality rates and the
dangers of specific trades 098 U.S. 43 at 49 and accompanying
. Since the data were slanted to depict ideal working conditions

. and actual conditions were not well publicized. the em-
ployer's brief carried considerable weight Had a -reasonable-man"
standard been applied as histice Oliver Wendell Holmes insisted in his
dissent (198 U,S. 45 at 7tp. the Court would have reached a totally
opposite decision. Instead. biased research presented in the em-
ployer's brief circumvented the traditional standard and seeded in
ii fencing a majority of the Court Social research and development
was off to a roaring starton the wrongffoot

The Brandeis Precedent

Three years later: Louis BraThdels's introduction of the first formal
brief relying heavily on social science research in thdier v- Oregon
(208 U.S, 412 (19081) marked a new era in junsprudence Wader upheld
the constitutionality of an ()retort stature limiting the workday of
women employed in laundnes to 10 hours (1903 Or Sess Laws. I 1). In
arguing for fair labor standards. Branders -s strategy was to persuade
the "business community that labor welfare measures were not only
compatible with, but actually beneficial to business interests" (Cohen
1943, p ?.n). Thus his first hnefs were not sociological in content. but
economic. drawing ors surveys, government statistics. and factory
reports, designed to convince the Court of the statute's benefit to
society and lack of constitutional harm

Working with social worker Josephine Goldberg, Brandeis argued
that not only were long work hour; detrimental to the women's health,
but that in the long run. shorter hours resulted in general economic
benefits for the entitle community (Cohen 1941, p 388) The opinion of
the Court mentioned the supralegal matenal in the Brandeis bnef and.
inapparent deference to the Holmes dissent in I liner, acknowledged
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that although the sourcei were neither technical authorities nor discus-

sion* of the relevant constitutional questions. the indicative of
widespread belief. The Court ..oted that ev 1:1111k coatilrotiolud

qpitStiONS are not settled by a consensus of prose public
.. when a question of fact is debated and the es at to which a'

*did constitutional limitation goes is affected by the t th in respect
lethal fact, a widespread and long continued belief concerning it is
worthy of consideration- (208 U.S. 412 at 420. 421 (19081) (Ziskind

1939. p. 607).
The Courts acceptance of the Brandeis brief in Muller v. Oregon-

officially opened the door to the use of a wide range of supra legal

material. In the following years. numerous cases patterned after Muller

argued by- Brandeis and later by Felix Frankfurter used the Brandeis
brief in advocating the merits of social kgislation as a boon 40 effi-
ciency, commercial prosperity. and social welfare_ Hawley v. Walker
(232 U.S. 718 119141) upheld an Ohio statute that regulated the work

hours of women in factories_ Miller v. Wilson (263 U_S- 373 11910

and amity v. McLaughlin (236 U S. 385 (19141) upheld the validity of
a California statute limiting a woman's workday to 8 hours. And in
People v. Schweinler Press 1214 N Y. 395, 108 N.E. 639 119151) the
Brandeis-Goldberg brief contained an KU -page analysis of the effect on
business of outlawing night work for women (Cohen 1943. p. 380).

Three years late following Brandels's appointment to the Supreme
Cowl. Frankfurter carried on the tradition With the aid of economic
research. he successfully argued Bunting v Orrgun (243 U$. 426
/1917J), which upheld the regulation of hours for male factory workers.
and Srrler v. O'Hara 12'3 U S h29 119171), which upheld minimum-

wage leg slation for worm. i
Within a .hart period of lime the Brandeis tinef had turned an

attitude into a technique In the wake of the Brarfdris-Frankfurter
success, other lawyers soon began to imitate their method Hammer v.
Dagenlum 1247 U S 2s tr t81), for example. relied on legislative
committze reports and cr..ononue studies lo expose the harm of child

labor
Nut all of the social science-hissed arguments presented during this

period were slit:cc...AI the Frankfurter hnet prepared for v

Children-s H«spiul (20)1 U S c2i 1 1921 11 contained a 30-page appendix

entitled Industrial Efficiency of Both Employers and Employees

Stimulated Drawn from a thesis of Hobson (1410). the brief argued
for a fixed minimum water for isorrien and proposed that higher wages

would stimulate greater industrial effisienss Wishen 1943, p 397) It

however, to s:onsint.c the Cowl Fourteen sears Wm the effort
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to raise women's wage, was revived. In Morehead v. People ex eel
lipid& (296 U.S. 5$7 119360 the brief of the State of New York
!placated statistical and economic evidence to prove that. since Adkin

was argued, the number of female breadwinners had substantially
increased. The state urged that this fact, coupled with the effects of the

underscored the aped for tvage r The attempt
the Court stated that the facts of law changed

her Depression-era case. Schecter Poultry Corp.'v
Unit U.S. 49 I19351). the government. arguing unsuc-
Cosliatly for a ed wigETicrease, piresemed evidence of the wage
and ernplatment decline. overproduction. cutthroat competition. and
recd purchasing power in the poultry industry_ Economic analysis
revealed that. in times of economic emergency. the cumulative effect
of these conditions was to further depress prices, to induce sale of
inferior products. and to initiate a downward spiral in consumption
The government condud that such practices contributed to a MUM-
eras frustration of inters e commerce. and reversal of the process
through federal realm' was critical to economic recovery (295 U.S
495 at 509-513) T*Court did not rely on the economic evidence in its
decision; it held that. since grave national crises "do not create or
enlarge Constitutional power" t294 U S 495 at 528). it would not
authorize federal regulation of wages and hours. Again, the evidence of
social research and develoglggent failed to alter the Court's concept of

the law.

StriArs and Soot /II

/just as ih fro labor-o,dge decvoons were h rscd on the stnctls legal
arguments of the state's ponce power. earl!, strike and hcqcon cases
relied solely on the determination of restraint of trAdcrnstead of the
deliberate use of economic data In this situation, 6,ritttildr, Cowl
Coinpany v Untied tgair lointkett 1268 U S 295 ll92vd marked the
turning point_ Sir-4es and nut, by the United Mine Workers had
caused the mine management to h..inge seism upton to open shop This
move was ChillICnred in ,;ours by the unions In 14.22_ tpirnpreme

See, forIfttimspic ( Srd:r. kiv PP21 icAirdu.

cumpoilitan titearli inducttwi .1 t-

[14 (140:9 (closed shop illegAl I f ( /brie:
:Ve5 ti S 4C-7 1151241 (N(fIe m fcIf.ur! Ir.Jci 11.;,1 . ltrrrr 1.

.114 U S A:4111921) vcorkid1) un,u+11,../c.1 h, ( i,, .0, A, k,

Obi 0,14 s IV! I:

in' Mir d 'WOW-a-n alcVAI

gor
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Court decided in favor of the unions. holding the strike to be of a purely
local nature (259 U.S. 344 at 411119221), Althouih the Court acknowl-
edged the tmion's intent to affect operation of the mines (259 U.S. 344
at 400.403). it did not consider the evidence sufficient to support a

-lindlng of conspiracy to restrain interstate commerce (259418. 344 at
A08-9). Thecnsgaiii..s remanded to the district court for furtlreirproceed-
ings and machtsthe'Sninerne Court again in 1925.

the seaintlirlinall-to,the Supreme Court. the company took full
/advantage of the gene ri econonaic background of the case. Asserting
that the purpose of the strike wSs to halt the production and prevent the
interstate shipment of nonuniOir coal. the company supported its
argument with supplementary economic evidence connecting the strike
with a scheme for the preserv;" union organization. The company
produced data proving that mines with open shops were not only
cheiper to run but also seven times more efficient than union mines.
Moreover. it established that 80 percent of the output of the striking
mines wept into interstate commerce and from that projected the
competitive effect on the priceof the coal_ Finally. the company argued
that the general policy of the union was to increase the price of coal in
one area in order to protect the union operators elsewhere. The logical
inference was that union control hindered compeition and adversely
influenced the market price of coal (Ziskind 1939, pp. 611. 612; 268
U.S. 295 at 308-10). The company's argu:nent was persuasive_ On the
basis of the economic data, the Supreme Court overruled portions of its
previous decision. stating that the reality of the union's interest in
protecting its organization throughout the cod: 'teas of the United
States was, in the words of the Court. "too stalk to conceal

The i'Varionui Labor Relations Ltorird

By the 1930s, the use of the Brandeis brief had definitely infiltrated the
Judicial system Although not always successful. the use of sup-
plemental data was considered for the most par relevant. useful.
andto a more variable degree -- necessary For example, in Lakf v.
E.G. Skinner (303 U S 323-119389 and Senn v Tile Lavers Protective
Union (301 U-S_ 468 119371). the Supreme Court accepted the eco-
nomic theories proposed and incorporated then- irto its opinions_ In
the mid-1930s. the U S. Division of Economic Research (DES) was
created within the National Labor Relations Board INLRII) for the
express purpose of preparing industrial studies and supporting expert
testimony by labor economists for use -ri labor suits. To this end. the
first five cases brought by the si Ka were deliberately planned to make
use of DER data

15
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NU, v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp_ (301 U S 1 (19371). in which
DER economists collaborated with Nitta lawyers in prepanng a brief
sePPorting the Wagner Act, is the landmark Convinced by the eco
nomic research. the majority opiructi ,ated that even intrastate ac-
tivities may fall within federal cono when closely and intimately
related to interstate commerce 4301 U.S. 1 at 37. 38) and held that
industrial strikes resulting from an absence of collective bargaining
cause a direct and proximate obstrpction to the flow of interstate
commerce 4301 U.S. 1 at 42). In four cases before the Supreme Court
immediately following Jones & Ladghlin (NLRB v Freuha4 Trailer
Company, 301 U.S. 49119371; NLRB v Friedman-Harry Wafts Cloth-
ing Co.. 301 U.S. 58 ;19371; Associated Press y NLRB. 301 U.S_ 103
119371; and Washington. Virginia and Waryland Coach Co v WILL
301 U.S. 142 119371 the rites relied heavily roon the economic evi-
dence initially prepared for the Jones case_

After these five cases. the NLRB's use of economic data varied
considerably. It is plausible that once it became clear that the
Supreme Court fully and sympathetically understood the cc-ow-now
issues pertaining to labor relations, the DER saw no need to provide
supplementary data /island 1939. p 630) And. to a degree, the
decisions of the Supreme Cowl support this hypothesis NLRB r
Pennsylvania Grevhound Lines, int _ (30 U S 261 119313D and NLRB
s. Pacific Greshoand Lines, Inc 1303 U S 272 (19181). which affirmed
the power of the NLRB tiTader the dissolution of a company union.
Santa Ceti: Co NLRB (303 U S 4c1 1193811 and Consolidated
Edison Co of v NLRB 004 U S (19 ;91), which upheld

collective baritainingi and NLRB v 4 ut tat Radio and Teleieraph Co
4304 U S 333 1193111), .which affirmed the power of the slim to
reinstate workers after an unsuccessful stoke, were all argued without
any supporting economic data Whether the same results would base
berm reached without the alleged sensitrt ng of the Uourl. however. ts
-tunitc .! to speculation

Coro/alum

The Brandeis brief pased the w,o, for ito: use of social science data In
court decisions_ Although it was neser intended to displace constitu-
tional standards, the use of social scleMe analysis in earls lat-or cases.
beginning with Waller OregorL did signify a departure from the
traditional, strictly legal bases for de6sion From then on the courts
witnessed the gradual assimilation and expansion of social science
evidence Indeed. by the 1910s. the ue of co,Inomic data was well on
the way toward firm acceptance hs the courts In the Idle 1930s,

1
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however, the Coon began to shift from a focus on primarily economic

*um to one et individual liberties. Consequently, the relative Are
domi noes. of economically oriented cases began to fade

(TATISTXAL DATA

hi/iTheitse of statistics and probabilistic evidence in t courtroom
directly coofronti a profound legal issue: how to cope with uncertainty
in a direct and orderly MPAIler. Usually, the basic probabilistic i4eas

, rennin unexpressed and serve only as mental guides Int judges and
juries. but sometimesulti are made explicit and cast in mathematical
terms. This has oc most frequently in criminal cases in which
probability theory has been offered to establish guilt and statistical
determination of bias has been melted to jury representation

Crintinal Law and Probabilirs

Criminal law has served as the for the most extensive and
intensely debated application of probability theory_ The major objec-
tion to its use comes from the premise that, by design. probabilistic
reasoning serves as the basis for the statistical prediction of a future
event. not for deciding whether an alleged past event actually oc-
cumNI. Critics ass,...1-that-probability concepts should have no bearing

on determining wriether a specific event actually-occurred. "Either it
did or didn't happenperiod" (Tribe 1971, p 1344). Others argue that

the factor of uncertainty common to biah past and future eveivii
justifies the use of probability reasiring4 Practical experience has
further heated the debate_ Ironically many uses of probability evi
dente in criminal proceedings have been grossly erroneous. As a

art result, the use of applied probability in legal proceedings to assess the

significance of evidence is highly controversial (Kingston 1966, p 93).
To illustrate, in the cases of People Risley (.114 NI_ Y. 75. 108 N-E.

2 0 0 19151). Store Sneed Oft ti N t 349, 414 P 2d 85811466D, Willer r,
State (240 Ark 341) 199 S W 2d 268 119661), and People t. Collins 168

Cal 2d 39._438 P 2d 31, his Cal Rptr 49' 1196811. citpen probability
testimony was presented specifically to assess the weight of cir.
cumstanind evidence In each case. the testimony provided griainds fix
reversal on appeal; all were remanded fin ietrials with instructions to

exclude the probability evidence
In People t attorney was prosecuted foe offering in

evidence a document that he knew ha,! been fraudulently altered by the
insertion of 1)pcvvnIten-v:Vird1/4 At trial, ,is the motor pan of the proof
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that the intro nt was altered by the use of a typewriter rrilie
defendant. e. the state tailed a mathematics professor who

the mathematical probabiliVhat the words inserted in the
were typed on the defendant' Aikpewriter 1214 N V' 75 at 84,

85). t i the defendant was convicted in the trial court, the New
York Court of Appeals held that the "admission of the evidence v.;is
error. prejudicial to the interests of the defendant and an

attempt to draw a line between assumed fact and reasonable conclusion
to an extent never recognized by this-court- 1214 N Y °t at t(7) Its
dirietive was clear- Such calculations, based on speculation not on
actual observation, were to be distinguished from more acceptable
types of statistical evidence -

In like manner, mathematical testimony used in the murder trial
of State v. Sneeds considered factually insufficient and held mad
missible on appeal. The states witness, again a professor of math
maxics. presented an estimate of probability correlating the appearance
Ida given surname in telephone books, the probability of the combina-
tion of the defendant's phAs.....41 characienstics appearing throughout

population. and the probability of choosing certain pawnshop
1111 within a given time period The court of appeals held that the
probability estimates were miscalculated and lacked sufficient basis
and further stated that.;-'rraithematical odds are not admissible as
evidence to tdentif) a detention! in a criminal proceeding so long as the
odds arc based on estur.ates i7ti N VI 149 at 1s4, 414 P 2d $93 at 14(12)

In Willer State. a burglary conviction was reversed on the grounds
that the problbilit), testimony of a chemist who had esammed speci-
mens of dirtiourid on the d endant's Llthing near the scene of the
crime was unsubstantiated ulative. and comectutal In holding the
testimony inadmissible, the court Indok-atcd that the expert witness had
made no tests on which he could reasonably ham: his probobiliiies.
he did not Vase his testirnoro, on dstu_ies of .4,101 tests made by others
and that he admitted his figures wore predicted on estimates and
assumptions 1240 Ark at 141, 1-41r Ibis probability testimon al

legedly lacking adequate trbundatmu ,,,i)...iltutc,1 the ,,nis, ground for

reversal tCullison 19ht). p 1-'i

The most infamous probability ,case l that of P. ,p,. % ( tilitnt
involving the robbery proset.ution 44 hiak man and his white 14 tic In

its highly dircunwtantiai case the state presented testimony of a
mathematid-frofelsot who attempted to link the defendants statiqi-
Can) to the -rime -- purely by merit of physKal appearance Nkiihout
requiring stall iii.al verifivaition the proNekutor alloys ed !hi. ys one-. is,

`assume pri ihility f.ii.tor, tiq the y,trious , haia,ier I ,,, that he
/

....../
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deemed to be shared by the guilty couple and all other couples
wttxittig to such distinctive characteristics- (69 Cal. 2d at 325, 438

P.?Al at 39, 66 Cal. Rpir. at 502). Then. reasoning that the probability of
the joint occurrence of a number of mutually independent events was
equal to the product of the individual probabilities that each of the
events will occur, the prosecutor calculated that "there was but one
chance in 12 million that any couple posed the distinctive charac-
teristics of the defendants- (p. 542),. The jurors, -undoubtedly unduly
impressed by the mYstiqUe. of the mathematical . den nstraj
but . . . unable to assess the relevancy ilt its value.- found the en-
dents guilty (Cullison 1969, p. 516; 68 Cal 2d 319 at 332.438 P.2d 33 at
41,66 Cal Rptr, 497 at 505).

On appeal. the California Supreme Coun reversed. stating!

We deal bete with the novel question of whether evidence of mathematical
probability has been properly miroduceri artrused by prosecution Ma criminal
ca=e While we discern no inherent incompatibility between the-disciplines ot
law and mathematics arefintend no general disapproval or disparagement of
the latter as an auxiliary in the fact-finding Ot(KCSkeS of the former, we cannot
uphold the technique employed in the instant case (because 01 infeeied the
case with fatal error and distorted the 's traditional role of determining

rulesor innocence according to long so rules Mathematics. a veritable sot
in our cbmputenzed society. Mai: sting the trier of fact in the sear for
truth oast not cast a spell met him We conclude that on the recordbefliti us,
the defendant should not have had his guilt determined by Chi; odds an 4thiet he
is entitled to a new owl itill-tat 2t1 t19 at 3 1J 438 P :"6.1 at 331 ,

5-

The use of mathematital probabilw, injected Iwo fundamental prejudi-
cial errors_ First, the testimony tacked adequate foundation, and.
second. the manner in which tt was used distracted the jury from
properly weighing the evidence. encouraging reliance upon an irrele-
vant expert demonstration This tactic not only placed the jurors and
the defense counsel at a age. but denied jhe defendant an
effective defense (66 2d at 377, 438 P 2d at 41)

McColl:Int decmioni marked a stepalbeit by some interpretations a
step backwardin the developing relationship between social science
research and law Its significance lies in the fact that the judges
considered the statistical sor'ie seriously enough to comment exten-
sively on the problem of statistical proofs_ and to attempt to present the
carrell form for such mathematical analysis tFtnklestetn and Fat-ley
1970, p 489)

The common thread among these probability cases is the unwilling
ness of the courts to accept statistical speculation Courts may accept a

11 statistical Interpretation if it is based on existing, precisely measurable

4
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dais (such as life expectancy and occupational mortality rarest, but
patttcaMrly in criminal they 'haw resisted persuasion by :Acre
staiistiod interpretatcars of odds

Airy That "4:\

rsoroarioNe s'itralsseiNT Alio', The determination of jury bias per-
tinfoil to both population reprcsentation and adequacy of fury size
We:bents another aspect of the use of statistics in the legal arenaijsrd
since the l940s. these analyses hare met with limited suecssbor for
a different reason At issue is neither the statistical Intel/rill. of the
evidence nor its probative value, but us relative worth in liglit:4
stronger constitutional considerations

Testimony focusing on the alleged local pratziie of the NyitetriatiK
exclusion of blacks from grind Juries and sithitquent disproportionate
represent4tion relative to the population played a major role in Ihe
Supreme Court reversal of a rnurder iction in Ha; Teiui
U.S. 400 [19421) Hill argued that the exclusion of Kick% from the
grand jury that indicted him coustiliited racial di4ritrunahon in dental
of equal protection of the law The Court agreed: following this
decision, blacks were dehberately named to grand juries However. the
impact of the demographic testimony in Hill was carried no further
than mere token inclusion of blacks an grand juries, proportional
representation was not guaranteed Three years alter MIL the Supreme
Caul verified its approach of tokenism by affirnung the rape convic-
tion of a black man whose appeal was based on the fact that only eme
black sat on' the grand jury tAkini /eta% S !IY4C--1

Supporting it decision, the Court %Lord

IFOurness In seJc..ii. :ham mien Krell ri5t..1 rekoite r,,p,ssors_s_s scpirsr-+',+
Iron Defendant. tini.tcr ,isTssti.1! ire en, stirs} ss.

mand represenratove if their r di,Lat inhervstr-,c ii r: htfosse wht

are tried But ithe arc entokti tr4u.v !Iu' c.t+-0 3ft !tusic.) .11n
Nektito' 4%111 std puisuc tsotts-e k 4 ,,-;1{10-_' viitst_h

two in the es -_'1011 4)%j shis -4..L.'t t s js

Hill. Alarii, 4fit1 s.n the thrt ri!c,edent sir ir,tt'lv4.1
appeals of Negro LriMinal ion% Jliegi -1r,s,simir,olsiiti ir, sc1C!
hoe of either grand or petit RI( ;'sec for cksrflpie s stilen
344 U S 443 (1941; C.0), 1, r yttii 1%41, 5.4, ,
Alabama, MO S 2t1.7 t Psihc: Hi ..:C 166 F :.=1 1 nth

196611 In each case ,s Ncscriled
prow proporilona! tertcssenta'itiri fr,,s-r. !Iss orrorm

a
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tory, disproportionate exclusion of blacks Hill ,dernonstratinf absolute
exclusida, was successful. But for the arguments proving only dispro-
portionate representation, the statistical evidence 1.solmination
was held insufficient In the eyes of the Court , demography was n v the

most pertinent issue. Statistics were persuasive ortly when they proved
absolute, systematic exclusion. Enforcement of pruportionai represen-
tation by the systematic inclusion of blacks would present yet another
constitutional, problemconflict with the traditional jury sy-stern of
random selection and the Sixth Amendment guarantee of trial by an
impartial jury (Swum v Alabama 1:440 U S 202 at 221 119651.
Walker, 379 U.S 901 119640

cummuNir v 1.s On the whole. attempts to prove cot. ..unity bias
through statistical analysis have proven futile Courts have not found
generalizations very valuable when an individuai -is guilt is tang deter-
Milted. In Alcuwell v Bishop (257 F Supp 710 IF D_ Ark 19661,

affd, 3% F 2d I3S (lath Cir 19681. vcoared and e-andril on who.,
grounas, 39R U S .62 f197011, a black man was convicted of raping a
white woman In an attempt to prose the dangerous influence of
communal bias and denial of equal protection inherent in the trial. the
lefcn,e presented a statistical study showing that, in Arkansas, the
hanees of the death sentence following a 1. omtztion of interracial rape

were, disproportionately, higher than when rope occurred `.4ohm racial

lines (See Wolfgang Psi-lin:mar= 4noi., ,4 Halo- and Capital
Mouthie,-d in the S liite .4 Arkt1,,tus !WC -6.0 F vhihil for Petitioner
p 4, Vfo_t K eli t IlhHp 2" F Supp -.10 11.1) Ark 19fAt cited i."-
Reiss 197(, p AS )Hol the (Loir! A.a,.. not ...wated While admitting that
qatoiLal widen.: -,,t.4, acme extenw.e and sophisticated than had
been produced In prcviou, 7:1,111 the Lour! knit N.:word Wolfgang's
stud) because it lacked saga writ hreadth ,1'....tatd:.) and precision

sMted to esfilhIpsh a:14.1:_foril, th.:r Arkansas juries in general
tice uriconsAitational racial t;1,.LrirranatIon in tape cases 1257 I-

Supp at 7191 Both the dist,ILI ,:uurt and the ,curt of appeal, (398 F 2c1

138; cnlrcried the scope oi the Wolfgang s!u,.1 claiming that it did no

constitute a rePr V4VOIJIlv t: ',,oriplv Indeed A olfgang sur% t.yed -.fro
few couniic,. And did mit Include !he ...rth:, .1 filonal Junrdn.tion In
addit.on. the variables .-scir impre: el, defined. the statistics revealed
:er) few dcialls ahout ihi -1,t,, ,r, ..hi,r, hla...k marti,s %ker: sentenced

to death
In the ,.1E-4,, it t-....th ific .11.111t ,,rijr, ,,,! sipp.c. t .art :t1C .05.0 \ Of

A OitgAng ^- il.i, V.o. :: r CICN, If" i ht 1,tit 'Ai- qt./ death in the
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Iiggregate sense. but the dew-irtation !tit' Apr;
punishment of ffiteiondividual

IThe court( w not yet ready to ,.y. idernr
Oise a a Seipp rape defendant in thle State of !Nit -PstP tin the P'ai4 tt04-ts-i

thcxtcs Of social and ,,i4tistit,si tr trItior ri r f,, fhc

twela v mat tat. the bast% scncralis t^irt cise-khrrc q-,ror,ah:_sw

the South
;Witiaiever %Wirt it rria has: 41 .0 .4

statrutcal argurrirnt d'J r,o1hing !f-K,

r F 241 at 147r

MOrtri3vef both courts appeared lititwairdi., hostile to 4ITU

mints in general As cynically stared t,. the district kourt kipinion
"statistics are elusive things at hest and it is a truism that almost
anything can be Nosed by them i2 f= Supp -10 af ''201

DEATH *IA% In WrihrrrAprrfrn 091 U S It! i 14641.10. the

NAAcP Legal Defense and Edlication Fund :.hailenged a ptoc;:.dure
Jury selection based on whether or not the it/TO( was bothered t y the
death penalt,. Jurws stho had no scruples .rgarnt the death penal!).
like tho.e selected for the ihilltrrip,,r: ..oral t:re laheled death,
qualified The +net= maintained that such a lins unlike the one
choNer, at random from 1 ,,toss Neijitln of the orimunity must
necessarily he biased it- of of i 191 cif,)

As jury hid %.J` a pr(YrICi -.1hif:,,! to C` :clarion only through
cscenttally nonlegal rrnpirts.al analysts tout existing sooa, science
studies "AV(' ini.orporated into the brief upportcd the
hypothesis that death-qualified lur he prose.utton

me in their detcrMination islorciiiet they proposcd that
.-qualrfied ,Acrk: di-pilp-oit:tin-1c1N, from groups

%hose systernati ro..lusion of tit-L0.01m, !rom te% A, prohibited
EdiSt)n ltrti p "I 01 Ohtude .1,

college student deerrird ureic, Ant i( odY-Virsiscin and Faye
Goldhergi ()Mi. kotcri r to-. attitusie

ex-jurors and Flan s stuJi. of tunas in aLivat
,riminallicascs At'c Hoauyer due ti' the

nature of the siklat -clencc c4t,JCr c the ( kiurt c vklth strong

justification that the ,:katA 'ACrr loo frag,nt.intai :o c,tahli,h that
lUrigs rut oppo-,cp int ..c.ot, !h.: vrusr,u
lion in del et l*TTTTrr ;,!,`f
capir.1) runish-m-p.
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use pry or substantially increase thr risk of cons iction t9t S

510 at 51718)

Jun- Size

In two recent decisions. the Supreme Coon acknowledged another
cltical empirical issue whether the reduction of the traditional 12,
member jury to 6 would adversely affect trial results In c,ach case the
Court cued empirical data as proof that ri %soul(' not (Zersel and
Diamond 1974. p 281) Based on empirical data, the decision in
William r Florida (399 U S 78 19701) upheld the.use of a tronember
jury on slate criminal cases Three years later, citing both the "'convinc-
ing empirical evidence' of Wiaiurar and four additional studies that
allegedly discreuited tiny difference between 1?- and 6-rnimber pry
decisions, the Court in libirgrtnr Banat t413 U S 149 119739
sanctioned the use of 15-member jury in federal civil lifigan
Court was again misicd, as the four studies did not su.. i this
premise In Iv. Zetsel and Diamond. noted scholars in the area of
statistical legal analyst,. assert that no study has produced satisfactory
evidtia:e regarding the impact of t'-rnember Junes However, as a
consequence of Ito: persuasiveness of the lawiwi% and eldrefoi-e data.
over two-thirds of the federal district courts now require 6-member
civil juries closet and Plarriond tY-4 p 391)

Bail and Pretrial lte-te /Ulf ,f7 114 `WM% Si t ,rwranjiiin

The Bellamy Memorandum a stud!, of the effect of pretrial detention
on the outcome of a criminal ca.e v.as d rare example isf social
research that wielded a direct immediate influence 4n reform
tsee 'The Urwonstitutional Administration of Bail Bellamye v_ Judges
11 %ea Y.,r4 OW 114001. coed in Hindelang 1972. p 507)_ The
research in the menaa.. urn set outernpincal evidence that ident ett
the Court s decision et arraignment regarding detention or release

cedd as a critical factor affecting th. .:come of a case Both the
eel analysis and the consequent experimentation demonstrated that

careful screening and procedural notification of defendants released
without bond produced a higher percentage of court appearances than
the ra burial bail bond system (hose unable to make hail were
substantially less likely tr he cleared

Thew out; r, ,.ere s(o-muocd dqJ %.hinithxt lh! imtttuie
d JuJu.-Lai J-niniktro, yr (r. %c.v. lerc. eoJ :tit! .e

ek4dIJ firle,;
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As a result, the Bellamy study was instrumental in providing 4
factual basis for refOrm Beginning in 1966, the Vera Foundation
sponsored the Manhattan Bail projecta three-year project designed
to test the hypothesis of the Bellamy Memorandum This project
furnished the arraigning judge witkenough verdicts information cm the
defendant's personal, financial, and community background to facili-
tate a knowledgeable decision regarding had tBoiein 1965, p 326j It

proved to be successful, and when the Vera kinding exptred. in 1966,

the (Ace of Probation of the City of New York took\t over with plans
for expansion However, soon after the project became defunct Only
recently have there been plans for its reinination In fact. its success
might have been greater outside of New York In the mid-1960s.
projects patterned after the Manhattan flail project were started in
Wastuniton, D C , St Louis, Des Moines. and Tulsa

Conclusion

Throughout this century cowls have. been generally unreceptive to
expert probability and statistical testimony Since the use of prob
abilities and statistics is frequently misunderstood or incorrectls
applied, the logical assumption is that the courts based their skepticism
on the persistent errors in application (Cu Olson 1969. p 509) Indeed.
the trend in the use of statistical esidence has been one of misapplica-
tion and misinterpretation hut, until Co/hr- , it went I irgely unnoticed
by the courts Instead the prevailing judicial attitude wa- simply one of
mistrust Ironically, c recent emphasis on statistical evidence and
accompanying ;lite is at its clarification has enhancednot
erasedthis 1...as Alt ugn the yolum% of statistical and probability
evidence has grown since the 1960s, the skepticism of the courts has
increased correspondingly . with legitimate justifications Only the
most specific. aod consequent!, the must credible, evidence like that
provided in the Bellamy Memorandum has proven useful

PI FiL IC OPI%1ON tit R%

The social scientists who haYe testified , lost frequently arc public
opinion analysts (Greenberg 1916 p 964 l'hei surveys have been
introduced as fairly reliable evidence in cases Baling with antitrust.
trademarks and unfair competition, government regulation, and, to a
lesser extent as esidence of community bias primarily racial bias
Since the 1920s. public opinion surveys have aided in settling disputes
betv.cera private interests and, between private Interests and public
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E. agencies. In many instances, public opinion polls have influenced fi
administrative decisions.

In antitrust cases. public opinion polls consistently have provided
usehd and reliable evidencemost extensively in trademark and urfair
competition cases. Since recognized that the special trade meaning
of a word or symbol in the eyes of the public is a matter of fact. the
most appropriate test is the measurement of public reaction. Data in
public survey polls provide a relatively objective means of determining
the likelihood of public confusion.

The reception of early trademark survey evidence. however. war.
highly inconsistent. At times the evidence was ruled inadmissible
hearsay and flatly rejected; as such, it was judged as an out-of-court
statement, offered for the truth of its content and not falling within one
of the many exceptions to the hearsay rule of evidence. Frequently, the
issue of admissability turned in very fine distinctions. Tel illustrate
surveys were excluded as hearsay in Elgin National Watch v. Elgin
Ciock Co. (26 F.2d 376 ID. Del_ 19281) because the affidavit presenting
the questionnaire that interpreted the survey results was not based on
the affiant`s personal knowledge_ But similar surveys were admitted in
Del Monte Special Food Co v California Packing Corp (34 F.2d 774
19th Cir. 19291) because the investigator's testimony was limited to
relating the confusion of the interviewees In Buckeye Soda Co. v.
Odkite Products (U.S. Pat Quart 152. affd, 19 Cust. & Pat. App.
1034, 56 F.2d 462 119301), a trademark confusion survey was admitted
but denied probative weli -4. In each of these cases. the survey
methods were similar, what differed was the means of presentation to
the courts The Elgin investigator testified to the personal knowledge
of third parties, who were not present at trial and thus not available for
cross-examination, his evidence was not admitted. In contrast. the
testimony of the Del %Ionic investigator was based on his personal
observation of the confusion of the third parties, his evidence was
admitted

By current standards. the probative weight attached to a survey
corresponds directly with technical adequacy Standard Oil Co. v.
Standard .0i1 Co tY2 F 2d 65 110th Cir 1958D stands its the leading
case defining the admissibility of public opinion trademark surveys.
The St.'indard Oil _curt held that results of a public recognition
survey inay be received to establish whether ti ade symbols in question
have achieved a degree of public recognition that constitutes secondary
meaning and as to whether there is confusing sifallarity in designa-
tions" among trademark symbols (252 F 2d 65. 75)

Opin' n polls also serve as an accurate demonstration of public

1uJ
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reaction in government regulation cases Foe. exam Rhodes

CPharmaceutical Co. v- F.T. (7.08 F.2c1 382 17t 'it- 1 31). the

appellant successfully used a public opinion survey demo sowing

public interpretation of his advertisement to rebut.a also and

misleading advertising. Even in governme regulation cases. the sof--

Vey must be techattally accurate and ob ctive In keeping wt this
miterion,.the United States v. 38 00:._ Buttesntles (114 F Supp 45111 C

. Minn. 1953D court considered the result cola formal survey conducted

by an expert in advertising and market' psychology but refused to

admit two more informal surveys conduct by pnvatc advertisers.

Moreover. public opinion surveys havesalso been focused on less

tangible concerns. notably the determination of community bias to
support motions fo. change of venue By definition. this category
implies a less quantifiable measurement of human reaction and a much

stronger involvement of value judgmerts Consequently. it has not

been accorded a high degree of probative weight (Greenberg 1956.

p. 962). Although the absence of social research dealing with commu-
nity sentiment was noted as early as 1940. when a federal court at
appeals needed to define the legal test of good moral character (Re-
pouille r. United Stairs, 165 F.2d 152 12d Cm 19471)--the use of such

research has lagged Only recently has it gained momentum

United States v. Hiss (185 F 2d 822 119501.re/I dented . 340 U s

948) was one of the earliest attempts to use public opinion surveys to

prove community bias. but the evidence did not persuade the court
The federal court of appeals denied the defendant's motion for change

of venue. which was based on .'.ompartsons of community bias in New

Yoric City and Rutland. Vermont Similar denial of pull evidence

occurred in irvin i Altlfe 166 So 2d 288 1Fla )953). I eel denied .tub

tram lntri s. Florida. 346 U S 927 119S41. 'eh denied 347 U S 9)4)

Irvin. a bla..:k man. was accused of raping a white woman His
attorneys engaged the Roper firm to investigate the extent of commu-

nity bias in hopes of supporting a motion foe change of venue (see 66

So. 2d at 290-91). I.,' Supreme Court of Flont;a. however. rejected the

poll evidence as "informal and largely based on hearsay lgoingl .

f'r beyond the latitude allowed by the statute- and estab-

lished procedure- (66 So 2d at 291) Moreover. the court questioned

the poll's objectivity and competence. stating that "neither of the
witnesses had more than a vicarious knowledge of what occurred in the

icerviews"and even noting the Roper firm's incorrect predictions in

the 1948 elections'
However, the onurts' attitudes have changed More regent cases

have used public opinion surveys in conjunction with stafistwal
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analysis and social psychological research to win mot S. for change of
venue (e.s.. Fiarnsan v. Georgia. 408 U S. 238 1l 11 Williams v.
Florida, 399 U.S. 78 119701; State v. Little. 286 N ,885 119750.
Presently in criminal law. research in support of change of venue is the
most influential social science data. In iight of OK belief that a jury
should represent a random sample of the population, the courts recog-
nize that the potential danger of refIc4..iing community prejudice in the
attitudes of jury members does exist Thus, in these situations the
probability is very high that the generalizations will apply to the
sample

Coachision

Currently, many attorneys use public 'pinion surveys. and courts are
frequently required to judge their admissibility Judicial reception is
not universal; it varies among courts, geographical locations. and, with
the greatest disparity. among subject areas As the focus of-a survey
shits from the specific. such as reaction to advertising. to the more
intangible, subjective reactions, such as community racial bias, the
skepticism of the courts increases sharply

Three factors explain this disparity in judicial attitude. Fitit is the
question of accuracy: in the view of many judges, the sample basis
taints the survey's reliability and comprehensiveness Second is the
question of method. Undeniably. the analysis of survey evidence
requires the evaluatitin of hearsay statements Even when preserved
during expert testimony (which in itself is arguably inappropriate as it
is not the best evidence available). the analysis of out-of-court state-
ments, filtered through the expert's own opinions, risks the danger of
bias and distortions The third (actor is cost Because survey research
is expensive, it is logical that an attorney with a limited amount of

,resrarchlpioney will give investment in legal research first priority
Clearly. the predominant barrier to judicial acceptance. upon which

-the two others hinge. is mistrust of the survey's accuracy The courts
have struggled with this doubt since survey evidence was first used.
Over time. they have le-fined the solution. choosing to focus on the
relative appropnatencr of hearsay evidence and the practical incon-
venience involved in providing firsthand reports In G&C Merriam Ca.
y.. die air PublisfariR (21)7 Fed Sts. 5114 12d Ca 19131, appeal
dam . :.117 Et S hill). Judge 1 earned Hand stated. "the requisites
of an es eption of the hearsay rule (are; necessity and circumstantial
guarantee of trustworthiness Later, the Criteria for acceptance were
expanded to include evidence exclusively provid-,1 by surveys-
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101pinion testuntin) by an acceptable cyan resting *boil!, vr pally on
information. oral or\itocumeatary, recited by him ciS gathered from others

vouch tarsal _ trustworthy and practically unobtaarable hr other

means. _flivas1 SImptient even though the first hand sources from which

the information came ,could 1 not be produced in court Alsorir

court Co. of America. 35 F Supp 820 at 823 IS 14 N V I9M

American Luggage Works v. United States trunk G4/..(158 F Supp sti

(D. Mass, 19571. afrd sub nom. Hawley Products Co: United States

Trunk Co.. 259 F 2d 69 list Cu _ 19581) further defined the cnIena,
admitting survey evidence if the nsks of distortion were minimized

Over time, the development of a workable rationale for deter rang

an acceptable degree of accuracy gait rise to use of the "state-of-
mind" doctrine. Hearsay evidence rs ow tole ted when it is submit-
ted solely to c*press a general public reach° or when it reflects the
state of mind of the interviewers who present in court But

stjitements of the persons interviewed are not toleaated when Offered

primarily for the truth contained in their individual opinions Wrated
Slates v. 88 Cases. 187' F.2d 967, 974 13d Ca 19511. r err 'ented7itit
U.S. 861 119511: Zeisel 1959, p_ 335)

Beyond the technical bonier posed by the rules of evidence, there is

'Ng second. often more formidable, obstacle to acceptance, of survey
evidencethe legal emphasis on protection of the individual Because
of this predisposition, research evidence that merely purports io de-

scribe the societal context will be admitted much more easily than
geteralizalions that bear directly upon au individual's fate Thus.

within the category of evidence protected by the state-of-mind doc-
tane, surveys focusing on specific, relatively objective public reac-
tions, such as government regulations and public confusion of
trademarks. are more readily accepted than - ,chose evaluating more
Nutlet-live topics such as segregation. education. and racial bias

Although potentially applicable the state-of-mind doctrine is only
)beginning to influence the admission of evidence in more socially

explosive areas

PSI( HOI 061( Al RI 51 kill II

Court treatrtient of psychological evidence pertaining to criminal cases

has been, at best. erratic For over a century the standard by which
mentally ill persons were judged criminally responsible was derived
from nineteenth century English law itf ukhien s ( use, X (lark &
Finnelly 200. at 208 el teg 8 Eng Rep 718. 722 H I 118431). which

defined criminal responsibility as a function of tens ruti . or criminal
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intent. To a great degtee. the 14 Nitixhien standard requiring a person's
knowledge of both the nature of the act and its quality of wrongness
stiff applies,

Howes there have been intermittent depaNgtes frthn this 'ap-
proach. c of the more bizarre tangents taken by vriminal law
occurredia 1921.1-,, unfortunately . it was based on social research.
Social sckntists in the 14205 entertained the theory that society's evils,
particularly crime, were traceable to feeblemindedness Indeed, this
was believed to be the basis of most -cnrmilaitty---Fernovir-stiteltes---
purported IQ show that one feebleminded parent. who lived in the late
1700s, had through his offspnng produed thousands of delinquents
Based on these studies, state legislation provided for the sterilization of
feebleminded people (Kramer 1959. p cti71 An hen challenged.
these laws were upheld by the Supreme ('ours in Bart Bell (274 U S
200 at 207 1 19.2711 Writing for the rnaiorit). .1ustme Oliver Wendell
Holmes stated

We have seen more Ulan unit !hat ittc public %clt,oe ma% salt upon the nest
citizens fix their liscs It would Ise strange if it could not all upon those who
atm-44y sap the strength 04" the date los ihcsr iesscr saolfices often rote felt to
he such ti) those ,rini.eincti in order to ptescra our hang swamped with
incoi..pctent.e It is bsiiti tit all ihr woild if instead of waiting to clicult
degenerate offspFinti fox clinic in lo lei them siaise tot their
oin picscni those who ale ra.inifrsil unlit if OM L0111111UMF, the!! kind

Shortly thereafter, the theory was UlteNfUll!, challenged. new studies
discredited the theory that feeblemindedness was the basis for crimi-
nality The actions prior to and including 'he liar decision were
strongly reminiscent of the Salem with trialsthe difference being
that the more contemporary action was carried out with the sanctions
of social research However. this example is aberrational

The past two decades have witnessed r heightened sensitivity to-
ward mental Incompetence and. with that. a growing awareness of the
role of psychological factors in criminaltt} As a result. although not
yet uruversally accepted, psychological input in legal cases is steadily
gaining respectabilay `lore recently' 'evelopeci teas for determining
criminal responsibility based on psychological research have included
the irresistible impulse test (Awn/ i Slat( 325 F 2d 162.172
15th Ca 19631). a test for the presence of a mental defect that renders
the defeMant incapable of conformity aw (United States s Cur-
rens. 290 F 2d 751 13d Ctr 196111 the diminished responsibility
test (People I Gorshm. 57 Cal d 716, 136 P 2d 492 119591) In
eidditi.m. many cases has e admitted expert psychological testimony to

i
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aid in establishing mental competency in accordance with the standard

first enunciated in Durham v. United States (244 F_2d 1362 ID C Cu

19549. Durham held that a defendant whose dCts were the conse-

quences of a mental defect was not criminally responsible
1 In general. attorneys remain lushly skeptical of expert testimony

regarding the prediction of dangerousness, considenng it impreciseand

potentially capable of condemning innocent people At the crux of the

legal arguMent agaimt psychological research is desire- to guard

--.'.1 againstaniwarranted intrusion into the human mind Although lawyers
i:Tognize thetvaluatory function of psychology in describing behavior

on ail 4ggreleate scale. for the most part they deny its redictive ability

with respect to individual behavior This cnocism ds Justification in

the fast that nest even 50 percent °ghat predictions of
dangerousness are)accurate_ I

/
SACIOL °GRA L A *tt) tiOr i I t I PS l C Iii)h o(,ft At A 1- si spin .

iiclutive use of sociological evidence is rare, more frequent!), it is
used in conjunction with psychological evidence And in light of the
controversial nature of social science research. this is do altogether

logical approach Psychology , a more scientific discipane dealing with
individual behavior, when placed in a sociological context will yic'd
more comprehensive and more credible evidence As may be expected.
social psychological evidence exhibits the most extensive range of

input to cowl case-. First used to expose the detrimental personality
effects of segregation and later to prove discrimination, sociological

t esearch has in the past 20 years successfully laid the basis for man!.

arguments of equal protection Indeed the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People isxxr Pi which consistently in-
corporated sociological evidence in substantiation of os allegations of

ourtecnth Amendment Iyloalions has been its most 10:al and most

successful athocate

birt- tiros, ft Dr( r 0! 01

In the area Of segregation tirm rt lir,: ;;4-"? L S 483

I 19541; consolidated with 11,10..% r tilhq 1)(11IS ( flUni% A( iirwi

Board of Print e tebtard ( ert.olt% (re Heart u Belton) is considered

a landmark for two reasons First it laid the legal foundation for a
national integration policy Sec.* it stands particularly in the eyes of

many social scientists. as one of the first examples of social theory that

found its was into formal law I he famed footnote I I to the MOM!
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opinion, which relied heavily on the research of sociologist Kenneth
Clark, stands as the most widely renowned legal use of social research
(347 U.S. 483 at 494, n 11).5 In fact, it is widely believed within the

science community that, due to their legitimizing effects,
sociological and psychological studies beginnir; with Brown acted as
.7atalysts for the social changes c' the past two decades_ Since Brown,
when the contact theory became an officially sanctioned policy model.

decision, and its impact on the oacrall rretrtoic-cof desegregation ex-

(Armour 1972. p. 93)_ Ironically, close examination of the
validity of the social science evidence in Broan, it% role in the Court's

social science research **has been inextricably interwoven with policy

poses many fallacies that bolls the science community and the
puktic accepted. (See Calm 1955 for criticism of the Clark data.)

C110*s research allegedly demonstrated the harmful effects of racial
disaunhion on the personalities of black children and, subsequently,
on society. In his experiments, he presented black children with two
dolls, identical except for skin color One was white; the other was
black. After ascertaining that the child had a clear concept of the
meaning of colored, he asked which doll they preferred. or which was
the "nice" doll. Two-thirds of the children tested preferred the white
doll, considered it nice, and rejected the brown doll All of these chil-
dren gave spontaneous explanations of their choices, which, when
categorized, reflected existing stereotypes about Negroes. The brown
doll was dirty. it was going to fight, or. quite simply, it was bad. Finally
Clark asked them to show him the doll they resembled Despite their
knowledge that the brown doll was colored. many said they believed
themselves to be like the white doll (Chnard 1951)- Others were more
disturbed_ In his testimony in Pairs i ('aunty Sr hot)! Board of Prince
Edward Count) (347 U S 481119541, Clark repOrted

lAlgrtrit many of the ,:hildren react as if l snore the devil in hell. myself, %Ifni
ask this final question Some of them break down :ind lease the testing station.
they cry Particularly this is true of childrecriin the north it Is as if I had tricked
them We were all fnendls before anYthen I pu; them on the spot
The explos.on .11%1 the degree to %Fitch this method puts its finger
upon flag flagrant damage to the self esteem of the Negro child ()aw w

roomy St !tool Bow,/ of Prini r di, a'J ( want I Nos.:iipt of Record at
filed July 12, 1952. case consolafated urth 13/.4 Of t Bfkird of Es/in-anon on
appeal to Supreme Court!

' See Allpuri 1453 f.x ihe 4rperktiv, 1, ihc appellant s 1rtef, the sthix-4 segregation
wises prepared by nsychrainsis arts: ,eir,oWnir '11C harmful effects of
segregahon Lyn Sego, school children

.a

7
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"Out interpreted these results as indicative of the bash; distorting
persomdity effect of prejudice, discriminatiol. and segregation He
acknowledged that a number of factors. such as security . social class.
and parental education level, would affect the reaction_ But he
attributed to segregation the basic conflict between the children's
concepts of themselves as blacks and their self images as individuals
(Davis v. County School Board of Prime Edward Count% Record at
252; testimony in Briggs Eli/Of 347 S 497) Although many
believe his conclusions today. at the Wile his subjective method and
apparent lack of sophisticatiorrin technique cast doubt upon the
technical validity of his research

Clark claimed that the South Carolina study was consistent with
similar .1947 study in which be compared the reactions of black children
in the integrated schools orSpringfield. Massachusetts, with black
children in the segregated schools of Hot Springs. Pine Bluff. and Little
Rock. Arkansas- In so doing. however. he was Lempanng two totally
dissimilar sets More accurate analysis would ,bays required comparing
not ow but four sets of te,actionsabo6i of nonhern segregated,
northern integrated, southern segregated. and southern ovegrated chil-
dren, Moreover, as reported. his evidence was misrepresentative (Gar-
finkel 1959):

Close examination resealed that more nitilhCfS than ,oultictn nia..k. preferred

and conshdcred the white doll like ihernsch.cs In o orther wails- the kluldre
the white *AI, Insiderek1 the white nt,c designated the blown doll as

li
integrated schools showed d higher ink ikrenz.v 1 the sees reak: a, whiLh Clark
cited in his testimony e. evidence of the harmful cirt%.4, on segreg.iled children

Strictly from a legal point of view, the ( lark data bore no direct
reles ance to the case at hand As pointed out by Cahrt t 1955). Clark's
study did not purport ;,. measure- the effects Of school segregation.
rather. it measuied the impact of segregation in general At best this

still remained subjective and not amenable to precise m&isuremerit
Isolation of the impact of school segregation from the general effects or
societal conditions is difficult if not impossible, and, considenng
ages of the children tested. school segregation might reasonably he
6:umed to be the weaker factor Indeed. Clark testified that the
unexpected. fascinating result of his research was the realization that
the ego damage occurred so earls This ear'iy detection points to
sources outside the schools Granted. school segregation would rein-
force and perpetuate the damage. bur that aspeL I was not the ostensible

point of the research
Regardless of its direct releance the-Mark research was persuasie

1
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and only the extent of us in uence is left to speculation One thing is
char. Although it was used(to support the conclusions that "separate
eitucational facilities are inhvently unequal" 1347 U S at 498). social
science research was not the Onrne determinant in the outcome of the
case, The majority opinion in groan v Board of Ethoutton explicitly
states that the decision was based on grounds of equal protection
afforded by the ir:ourteenth Amendment (347 U S at 495) At most.
social research in the Brown cast was used to buttress, not to formu-
late. the overturn of the separate-but-equal ductnne

Theories abound as to the exact purpose of the use of the Clark
research in Eown, but the secrecy that cloaks Supreme Court Naions
precludes the determination of any definite role Quite plausibly. the
social research could have served as a political placebo Passed off as
an objective basis for such a revolutionary decision, the Court could
have merely injected the research to soothe the public mind and
remove part of the blame from the Court Alternatively, the changes in
the Court between the initial A\rgumerit of Brown in 1952 and its
reargument one year later may!yield a clue Within this time span. the
character of the Court had shifted Chief Justice Vinson had died', Earl
Warren had -succeeded him And the Court by a very narroa margin
had assumed a more liberal position In this perspective. H is possible
that the sod! research influenced the swing not- by its
content. by its potential public role as justifier

Finally, the legal precedent-, rnsolved, codpled with the carefully
developed strategy of the s ACP, shed an irteresting light son the roleof
the research_ Not only did the Bros, n decision overrule the separate-
but-equal doctrine. but it gave the use of social science rsysearch in legal
cases its big splash Both results were the culmination of carefully
developed trends, norther was without histonsal precedent Marty.have
argued that the social research was superfluous to the actual decision.
others have proposed that it provides' the final push needed for the
overruling of ?leis v Ft ret.rion IVO U c17 118961) In fact, it was
both the nature of the Clark information its timing , t provided
the final impetus for reform

Investigation of the preciidenis to trrph ri reveals a carefully con
structed foundation that at firm glance would condemn social research
as unnecessary Afrsiourr re: Guanei Canada (305 U.S. 337
119381) dealt with the infeoority of date-supported black law school
l'he briefs presented strictly leg. equal-protection arguments, no
social science data was cited 1 he Court held that, regardless of
whether it was separate, the %toe of Missouri must furnish legal edu-
cation io blacks equal to it, provided to whites len years later.
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&Fuel. a black: applied to the allwItrie mate Ls% sti-h,sol and was

ftOCICAL In Sipliel v- Board (.1 Regents of Oidahorna 1'12 Nr S 611
09411B, the Court held that this rejection from the on! 4% al fable ChOkt4

WM iq violation of equal protection Again. there was no use of set..-ral

science research
However, further inspection reseals that hewn-ling sit oh %ft 1 worn

v. Oklahoma State Regents (339 U S 617 l 19501 and t t Parrott
(339 U.S. 629119309. social soence evidence vtus an important f4+;tof
In both of these cos, althoue s sepalate black choot e timed o was
inferior to the white school_ Blacks who were denied admission to the
white sehools-refused to enter the hlack school and sued F= pert
science evidence supporting their atguments in SKrurr asserted tko
there was no scientific evidence of intellectual inferturit, delernimed
by race, thus racial classification for educational purrs. lora., 41+1

trary 1.51Seast v Painter, Bnef for Petitioner at 24) Stor.d. segregairon
prevented both black and white students from obtaining full kno%sfedgc
of the separated group and consequently stimulated mutual hoitilth
Third. preitklice was not a congenital instino. thuN it was the eery act
of segregation that perpetuated group is-4.4ation and undercut...Axial
stability (Brief at 26) Fourth. segregation .4..t.entuated the imagined
differences between blacks and %tide, creating an atmosphere unfa
',gond* to proper tducahon and sidling the hlak ,..-hlid'.-motivalion to
team -A definitivestudv of the soentific weak, of ,)ntempolatt,
sociologists. historians, and inthmpologgsts tu.r. dok-umenti%i

the proposition that the intent and result of isegregation i. the

estaNishment of an infertot nitre( for Pt:tw-et at 28 AVSeri
mg that this status NJ., neither valid. ne,.c.o-ar,,. nor Nokletal!II

tageaus. the perrtioners. argued that it shou/d tve climinafed fhe Court
accepted /hell holdIng ha; c the coonion orered ht
the black law .,hoof v.a% stit,,t,rrfriThs..44:11:qtrt the Fourteenth
Amendment required that ht.hiis .0mi:fed rot tote tot hoe !..o4 s_..hoor

On Its fate. the Att.-au c..%iden.c Appeals strong enough to has e
supported the Brot,#: Jeomon perhaps 'roger than the (._1;44k

ailLtaiit! u%ed Asoairring the ..!fength of the S.t.;;It isre:ettert the

Clark data of Br,o-n !,, ;PI' tfl N1'511.1'04.-

fdt,itif
Whether the nucnsicd :oh; st icw.s.!,,h tht:

,egretwion t,i c. y.J. to hurt!( 01 !C% C4Ci: traiucrt.c r.
meras, It. delitseratc dCr)!Cti 1 1-1(h. !he kl

had hod J Ldiertil foundAtior: hci, -trustztoi for

),Cars c'onstmt.e the Suprc t. I our 4.1,;iory

of the Fotitleenth rs.....-.11.;1' is. f.1.0,f)
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legal and social science arguments. The %AA( P strategy in educational
segregation cases had begun with higher education, in particular with
legal education (Missouri ex eel Games v Canada). and progressed to
the eleniesitary level, culminating in the BroKn decision It appeared
that they made little headway so long as their arg,..,;:nts were framed
purely in separate-but-equal terms. such as size of classes, length of
school terms, salaries of teachers. physical conditions of the school, or
distance required to travel. It has been suggested ty Will Maslow,
Director of the Commission on Law and Social Action of the American
Jewish Congress (Cahn 1955, p 157), that it was only when the issue
became one of the damage to student morale as a result of federally
imposed segregation that the Coon became interested.

When the final decision was handed down in the puhii, school segreg.alion
cos.'s, it rested not on conceptuei legal principles oft the legislative history of
the Fourteenth Amendment or even on the soiolcigh.rl demonstration that in
practice segregation results in inferior schools but or The ps)chological finding
of thwarted mtellectudl development

In the years following BtieM n. the tour' probed the a-ea of segrega-
tion, accordingly, the scope of segregation litigation expanded, Cases
progressed from ruling against segregatit_ in schools per se (Bra* n v
Board uj Etlat alum) to urbolding school hosing programs ikre,i
Schist! /hum r %o I, 41( S 1M9 119731) contesting the unfair
educational consequences of school tracking systems (Hobson v Han-

sen 269 F Sapp 401.(49 (1) D C 1%71, tiff d sub nom Stnuc k v.
114mm, 408 F 2d 1.'5 ID( (tr 1969!1 standardiP:d testing (Chum e
, 85,0,d (#.- f sarrrrnPr 13() :(i-; is I) N Y 19 "' and

reevaluating school financiripprocedurc-, (,),-rrunt, s Pticii Ca;- 3d
c84. 487 P 2d 1241 9r+ Rpti Nit ,i9-71 45 U S 1_ W 2140 Tune
10. 1U76) Moreover the cont versy spar:cd by the Brown dectsion
generated its own demand for research Consequent' relying on the
art.....7 precedent and the ensuing boon, in researcl, 'he arguments in
cases alter 'Puri n ftecitientls science stddies

I ht- ( frieffid,! RI r,,11

In rhe cdric, k.,.,1111,i,NrPCO 'hfc t 'I ()trice of Filuca-
Wen to Alfit.11.1.1 a - ors c't c,rt,c-rtorIA: the of public educational
opportunities due in r:Ational origin Known as
the ( tilentan Report I( 'iii al P#11. the rcp4irt stressed Iwo
main pens!, first tte e.iiesi deter rion,int of a child s icadernic
ecrf,ormance rk lariok l,s.i.kground Anti second if a minority pupil
frown a holtle tAt cdocatu.fiA, -,1Lr/gfh schoellmates
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having strong educational backgrounds, the mrnonty child's achieve-
matt level will imnrove--witt, t effecting a negative response in the
performance of the other children Thus. increasing contact between
white and minority students, from a purelyteducational -itewpoint, was
not a Z40-311111 operation. Coleman's "contact theory"' predicted that
the achiivements and aspirations of black students should improve in
direct proportion to the increased contact between black and white
students, and the performance of white children would not suffer

The phblication of the Coleman Report in 190 gave fresh impetus to
the ciesiggregation drive, which had been stymied by years of southern
intransigence (Ravitch 1975), In particular, civil rights groups seized on
Coleman's second point in advocating integration through the busing of
school children. As a result, the Coleman Report strongly influenced
the issuance of the federal busing order of 1970 and was persuasive in
subsequent litigation (see Keyes v School District No. /. 413 U.S 189
119731: Swann v. Board of Education. 402 U.S. 1 119701: Brewer v.
School Board of City of Norfolk, Virginia. 434 F 2d 408 14th Cir. 1970]:
Brunson v. Board of Trustees of School District No /, 429 F.2d 820
14th Cir 1970]),

However, the busing experiment has not achieved the iccess that
the Coleman research projected At present, there are widespread
doubts -egarding its overall effectiveness The current deba!e turns or
two'pa dollar issues: whether busing stimulates white flight from city
public schools to suburbs and private schools, and whether it has
educational value for black pupils It is now aoparent that the research
on which the busing actions relied so heavily suffered from a far too
limited scope. focusing solely on the positive 1 children but
abstracting the potentially negative reactions adults Ironically, nine
years after his original report, Coleman laid the blame not on the
research, but on the courts' use of hi- research. claiming in an April
1975 address that "in an area such as school desegregation which has
important consequences for individuals. and in which individuals retain
control of some actions that can in the end defeat the policy. the coins
are probably the v orst instrument of social policy

Educattonal hut kin,

By the 1970s social research had finally come into ro, own, it was no
longer uncommon to have social scien,,.e evidence supporting the
argumeols of both parties to a lav Hansen, one r
first educational tracking cases, was such a case 1 he briefs of both
sides incorporated extensive social science iesearch dealing with the
segregative and educational impacts ot !tacking I he issues raised
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required the cowl not only to resolve the question of equal protection
but, more sigriffi,cantly. to evaluate the scientific competence of the
tracking systerk Holding against (racking. .he opinion stated that.
although abilKgrouping is an accepted educational practice, the IQ
t VihiCh i! was based did not reliably measure the innate

ities of minority students Since tir.) tests were standardized on
white middle-class children disadvantaged minority children were
unfairly relegated to lower tracks. Thus, 'they received an education
inferior to that of whites in violation of their Fourteenth Amendment
rights (see alsolohnson v San Frarreitri) Unified Sr hoot Disfrir r. 339
F. Supp. 1315 (N.D. Cal. 19711).

Larry P. v. Riles 1343 F. Supp. 1306 IN.). Cal 19721) went a step
further, challenging the teaching misclassification of black children as
educably mentally retarded Relying on the findings of Hobson and
socio-psychological evidence of a statistical racial imbalance in IQ
testing, the brief for Larry P alleged that the IQ tests that were a
substantial factor in placement yielded a disproportionate classification
of black children as mentally retarded And. introducing the "null
hypothesis of special education." it proposed that failure to prove a
relationship between race and intelligence requires the assumption that
no relationship exists. On this basis. the court held that the dispropor-
l' Jute classification of blacks as educably mentally retarded was
unconstitutionally discriminatory

.Srandaratzed I esrm for Entplmi,

The case against standard:p...1, me-- re was earned into the employment
arena in the early 1970, Again. scktal science played a role in resolving
the validity of these tests Unlike the education cases which involved
allegations of deprivations of constitutional rights, employment dis-
crimination cases required statutory interpretation as well. Title VII
§703 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 forbids an employer to classify or
segregate employees .w limit their production to deprive them of
employment opportunities or adversely affect their status because of
race. color. religion. sex or national origin But t 70340 autioriLes the
use of any professional' developed emplmee aptttudt test provided it
is not designed. intended, of used to discriminate Bohrer ( 1973.

p 38) comments

While the question of what Lonstoutes a 1.ittonal relationship between the
methods and the purpose of has not been tleftnaiyek answered
by the courts the proedutes used to evaluate stantlardiied tests ha.4: been
continuath refined I he empliwilent test t teeat the i-eN, ta.lois in the

151
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evaluation of standardized tests: their discriminatory impact and the usefulness

of the tests ! 3 elifloyem

The leading case on this topic was Griggs v. Duke Power Company
(i01 U.S. 424 )1971)). Relying on a statistical study, the plaintiffs
convinced the court that standardized tests used as an employment

criterion failed to predict job success or measure job-related abilities
and placed blacks at a marked disadvantage in the labor market. The

Cowl held thin employment tests ;lust indicate a "demonstrably
reasonable measure of job performance" (4(l U.S. 436). Thus. any
employment practice excluding blacks that canrwt be shown to be

related to job performance was prohibited, notwithstanding the em-

ployer's lack of discriminatory intent (see also Armstead v. Starkville
Municipal Separate School District. 325 F. Supp. 560 [N.D. Miss.
1971), modified. 461 F.2d 276 [5th Cir. 19721).

in Chance v. Board of Examiners (330 F. Supp. 203 [ S. D. N. Y. 19711,

ard 458 F.2d 1167 [2d Cir. 1972)). another challenge to standardized

employment tests, neither party initially presented social science evi-

dence. But skeptical of the plaintiff's ability to prove their claims of
discriminatory practice. the trial court "ordered leach) . . . party to
develop a sum, y to determine comparative pass rates of different
ethnic groups in recent years" (458 F.2d 1167 at 1171). Based on the

evidence subsequently presented. the court issued an injunction
against both future exams and licensing based on previous exams. The

defendant board of examiners appealed, challenging the trial court's

use of statistics. but the judgment of the court below was affirmed '

&hoof Financing

In the landmark decision of .Serrano r Priest. the Supreme Court of

California relied on the statistical and socioeconomic research of Coons,

Clune. and Sugarman in sulking down the traditional means of support

for local school systems--local property taxes (see. S7 Cai. L. Rev

388) Follow-1g an analysis of the total assessed valuation of real

estate, amount of money spent per pupil. local variations in property

tax rates. and state contributions to student costs. the court concluded

that regional -Minor's in income and property values. at, identified.

yielded regional fluctuation in the quality of education The subsequent

inability of poorer districts ,o sustain an educational level comparable

to that of 11.e more ti.ealtny district, .as a denial of equal prole:Iton

Illus. the court concluded that

I flhe California puhlic school finanLing ssien. %vith its sub..tan'ial tit pent'

ence on local propetik, taxes and resultant Aide disparities in school revenue
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violates the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. . . . [T]his
fu scheme invidiously discriminates against the poor because it makes the

ty- of a child's education a function of the wealth of his parents and
aaghbors (5 Cal. 3d at 589, 96 Cal. Rptr. 601 at 604).

Serrano marked the start of a gational trend eliminating state re-
liance on local property taxes as the principal means of financing public
schools. Since the Serrano decision, 19 states have legislated major
school financing reforms. Eight others have assumed larger shares of
the burden of education. And persuaded by Serrano, state courts in
New Jersey, Washington, and Connecticut have held state property tax
financing systems uncqitutioral because of the iniquities created
between rich anu poor tricts: Each court delegated the respOnsibility
for developing a replacement system to the state legislatures. To date,
only the New Jersey legislature, which passed a state income tax for
school financing in 1976, has completed its reform measures (Sullivan,
111.Y.T., April 20, 1916; see N.J. Stat. Ann. 18A:7A -2, -4 [Supp. 1976]).

But the battle stopped at the Supreme Court. Faced with analogous
contentions and presented with similar supporting social science data.
aye Ugited States Suprehie Court arrived at a conclusion opposite to
Serrano. In Rodriquez v. San Antonio Independent School District
(411 U.S. 1 [1973]), the court dismissed the equal protection contention.
on the grounds that there was no fundamental rii,-.1:t. to education. Thus,
only absolute denial of educational oppe; it.ii;:;es woad trigger the
protection of the Fourteenth Amendment. But there .-.-1% no "interfer-
ence with fundamental rights where only relative differences in'spend-,-

ing levels [were] . . . involved and where . . . no charge fairly could be
made that the system fails to provide each child with an opportunity to
acquire the basic minimal skills necessary fc. the enjoyment of the
rights of speech and of full participation n the political process(411
U.S. at 37). As in the jury representation cases, the Court retreated to
an absolutist position in deference ' z, more pervasive constitutional
standardsirrespective of any sup...a-legal proof that might compel a
contrary holding. It stated that to hold otherwise would require the
Court to ";ntrude in an area which it has traoitionally deferred to state
legislature (411 U.S. at 40)- and assume a role for which the Court
lacks both authority and competence (411 U.S, at 4).

Other Cases

Although the primary focus of sociological-psychological evidence
used in the past two decades has been segregation in education and
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employment, this has not been its sole application. Sociological evi-
dence combined with the testimony of anthropologist Solomon Katz
substantiated the overrule of if antimiscegenation laws (Loving
v. Commonweihh of Virginia, 388 U.S. I (1967)). The works of child
psychologists and sociologists concerning the moral and intellectual age
of maturity were noted in Justice Douglas's dissent in the Amish compul-
sory education case. Wisconsin v. Yoder (405 U.S. 205 at 245, note 3,

Piaget, Elkind, Kohlberg, Kay, Gessell, and Hg). Herein Douglas
erred that the majority court should have paid closer attrition to

these studies in its determination of the age of legal responsibility. And
testimony regarding the occupational, employment, and educational
status of blacks given by sociologist Arnold >1. Rose persuaded the
court to give a black father custody of hi- mulatto child in Morse v.
Fields (127 F. Supp. 63 [S.D.N.Y. 1954)).

One of the newest subjects of sociological-psychological research
deals with the extent of the "chilling effect" on First Amendment
freedoms resulting from government surveillance of social dissidents.
Although still in its early stages, surveillance research and its attempt
to determine the severi:y of chill necessary to evoke judicial remedy
may be significant in the future in defining the legal limits of govern-
ment intrusion. Of the many surveillance cases of the/past 15 years,
only two have used social research. In each case the research was
persuasive, although, in siew of the circumstances, the victories were
limited.

The decision in Keyishian v. Board of Regents (385 U.S. 58911967))
outlawing the required anti-Communist pledge for New York State
teachers overruled the 1952 decision of Adler v. Board of Education
(342 I jS. 485 ( 1952)). However, the use of the social research in
Keyishian was not so monumental as it may appear. First, Adler was
decided without the benefit of social science research in the midst
the McCarthy erain an atmosphere that would have smothered the
Keyishian type of evidence. In retrospect, the shifting social context
may have been more responsible for the new decision than the social
scifmce evidence. Second, the Keyishian evidence stands as a prime
example of misdirected social science research. In evaluating the
"chilling effect" on the New York teachers. the Keyishian study
neglected to analyze the effects of the New York pledge legislation,
which had been in operation for the IS years since Adler. In short, it
failed to deal with the impact of the very egisla ion that it alleged to be
unconstitutional.

More recently. the plaintiff's bnef in Tatum v Laird (408 U.S. I

(1972)) included a lengthy appendix detailing psychological and

151
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iociologicid evidence
--
that verified the existence of the chill phenome-

non inherent in government surveillance programs. Despite the gov-
ernment's arguments that the claim of chill was too hypothetical, the

court remanded the case for retrialexpressly to determine the sever-

ity of chill created. On the issue of surveillance, the court agreed that

research was relevant, as surveillance was a social matter
individual rights.

In 'ye use of social research in the segregation cases
paved the way for a much broader use of social research. As has been

shown, sociological-legal research is no longer confined to determining

racial bias. It is now used in a wide and expanding range of caseswith
increasing success. The opinion of the court in Parham v. South
Western Bell Telephone Co. (433 F.2d 421 18th Cir. 19701) indicates the

new position of sociological research in a niche so effectively carved by
the segregation and discrimination issues:

In cases concerning racial discrimination. "statistics often tell much and

Courts listen." . . . The statistical evidence introduced by Parham clearly
demonstrated the. Company's discriminatory employment practices from July

2. 1965, until February 1967.
. . . We hold as a matter of law that these statistics which revealed an

extraordinarily small number of black employees. except for the most part as
menial laborers, established a violation of t Title VII of the Civil Rights Act-
of 1964 1433 F.2d 421 at 426. citations deleted).

FORCESk..6F
r- FECTING THE GROWTH OF SOCIOLEGAL

COOPERATION
The application of social s....ence research to legal problems has gained

a strong foothold throughout the course of this century. Particularly in
the last decade, the use of sociolegal research has intensified and
branched out into more controversial. less quantifiable topics. Attor-
neys and judges have begun to view legal issues neither in isolation nor

in a vacuum. but in the more comprehensive framework of conditions
revealed by the social sciences. In perspective, however, this de-
velopment represents only the first stp, Upon analysis, three forces

appear to be the major hindrances to sx.ial science-legal cooperation.
Foremost is the intellectual strain between lawyers and social scien-

tists. More subtle are the political context within which soda! science
and the law must interact and the time lag between the results of
research by social scientists and their effects on the attitudes of

socieiy

i `J
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APPREHENSION OF THE LEGAL PROFESSION
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Above all, the profound differences in perspective between social
scientists and lawyers have laid an unstable foundation for the alliance
between social science and law. The -legal focus on remedies for
individual clients presents both a strength and a weakness. "The
strength is . . . individualized justice. . . . The weakness is that they
sometimes treat only pan of the problem and do not touch more basic
issues" (Handler 1971, pp. 346, 347). Indeed, both in research and in
resolution, the legal approach is much narrower than the scientific.
Ideally, cooperation with social science would expand this relatively
narrow scope.

There still remains a skepticism verging on hostility that pervades
legal attitude toward social sciencea condition that in turn

tes attempts to use social science research. It has been
that the single most important barrier to the use of social

'science nce is ignorance (Lochner 1973). In practice, this conten-
tion gains rit. As most lawyers lack social science training, they are
frequently incapable of evaluating sophisticated social science re-
search. Consequently, their attitudes range from highly skeptical to
uncritically receptive, although on the whole the skepticism prevails.
But there are dangers inherent to either position. The skeptics, who
substantiate their criticism with examples of unreliable research such
as the misrepresentation of the Brown evidence or the lack of statistical
precision in Collins, tend to discount the validity of the social science
evidence automatically or disregard it entirely. At the other extreme,
those who blindly use evidence without bothering to evaluate it criti-
cally risk perpetuating unsound research. If research is.not scrutinized
upon its initial use. mistakes that survived the first evaluation may
survive each successive use, since previously used studies tend to
receive only cursory legal review.

The recent inception of social science programs in many law schools
is beginning to solve this problem. As a result, some new lawyers now

-.,,,, enter the profession equipped with the analytical skills of the social
./S sciences. particularly economics, in addition to those of law. But the

skepticism of social science that pervades the legal profession reaches
down to the ranks of the students as well, retarding the positive effect
of their training. Morever. this positive effect will cut both ways. More
thorough understanding of social science analysis will erase some of

the inherent prejudice against social science. but it will ai' expose the

analytical and methodological problems in the research.
Generally. the skepticism of the legal profession te ins not from
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analytical handicaps but from sheer mistrust. In part this is a sensible
reaction. Lawyers are skeptical, frequently justifiably, of the alleged
"extravagant claims of . . . psychiatrists that every criminal is simply
a sick individual who, given psychiatric treatment would be made
sane . . . (or oil sociologists that every criminal is simply a product of
his environment and if you will change this environment, you will have
an honest, law abiding citizen" (Gibbons 1971, P. 151).

Moreover, many lawyers frequently condemn social science as
overly dependent on value jt.dgments and empirically unverifiablt.
Critical of the malleability of social science evidence, they question its
accuracy and doubt the integrity of a methodology that derives general
observations from samples. Many believe that "shrewd resourceful
lawyers can put together a Brandeis brief in support of almost any

"vable exercise of legislative judgment" (Geis 1962, fit 573). And
martain that the social sciences will become useful 11, the legal

pr on only when they "achieve the rigor of the most advanced of
the physical sciences" (Donnelly 1959. p.' 83). But the focus of the
social sciences and the very nature of the subject matter renders such
an az.hievement virtually impossible.

In addition, many lawyers are wary of the dissension among social
scientists, believing that it reflects deep-seated defects in the social
science disciplines themsek es. From the time of the first uses of social
science evidence, this belief has prevailed:

1W1hile courts will go a long way in admitting expert testimony _.duced

from a well-recognized scientific principle or discovery. the thing from which
the deduction is made must be sufficiently established to have gained general
acceptance in the particular field in which it be'Pngs line v. United States,
293 F. 1013. 1014 1D.C.Cir 19231)

As a result, they fear that the use of evidence aF. controversial and as
impermanent as much of the social s,7ience research has proven to be
would leave the determination of the law in an extremely uncertain
state. They ask, "Can we afford, can we undertake every genera-
tion . . . to rewrite our statutes and our legislation when the sociologi-
cal or psychiatric or medical theory changes?" (Kramer 1959, p. 568).

It has been alleged that pan of the hcflOtty toward social science
evidence stems from territorial protectivenessa defense against the
increasing encroachment of the social sciences upon legal preserves.
But the case against social science is not limi to subjective reac-
tions. To a large degree, the antagonism of lawyers toward the social
sciences springs from the inability of these sciences to provide prag-
matic information directly relevant to the practice of law. Indeed, social
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research is most effective in those areas of law that affect a substantial
portion of society, such as school segregation. In contrast, social
research is much le valuable in cases that directly affect a limited
number of individuals, such as cases determining criminality. Since the
former category constitutes only a segment of the legal spectram,
social research can claim only a limited jurisdiction. -

if

JUDICIAL REACTION

Not only- have attorneys used social science evidence to convince
judges and juries, but, on occasion, judges have incorporated results of
social science research into their opinions to convince the public as
well. It is a logical assumption that the actual role of social science
research has been not in directing court actions but in supporting them.
In fact, in controversial cases when opinions relating to social issues
have broken with precedent, social science evidence has often been
cited, quite plausibly, to buttress the opiniotof the court, lend legiti-
macy to a result decided en other grounds, and counteract the emo-
tional reaction of the public (see Brown v. Board of Education). As
stated by Judge Bazelon (1977) of the District of Columbia Coui4 of
Appeals: "when the issues are controversial, any decision may fail to
satisfy large portiorwof the community. But those who are dissatisfied
with a particular decision will be more likely to acquiesce in it if they
perceive that their views and interests were given a fair hearing. If the
decision make; has frankly laid the competing considerations on the
table . . . he is unlikely to find himself accused of high handedness,
deceit or cover-up.'

However, even when the social research is well presented, judicial
apprehension remains an uncertain factor. On the Supreme Court, five
judges who are impressed with the social sciOce research are fre-
ouently balanced by four who are not. In to lower courts, the
variations are more extreme. And this uncertainty holds no promise of
becoming clearer in the future. "We shall not know to what extent
judges are 'significantly influenced by social science testimony until
they tell us. and this is not customary. expedient, nor even wise from
the standpoint of their relation io the public and to the losing party"
(Rose 1955. p. 214).

CONCLUSION

W6tever the purpose in using the research, the impact of social
science on the law is an identifiable factor that will grow as the
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cooperation of social science and the law further develops (Cohen
1918, p. 501):

While we come to the present century we see emerging as the dominant

philosophical system the doctrine of pragmatism (which(. Insists that be-

yond mind beneath lewdl forms are human interests pressing for recognition.

Law /comes to be regarded as an agency of social control, one among
y. . .. Legal philosophy becomes a theory of social interests and social

psychology takes up where law leaves off.
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